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Demo Disc • 24 
Everything you need to know to get 
our exclusive disc up and running. 

Input • 32 
Let us know your thoughts. Write 
us at our usual address, or send 
us e-mail at OPM(aziffdavis.com 

Spin • 40 
This montt ook at the enor 

mous success of the PlayStation 2 
launch and much more. Check 
out our Tomb Raider movie cover- 
age, the results of our Survivor 
competition, and our chat with 
Gabrielle Reece 

Top Secrets • 144 
Tricks and strategies for the latest 
games, including Final Fantasy IX! 
Plus cool cheats for PS one and 
PS2 games 

P.S. • 156 
Stupid stuff from the world of 
PlayStation 

Video Games Have 
Ratings, Just Like Movies 
The Entertainment Software Rating Board pr 

vides information about video game cont 
ESRB ratings are intended as quidelines o 
parents should still monit minors’ purchases. 

Happy 
H John Davison 

Holidays Editor in Chief 

| sincerely hope that all of you trying to get your 

hands on a PlayStation 2 are successful. The 

launch, while an unprecedented success, was 

also the cause of a lot of frustration, and we 

completely understand. We were right there 

with you, standing in lines, waiting at ungodly 

hours of the morning. And some of us have con- 

tinued to try every week since. Don't think that 

just because we're the official magazine means 

that we somehow managed to tap into a magic 

stash of systems. No siree. Many of us are still 

trying hard to get our hands on one (Mr. Rybicki, 

for example, just this minute came back from a 

store where he nearly got into a fight over one). 

Hopefully by the time you read this, the steady 

flow of units will be pouring into stores at a rate 

of 100,000 a week. Will this be enough? Judging 

from demand so far it seems as if it's not—but 

don't give up hope. Keep hunting and you're 

sure to track one down. Anticipate the Sunday 

newspaper promotions, find out the days that 

stores get deliveries...try trudging out to a 

store in the middle of nowhere. It'll be worth it 

when you get it. And even more worth it when 

you see what Gran Turismo 3 promises early 

next year. Mmmmm. 
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DRIVER 2: THE 
WHEELMAN IS BACK tx 

ed to play the first Driver, then you hap 

chances are you've been salivating for a shot 
at the sequel. More cities, more cars and 

more control. There's nothing that gets the 

blood streaming through your veins like a car 

chase through the streets of Havai 

SPIDER-MAN everyone 
If we were going to have Stan writing in our illustrious pages, then 

ou get a taste of the game that he is, ultimately, 
onsible for creating. It's the greatest superhero game ever made, so 

had to let 

start your web-slinging now! 

THE GRINCH everyone 
Now that you're buzzing with holid. 

this month's Grinch demo. You ll g 

heer and anticipation, check out 
nvolved with all types of shenanigans 

in Whoville. It's just a shame that the marvelous Jim Carrey was too busy 
to pitch in on some vc 

102 DALMATIANS everyone 
The real danger of this demo is that after witnessing all of those cuddly 
little pupp you might feel inclined to go dump a whole load c h 

on a purebred dalmatian 
market on cute pups, and this 

ARMY MEN AIR ATTACK 2 тєн 
Air Attack 2 is one of the finest of the Army Men series. Here you'll be 

green and little beige machines, one 

other into a pile of goo. This might seem lots like 

ting 

of your own. Disney's certainly cornered the 

exception 

welcomed i a world o 
ed to dete 

the first Air At ack, but the copter's winch mechanics have been upped 

NON-PLAYABLE DEMOS 
MEDAL OF HONOR UNDERGROUND RATING PENDING 

of Honor, you're bound to If you liked the first N 

ond. This game h 
ove the sec- 

e power to envelop you in the different facets 

e music e game is another way that the 

d, coaxing you to understand that bitter, diffi- 
t World War Il period 

of brutal warfare. ТІ 
int 
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| A-spec-tacular 

GRAN TURISMO 3 » 118 
Surely one of the games you re really looking forward to 
next year, and certainly one of the "must-buy" games 

for PlayStation 2 in 2001 [along with Z.O.E., Twisted 
Metal: Black and Metal Gear Solid 2]. We bring you 

armfuls of funky screenshots and a hands-on report REVIEWS 

Excited yet? Go look...go on...now. 

PLAYSTATION 2 The Emperor s New 

Fantavision 130 Groove 136 

NASCAR 2001 130 ESPN MLS Game man 

4 CHARTING NFL GameDay 2001 .130 F1 Champ. Season 2000 

NEW WATERS ON THE SET WITH Q-Ball Billiards Master 137 
2291 

Ф Freestyle Motocross: 

E. ANGELINA e 50 Ready 2 Rumble Boxing: McGrath vs Pastrana, 
Special report from the movie set. What will the Round2 ......... 131 37 
movie be like? Will it be just another crap game tie- Gundam Battle A 

ssault 
in? Or a true summer blockbuster? Real Pool. . 244132 177 

Silphéed | 132 Harvest Moon: Back to 

Sky Odyssey ‚133 Nature 137 

Surfing H30 133 Lunar 2: Eternal iom 

DIESEL DRIVER Unreal Tournament .132 Mary-Kate and Ashley 

Magical Mystery Mall 
DUDS e 88 PLAYSTATION 137 
We hooked up with fashion house Diesel to bring you Army Men: Sarge's Moto Racer World Tour 

clothes from their latest collection. Why are we doing Heroes 2 134 138 
this? Hot holiday title Driver is filled to overflowing 
with Diesel fashion. Breath of Fire IV .. 134 NASCAR HEAT 138 

Colin McRae Rally 2.135 — NCAA Final Four 2001 
139 

PREVIEWS pos is 
Power Rangers 

PLAYSTATION 2 deu Lightspeed Rescue .139 

Commandos 2 .... мо Twisted Metal: Black 110 Babes RC de GO! 139 

Dark Angel: МА .............106 Ready 2 Rumble Boxing 2 
3 PLAYSTATION . 139 

Herdy Gerdy .... 104 Disney's The Lion King: SMA . .114 Speedball 2100 140 

Klonoa 2 ........... 104 Disney/Pixar Toy Story Racer . 113 docneko 140 

MDK2: Armageddon .........103 Dragon Warrior VII . . А 114 Ultimate Fighting 
Championship 141 

МВА Live 2001 ........ 104 Ducati WRC : 16 
WCW Backstage Assault 

DEG de ê era re iu 108 Тһе Dukes of Hazzard || 116 141 

Ç à NE A Woody Woodpecker Onimusha: Warlords ........102 ЕА Sports Supercross 16 Racing 141 

Red Faction ...............108 Evil Dead: Hail to the King 12 The World is Not Enough 

138 

Star Trek Voyager: ЕЁ... 106 НВО Boxing kid 14 
WWF SmackDown! 2 

Stunt GP 5 108 NCAA March Madness 2001 116 Know Your Role 140 

Test Drive Wide Open ...106 Tomb Raider Chronicles 113 You Don't Know Jack 
Mock 2 142 

Theme Park Roller Coaster ...110 Vanishing Point . 4 ТЕТІГІ 
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„BRING IT'IF YOU GOT IT TO NBA LIVE. | 

манту: NIGHT MOVES. AND. How D- 3 

НЕ DO- THAT AIR SHOWS. THINK У 

You GOT THAT KINDA GAME? 

„IF ITS IN THE'GAME, ITS IN THE GAME” | 
ОБАЗРОКТО СОМ «AOL KEYWORD: 

2001. THE BASKETBALL DYNASTY FOR 

THIS CENTURY. NEXT CENTURY. — 
AND THE CENTURY AFTER THAT: - 
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POKEMON COLLECTOR'S 

Only on Newsstands! 
Each year, the hard-workin’ editors of Electronic Gaming Monthly create special-edition magazines 
such as the Video Game Buyer’s Guide, Pocket Games or DCM the Unofficial Dreamcast Magazine. 
These magazines can only be found on the newsstands or through back order. Look for a new issue 
of Pocket Games near Christmastime at Babbages, Software Etc., Barnes & Noble, Wale Mart, K-Mart, 
Walden Books, Target, Borders, B. Dalton and many supermarkets and drugstores near you! 

4-2. у cd 
тере MESI 

Simply check off which magazines you want and send in the order form (photocopies accepted) along with a check made payable to: 
Ziff Davis Media Inc. for the amount indicated for each magazine plus shipping and handling (add $3 for U.S., $3 for Canada and $5 

for foreign orders) in U.S. funds only for each magazine! Orders should be mailed to: Back Issues, P.O. Box 3338, Oak Brook, IL 
60522-3338. Price and availability subject to change without notice. 
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T.J. Lavin's helpful hints on backyard landscaping. 

1.Кі11-а11 living plants and lawn 
pQeTrücktn-drct 

3. Build huge jumps 

Ч. Watch for signs of stray flowers 
5.Kill stray flowers 
Бе Truck in more dirt 
2. Build bigger jumps 

ut apt Sao. 

LPR Ss 

100075 of Real BMX Trick Combos 

[= 

2 
= 
fJ 
+ 
un 
> 
ir. 
е. 

E 

Unique Evolutionary Playfield 



Ghoul spoon 

lillencolli 

TJ. Lavin's actual backyard 



AS A MEMBER OF A RUTHLESS GANG OF SMUGGLERS, IT'S YOUR JOB TO EVADE THE U.S. BORDER PATROL, 

CIA AND CUTTHROAT RIVALS TO DELIVER ILLEGAL CARGO. IT'LL TAKE COMPLETE MASTERY OF YOUR 

OFF-ROAD VEHICLE TO MAKE IT ACROSS UNFORGIVING TERRAIN AND STAY ONE STEP AHEAD OF THE FORCES 

DELIVER AT ALL COSTS 
OUT TO DESTROY YOU. 

TEEN 4 "PlayStation" and the "PS" Family logo are registered trademarks of Sony Computer Entertainment Inc. The ratings icon is a trademark of the. СОТО ^ Interactive Digital Software Association. Angel Studios and the Angel Studios logo are trademarks of Angel Studios. Guidance Recordings and the 
Guidance Recordings logo are trademarks of Guidance Recordings Inc. Rockstar Games and the Rockstar Games logo are trademarks of 

s Take-Two Interactive Software, Inc. © 1999 All rights reserved. recordin 



"instantly intelligible, mind-bogglingly vast, 
and a total gas to play....makes for one helluva 
videogame" - Gamer's Republic, Sept 2000 

"Must Buy Playstation 2 Launch Games list" 

- Nov 2000 EGM 

"driving through the spectacular terrain is 
a blast" - EGM October 2000 

"A - ...the best display and truest testament 

to the processing power of the PS2 to date." 

- Gamers Republic October 2000 

98% Platinum - "the best off-road experience 
you've ever had" ... "one of the must - buy 
launch games" - PSE2 November 2000 

SMUGGLER S RUN 
Levels are over 5 square miles, each with a "drive anywhere" environment filled with other 

smugglers and law enforcement officials. 

Choose from 35 different vehicles, each with unique modifications and strengths. 

Compete head-to-head or run "pick up and deliver" missions against Al opponents or 

in full multiplayer mode. 

Maneuver your way through arid desert, icy tundra, or rocky mountain forest. 

Real Time Damage Models allow you to watch the parts fly as you pay the price for punishing 

collisions! 

SOUNDTRACK AVAILABLE ON GUIDANCE RECORDINGS 

ROCKSTAR 575BWY ROCKSTAR 575BWY ROCKSTAR 575BWY ROCKSTAR,S75BWY 

‚ иш иш ин xm m иш Шш иш иш ыш иш Ыш иш ыш ыш иш шш ың ин иш иш Би ни и ми и ји ми ж/ш и 

miis SARUM то МИЊА omes тШ ИН cow" этгин cmm 
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Non-Playable 
Demos 

Medal of Honor 
Underground 

PLAYERS: 1 • AVAILABILITY: NOW е 
DEVELOPER: DREAMWORKS e PUBLISHER: 
ELECTRONIC ARTS • GENRE: ACTION 

Next Month’s 
Demo Disc 

Playables: 
Crash Bash, Spyro: Year of 
the Dragon, Cool Boarders, 
You Don’t Know Jack 2, 

Mort the Chicken, 
Star Wars Demolition 

(54) Official U.S. PlayStation Magazine 

What is it? 

It's none other than the highly anticipated 

sequel to one of the most highly anticipated 
and highly regarded games of 1999. Driver part 
deux features the return of the ever-incognito 

Agent Tanner, who along with partner Tobias is 

once again behind the wheel of justice, uncov- 

ering and dismantling a scheme between a 
Chicago bookkeeper and the Brazilian mob 
(they have a mob?) 

Driver 2 has a whole slew of upgrades that 
fans have been clamoring for ever since com- 
pleting the original. Topping the list of new fea- 

tures is Tanner's ability to get out of the car and 

walk around the city. Some missions will 

require tasks that can be pulled off only by a 

pedestrian, like setting timers for explosives, 

flipping switches [drawbridges, регһарѕ?). and 
unlocking various locked doors. Tanner can 
also carjack the vehicles of law-abiding citizens 
(ац іп the name of justice, of course]. including 
fire trucks and school buses, which ought to 

make for some very interesting chase scenes 
The game takes place in four new cities: Las 
Vegas, Chicago, Havana and Rio de Janeiro—all 
scenic locales and excellent fodder for street 

driving. Reflections has overcome its case of 
the perpendiculars and added curved roads this 
time around, along with things like highway off- 
ramps, so you'll have to spend some time hon- 

ing your technique. New modes include racing 

Top pics: Get used 

to seeing these two 
Screens; this demo 

is hard. 

Below those two: 

You'll be seeing a lot |3 
of that, too. [= 

and a multiplayer splitscreen (not available in 

mission mode]. That was the brief rundown— 
now on to the demo. 

How does it play? 
Frustrating. Ridiculous. Maddening. All were 
words that came to mind after spending 10 

minutes with the demo. Now, this gamer 

wasn't alive for the majority of the 1970s, but 

he’s pretty sure they didn't make cars that 

bounced 40 feet away on contact or could bal- 

ance on a taillight for a seemingly indefinite 

amount of time 

The only advice we can give you is this: Do 

not rip your hair out or try to snap your con 
troller in half. Perhaps the right car wasn't 

available in time for this demo, or maybe the 

physics aren't yet tweaked to perfection, or 

he game is really, really hard. Let the 
porn-funk basslines calm your nerves, and 
cooler heads will prevail 

If this is what the final product feels like, the 
Demo Disc Psychic predicts a lot of disappoint- 
ed Driver fans hurling their controllers at the 

television. Check out if the bossman confirms 

that prediction in this month's review section 

If there was one decade that Americans 

would like to completely erase from the 

record books, it would most likely be the 

70s. Bell bottoms, leisure suits and pet 

rocks, to name but a few monstrosities. 

But not everything born in decade num- 

ber seven was horribly offensive. Among 
this small but elite group are some real- 

ly solid (to use the parlance of the times] 

car chase/action movies and TV series: 

Bullitt (1968, but close enough) 

Mannix (again, late '605) 
Cannon 

The French Connection (great chase scene] 

Smokey and the Bandit 

Shaft (awesome despite lack of cars] 

Heck, the '705 saw the explosion of a 
certain phenomenon that still provides 
many with late-night entertainment to 
this day. What? We were talking about 
Roller Derby on ESPN Classic. What 

were you thinking? 

A HANDBRAKE Li HARD STEER 

О BRAKE L2 LOOK LEFT 

O BURNOUT R1 HORN 

X ACCELERATE R2 LOOK RIGHT 

PLAYERS: 1 • AVAILABILITY: NOVEMBER • DEVELOPER: REFLECTIONS • 

PUBLISHER: INFOGRAMES е GENRE: ACTION 
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Spider-Man 
Spider-Man, Spider-Man, does whatever a spider 

can—now on your PlayStation! Brought to you by 

the same talented folks behind Tony Hawk's Pro 

Skater [the reference streak is kept alive!]. Spi- 
der-Man packs tons of comic-book style, notori- 
ous archnemeses, and good ог 3D action in one 
nice little compact disc 

Our demo begins with our hero patrolling the 
magnificent yet strangely 

foggy skyline of New York 
City. Reporting a lead to 
his boss, Parker finds out 

that the Scorpion has 
found Jamison, and he's 

a bit peeved. It turns out 
Scorp holds a bit of a 
grudge against J.J. [the 
guy ruined his life and 

turned him into a crazed 

maniac—can you blame 
him?]. Now you're faced with the American 

Dream іп reverse...saving your boss life 
You're working against the clock here, so 

there's little time to swing around and explore the 

city. You've got no time to dilly-dally, so make a 

beeline for the Daily Bugle building [between this, 
Air Attack and Driver 2, this month's disc sure is 

$ 

The Grinch 
(with apologies to the good Doctor...) 
You're a mean one, Mr. Grinch. 
Your game isn’t that fun, 

You're stinking up houses with your rotten egg 

gun, Mr. Grinch, 

They'll sell your game in November, when it's 
done. 
You're an odd one, Mr. Grinch. 
You walk around with an evil prance. 

Your graphics hopefully the PS2 will enhance, 

Mr. Grinch. 

But we're wondering why you don't wear any 
pants. 

You're a foul one, Mr. Grinch. 
You jump on every present in sight, 

You'll offer us a new experience, our money's a 

little tight, Mr. Grinch. 

Gamers won't buy every 3D platformer game 

ever made (well, some might). 

L1 CALL GADGET 
12 CAMERA 

R1 SNIPER MODE 

R2 CAMERA 

PLAYERS: 1 • AVAILABILITY: NOVEMBER е DEVELOPER: ARTIFICIAL MIND. 

8 MOVEMENT • PUBLISHER: KONAMI/UNIVERSAL • GENRE: ACTION 
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heavy on the pressure situations]. Follow the 

Spidey compass and dispatch any bad guys in 

your path. Once you get to J.J.'s office, keep 

Scorpion distracted long enough for the boss- 

man to make an escape. Continue defending J.J 

and attacking with web punches, and look out 

for Scorp's brutal tail attacks. 
If you dig the demo, sling yourself down to 

the local game store—Spider-Man in full is cur- 
rently available. 

А TRAPWEB | 2 LOOK AROUND 
D PUNCH | 12 NOTUSED 
© KICK | RY WEB ZIP LINE 
X UMP | R2 SWING WEB 

AVAILABILITY. NOW • DEVELOPER NEVERSOFT • PUBLISHER 
ACTIVISION « GENRE ACTION 

102 Dalmatians 
Another month, another licensed 3D adventure item- 
collecting game. Cynicism aside [the Psychic's not a 

mean guy, really], here's 102 Dalmatians. Actually, 
here's hoping they make a lot of money on this one, if 

only so they won't have to resort to using Steve from 

accounting as a voice actor. "Heythat'sgreatlet's- 
saveourpuppies" indeed. 

Spider-Man Disorder: Can It Happen to You? 

An OPM Special Report 

You've just finished playing the Spider-Man 

demo, immersing yourself in the fantastic 

world of comic books brought to life. But 

are you or your family at risk of turning into 

a web-slinging mutant? According to Dr. 

Steven Bull of the South Hartford Institute 

of Technology, mutations of the superhero 

variety can happen to anyone. "Quite 

frankly,” the doctor elaborates, “I wouldn't 

be surprised that in 10 or 20 years, the 

human race evolves into a culture of beings 

with superhuman abilities. Whether or not 

we use these abilities for good or evil pur- 

poses remains to be seen." Is it time to 

panic? Maybe it is...maybe, indeed. 

L1 CAMERA LEFT 
L2 CAMERA LEFT 
R1 CAMERA RIGHT 
R2 CAMERA RIGHT 

PLAYERS: 1 • AVAILABILITY: NOVEMBER • DEVELOPER: CRYSTAL DYNAMICS + 

PUBLISHER: EIDOS « GENRE ACTION 

Army Men Air Attack 2 
— Army Man, Army Man, does whatever an Army са...ег, sorry. The 

| boys in green once again take to the skies in Air Attack 2. the 
sequel to one of the better Army Men-based games released last 
year. The demo level is a good representative of the whole game— 

objective-centered missions, fast-paced gameplay, and the love-it- 

or-hate-it charm of Army Men. The Psychic's Hint-O’-The Month: 

Get past the air vents by finding the vent that's not against you; just 

be prepared for immediate and heavy enemy fire. Air Attack 2 lands 

gracefully on store shelves in November. 

Raat A WEAPON2 — L! STRAFE LEFT | 
C] WEAPON) L2 RADAR | 
O WINCH R1 STRAFERIGHT | *( 
X GUNS R2 LAND | 

PLAYERS: 1 • AVAILABILITY NOVEMBER • DEVELOPER: 300 • PUBLISHER: 300. 
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Disc Problems? 
Did you buy a copy of our magazine that did 
not contain a demo CD? Simply send the 
receipt in an envelope marked "ОРМ Replace- 
ment Disc" to the address below with the name 
and address of the store plus your phone num- 
ber and address and we'll send you the disc. 
Make sure you specify which month the corre- 
sponding disc belongs to in order to ensure 
you get the right one. 

Also, il you have a malfunctioning or non- 
working demo disc, call SCEA at 1-800-345- 
SONY. They will provide instructions to obtain 
repair or replacement services. 

Sony Computer Entertainment America (SCEA) 
warrants to the original purchaser of the Offi- 
cial U.S. PlayStation Magazine that the demo 
disc included is free from defects in material 
and workmanship for a period of ninety (90) 
days from the date of purchase. SCEA agrees 
for a period of ninety (90) days to either repair 
or replace, at its option, the SCEA product. You 
must call 1-800-345-SONY to receive instruc: 
tions to obtain repair/replacement services. 

This warranty shall not be aj үзүн and shall 
be void if the defect in the SCEA product has 
arisen through abuse, unreasonable use, mis- 
treatment, neglect or breakage during ship- 
ment. THIS WARRANTY IS IN LIEU OF ALL 
OTHER WARRANTIES AND NO OTHER REPRE- 
SENTATIONS OR CLAIMS OF ANY NATURE 
SHALL BE BINDING ON OR OBLIGATE SCEA 
ANY IMPLIED WARRANTIES APPLICABLE 10 
THIS SOFTWARE PRODUCT, INCLUDING WAR- 
RANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. 
FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, ARE LIMITED TO 
THE NINETY (90) DAY PERIOD DESCRIBED. 
ABOVE. IN NO EVENT WILL SCEA BE LIABLE 
FOR INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAM- 
AGES RESULTING FROM POSSESSION, USE OR 
MALFUNCTION OF THE SCEA SOFTWARE 
PRODUCT. 

Some states do not allow limitations as to how 
long ал implied warranty lasts and/or exclu- 
sions or limitations of con: tial damages, 
so the above limitations and ando eins of 
liability may not apply to you. This warranty 
ives you specific legal rights, and you may 
also have other rights which vary from state 
to state. 

ОРМ Demo Disc is published monthly by Sony 
Computer Entertainment America Inc., 919 E. 
Hillsdale Drive, Foster City, CA 94404, All titles 
shown herein are trademarks of and copyrights 
of their respective publishers and/or their licen- 
sors. See individual screens for details. ©2000 
Sony Computer Entertainment America Inc. 
Please submit all related demo disc inquiries 
to: OPM Demo Disc, Inquiries, 919 E. Hillsdale 
Drive, Foster City, CA 94404 

DEMO DISC PRODUCERS 30 ARTIST 
Jessi Harrison • Gary Philip Williamson • 
Barth Perry Rodgers Jason Robinson 
PRODUCT MANAGER PRESIDENT 
Shelley Ashitomi Katherine Williams, 
EXECUTIVE PRODUCER TECHNICAL DIRECTOR 
Andrew House Tim Edwards 
AUDIO CD ANIMATION 
Buzz Burrowes • INTRODUCTION BY 
Chuck Doud Secret Weapon 
MUSIC COMPOSITION CREATIVE DIRECTOR 
Nathan Brenholdt Mike Tyau 
QA SUPERVISORS, CHIEF BUSINESS 
Chris Caprio • STRATEGIST 
Charles Delay Wes Harris 
LEAD TESTERS DIRECTOR OF OPERA- 
Tim Оита! • Derek Кайа TIONS. 
* Ken Chan Ryan Ramirez 
PROGRAMMING AND SPECIAL THANKS 
INTERFACE ARTWORK BY “lon Manahan е Michelle. 
LIFELIKE PRODUCTIONS, Manahan • Kathleen 
INC. Lynch • Karen Borowick • 
LEAD PROGRAMMER Kerry Hopkins * 
William Bohan Riley R. Russell 
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STINGER MISSILE EJECTION SEAT 

PAY ATDERENTIDN; 007. Q-BRANCH HAS RE-ENGINEERED YOUR FAVORITE EXOTIC MOTORCARS AND EQUIPPED THEM 

WITH WEAPONS AND GADGETS GALORE. YOU’LL NEED THEM FOR YOUR NEXT ASSIGNMENT TO ENSURE THE 

STABILITY OF THE CIVILIZED WORLD. AND NEED | REMIND YOU OO7, TRY TO BRING THEM BACK IN ONE PIECE. 

2. PlayStation.e "ут" по?.кА.сом 
a AOL KEYWORD: 007 RACING 

MGM INTERACTIVE 222244247 

and ASTON MARTIN DBS trademarks and trade dress are the trademarks of Aston Martin Lagonda Limited, and are used under license. Esprit, Lotus and Lotus Round Device are registered trademarks 
of Group Lotus ріс. PlayStation and the PlayStation logo are registered trademarks of Sony Computer Entertainment Inc. All other trademarks are the property of their respective owners 



Think you have 

what it takes to 

write the Letter 

of the Month? 

Send us your 

video game 

expositions and 

you could win 

the official OPM 

Box of Joy. 

We pack our Box 

of Joy with an 

assortment 

of goodies from 

all your favorite 

software 

companies. 

But absolutely 

no guy-on-guy 

action. We 

promise. 

CONTACT OPM 
snail mail 
PlayStation 
Magazine 
Р.О. Box 3338 
Oak Brook, IL 
60522-3338 

e-mail 
opm(dziffdavis.com 
and check 
us out on 
www.videogames.com 

fax 
If you need to 
reach us now 
630.382.9010 

Couples Controversy 
| have been a faithful subscriber to your 

excellent magazine for going on two years, 

and until now | have loved every issue 

However, as | was flipping through the pages 
of the November issue, | came upon an arti- 

cle that absolutely appalled me. It was on 
page 47, titled "Couples who play together, 
stay together." My obvious objection was the 
fact that your “couple” was two lesbians, | 
realize that you guys are trying to get with 
the modern program overcoming racial and 

sexist conflicts, but can't you just stick with 

what the majority of the public considers 

normal? | mean, what if | auditioned for this 
article with my extremely racist skinhead or 
Klanswoman girlfriend? Would you publish 
us? I doubt it! | don't like putting you guys 
down for anything, but please just lay off the 
modern stuff and stay within the world's 

normal boundaries. 

psychotik_robotikfabouncingboob.com 

Hey, OPM. | think you're a great mag, but 
there's one thing you did in your November 

issue that was kind of controversial. You put 

a lesbian couple in "Couples who play 

together, stay together." | have nothing 
against gays [in fact, | like girl-on-girl 
action]. But I'm pretty sure there are kids 
who read your magazine, and parents may 

want to shield that kind of stuff from their 

children. Maybe you should just feature 

straight couples from now on. | don't mean 

to offend anybody—like | said, | like girl-on- 
girl action. Lesbians can get away with a lot 
of stuff, but if you put a gay couple in there 

(guy-on-guy action], | would really be sick. 
Orayusf@aol.com 
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LETTER OF THE MONTH 

Gaming Is the Best Medicine 
My father celebrated his 60th birthday 

this past June, and for his gift | got 
him a subscription to OPM. He told me 
recently that it was the best gift he got 
for his birthday. He loves both the 
magazine and the demo disc that 
comes with it. 

| love seeing him so happy. 
My dad was forced into early retirement some time ago 

because he physically wasn't able to work. His muscles 
ached all the time, and over the years his condition got 
worse. He was finally diagnosed with a disease of the mus- 

cles and tendons called Fibromyalgia. It affects people dif- 

ferently. In my father's case, he has it throughout his entire 

body. Doctors told him the more active he was, the more 

pain he would be in. | think you can see where this is going. 

About a year and a half ago my dad bought a PlayStation, 

since there wasn't really a whole lot for him to do. It's not 
like he is bedridden or anything. His pain is for the most 
part under control as long as he takes it easy. There isn't 
much that he can do that he enjoys. Luckily he can play 

video games almost pain free. And since l've been playing 

games for the better part of 31 years, it's like being a kid 

again. | have someone to play with. Actually | think it makes 

my dad feel like a kid again, too. 
Basically video games and your magazine have made my 

family just a little closer. | get to talk with my dad about the 

latest games and the new PS2 [which he already has 
ordered with a deposit so he's guaranteed to get one). My 

mother even plays Gran Turismo and Driver with him. 

| would like to ask everyone who thinks video games аге 

a waste of time, and that nothing good ever came from play- 

ing them: If there's something that can make you forget 

about your pain or stress, and bring people a little closer 
together, how is that not good? 

Thanks to everyone there for putting out an excellent 

product. Dad thanks you too. 
John Abbott 
jumbabbott(avoyager.net 

Dad will also thank you, and us, for that nifty little Box of Joy 
we'll be sending your way. Just be sure to share all the good- 
ies with Poppa Abbott. And continue to play together nicely. 

Illustration by Mike Reisel 

The “world’s normal boundaries”?! 
According to whom, Mr. psychotik? “I like 

girl-on-girl action"?! Good for you, 

Orayus—but that's not why we featured Liz 
and Lori. Nor did we choose them to “get 
with the modern program.” Liz and Lori 

love games, love each other, and that’s 

good enough for us. And now for another 

opinion on the subject... 

Couples Congratulations 
Having been an avid video gamer for 24 
years or so [I'm 34 now], | hail and com- 
mend you for your couples profile of Liz and 

Lori in OPM 38. To be honest | was surprised 

and relieved to see a same-sex couple grace 

the pages of a gaming[!] magazine. To repre- 

sent diversity with such frankness in a publi- 

cation as this shows a definitive and hopeful 

sign of forwardness and non-biased report- 
ing for you and our slowly evolving society. 
Basically, you rock! And though | was 
already considering it, you ve just put the 
icing on the cake: For the first time in at 
least 10 years, I'm actually going to fork over 

the money for a year's subscription to а 

magazine. Being a skateboarder, electronic 

Screen Caption Contest 
Every month we run а pic, and it's your job 
to come up with a witty caption that makes 
us laugh so hard our heads fall off. E-mail 
your captions to OPM(aziffdavis.com and 
mark the subject CAPTION CONTEST. The 
new contest picture, a juicy shot taken from 
Danger Girl, should be easy enough. 

WINNER! 
“A sexual dilemma for farmers." 
himmighoeferfasurf1.de 

NEXT MONTH 
Think of something that ll titillate 
our funny bones, and you might be 
our next winner. 



R DARK FUTURE.. 
An UNCERTAIN PAST... 

no ONE LEFT TO TRUST. 

AN INTENSE ACTION THRILLER COMES TO 

LIFE WITH EXCITING ANIME STYLE 

CHARACTERS AND STORYLINE. 

REVOLUTIONARY GAMEPLAY BLEND OF 

HAND TO HAND AND WEAPONS COMBAT. 

EASY TO LEARN FIGHTING SYSTEM WITH 

COOL, LIFELIKE AND REALISTIC MOVES. 

THE ARSENAL OF WEAPONS INCLUDES 

PISTOLS, ROCKET LAUNCHERS, ENERGY 

AND PROJECTILE WEAPONS. 

RELEASE DATE: JANUARY 2001 

WWW.ROCKSTARGAMES.cCom/oni 
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DIGITAL 

HOME CAR MULTIMEDIA CUSTOM 

ITS FATHER WAS 

A $5,000 HOME THEATER SPEAKER. 

ITS MOTHER WAS A SUPERMODEL. 

\ 
i 

It sounds incredible. It's packed with technology. And it's 

thin enough to appear on the runways of Paris and Milan. 

Boston Acoustics introduces the first multimedia system 

using SST™ satellites. The result: dynamic, full-range, 

high-fidelity sound from a satellite that's less than three 

centimeters thick. The Digital BA7500™, with Dolby® 

«44 
Dolby* Digital 5.1 Audio 

SST (Slimline Speaker Technology™) 

Digital, SST, and 4-channel compatibility, gives the 

PC gamer a big shot of audio adrenaline. Just what € 

you'd expect from Boston Acoustics, a company 

with over two decades of loudspeaker expertise. 
( 4-Channel PC Gaming | 

To learn more about the Digital ВА7500, visit 

www.bostonacoustics.com. Its parents would be so proud. 

www.bostonacoustics.com 

or toll-free 1-877-333-4001 

"Also available at: 



This month you tell what you were doing 
when the PS2 launched. Next month, we'd 
like to turn your attention to GT3. Which car 
do you hope to see in the game? E-mail your 
thoughts to OPM(aziffdavis.com. 
Mark your notes GT3 Car. 

| took one of my friends up to Software Etc. to pick up 

his PS2, then | went home and wept like a schoolgirl 

and tried to plan out how | could steal it. It was harsh, 

really. 

Deathscythe6443faol.com 

I woke up, went to school, and did homework. 
John Boreyko 

jboreykofaintrex.net 

Sleeping. Preorders are great. | avoided the rush and 

got mine later in the day. 
Brian Gallagher 

Strider@grolen.com 

1 was repeatedly poking myself to remain awake after 

staying up the entire night, awaiting the most glorious 

day in the history of the world! 

gamespellfajuno.com 

| was waiting in a cold, foggy parking lot in front of my 
local Wal-Mart for seven hours with my girlfriend. The 
wait was worth it—it's the best console ever. Until PS3, 

of course! 

Jeremy Knasel 

jknasel(dhotmail.com 

| was standing in line for my PS2! | waited for seven 

hours. 

Torrey Clark 

tecn64@aol.com 

Nothin’. | think | was watchin porn, or sleeping, | dunno. 

EtTravo00fdaol.com 

Sleeping on my desk at school 
gopeder2000farcn.com 

1 was unfortunately working at 12:01 a.m., and that 

sucked. Oh, well...| guess | have to slip some store clerk 
a fifty in order to get my PS2. 

Ellis Hardaway 

jedimasterdarklonerf@yahoo.com 

Anthony Antfactor 
АВА 39 пе! 

We're glad you enjoyed our couple, Anthony. 

But like we said before, we chose Liz and Lori 
simply because they're a loving pair who hap- 

pen to be passionate about gaming. And 

while we're all for diversity, we're more 

focused on featuring interesting couples that 

have interesting things to say than making 

political statements. 

THE 
ROCKWOOL 
INTERVIEW 

empire Аста 

StrngeWilfíaaol.com 

Yeah, yeah, yeah...FFVI is technically a PS one 

game, even though it's a reissue of a 16-bit 
Super Nintendo game. So you're technically 

correct. But you're also technically annoying. 

Soulja4life1faol.com 

Cleo the Psychic said so? THE Cleo the 

Psychic?! Then it's got to be true! Oh crap! 

We're all doomed! 

RADIOSHEEP 

RAGE AGAINST 
THE M'SHEEP 



"What kind 

of aliens are 

playing foot- 

ball?! They're 

all pupils. 

READERS’ 
MOST WANTED 
1. Metal Gear Solid 2 

2. Madden NFL 2001 
3. 63 
4. Dragon Warrior VII 
5. SmackDown! 2 

6. Soul Reaver 2 
7. The Bouncer 

8. Driver 2 

9. Soul Reaver 2 

10. Team Buddies 

E-mail your most 
wanted list to 
OPM(ziffdavis.com 
Mark the subject 
MOST WANTED 

restricted by law. All ed 

sat e ire (л.] 
This is in regard t 
Month. | am shocked and 
bet so are at 1 

The least you could have 

it. Whose side are you nm 

Some parents want to t 
video games since they can't blame it 
themselve: 

If they were r 

their parents [w 
wouldn't have happened 

— | Tragedy Strikes In a Small Town 

That author tatemer 
video game 
that never going t 
video game 

well-adju pe 

annoyed, pis: off game 

angry and say mov e more dange 
than video games 
thought about your 

"Parents and Teache 
Violence Council"? Leave gar 
james alone, and stop t ) ythinq 
эп what our kids enjoy г 
WarPreed22(daol.com 

All righty, WarPreed—take a deep breath. 

Now go back and re-read that letter. Notice 

anything funny about it? Like the fact that 

IT'S A SPOOF?! One very clever reader fab- 

ricated a story about rampaging Guardian 

Forces and deadly Soul Reavers, all of 

which nicely captured the absurdity of link- 

ing violence with video games. Why didn't 

we respond? BECAUSE WE THOUGHT IT 

WAS PRETTY DARN OBVIOUS THAT IT WAS 

SATIRE! Now we ask you: Whose side do 

YOU think we're on? 

Official Contest and Sweepstakes Rules 
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THE SOAP BOX 
I was one of those lucky bastards 

who glommed onto a PS2 on launch 

day (talk about maniacs, I’m sur- 

prised | сате back with two arms!). 

Anyhow, Гт not here to gloat, but 
it's important that I'm one of the 
lucky few who went home with a 

system (kidding, of course). | picked 

up a couple of launch games that 

OPM recommended. | got SSX and 

Madden to start with, since I’m a big 

sports fan and, hell, who doesn't 
want to try snowboarding, even 
here in Kentucky! Go Wildcats! 

So I'm sitting home before work, 

trying to sneak in the first game of 

my Madden franchise, when | 

noticed those eyeballs. Jesus 

crimany! What kind of aliens are 
playing football?! They're all pupils. 
! nearly crapped myself. Me and my 
wife (we're separated, trying to 
work things out) went to see The 

Exorcist just a few nights ago. 

That's what they reminded me of: 

possessed freaks! 

Benjamin Gills 

Got something you want to rant about? 
Get on our soap box and vent. E-mail 
us at OPM(aziffdavis.com and mark 
the subject line SOAPBOX 

The Reader Art Challenge 

Jonathan Robinson 
nemesisx75{@hotmail.com 

Each month we 

Samuel Kennedy 
San Francisco, CA 

ЛАА 59 6 йла baa 

More Crash to Bash 

Robert Kimmel 

Thanks for the tip, Robert. Our Demo Disc 
editor must have gotten a bit too bored 

playing Crash Bash to realize there was 

more to the demo. And really now, can you 

blame him? 

е as our Reader Art of 
piece published and 

ed item in the mail—so 
ubmissions. Congrats to 

Robinson, for hi 

"Erwin" 
Optimuspinoynoyfaol.com 

HOT TIP! 
1 was wondering 
when the PS2 is 
coming out? I 

heard a rumor 
that it is coming 
out in December. 
Is this true? 

Fred Burg 

Hot dang, Fred! 

The PS2 is com- 

ing out?! Wowee. 

We better get 
right on that 

story! Thanks for 

the tip! 

BUYER... 
HA HA HA HA!! 

I'm the guy who 

spent $6000 on 
a PlayStation 2 

on eBay, HA HA 
HA and everyone 

else is missing 

out on PS2, I'm 

having too much 

fun, HA HA HA!!! 
want2bejockía 
hotmail.com 

HA HA, we are 

laughing at you, 

not with you. HA 

HA HAHAHEHO. 

BEWARE 
paint my PS 

black and sell it 
to desperate 

dolts looking for 
a PS2, how 
much would | 
get? 

Charles Cordero 

Oh, about $6000, 

we're guessing... 



Where Е inser prints 

woul. be iF controller 
wasn’t gripp р 

Minor blisters 

earned durin 

J-hour marathon. 

Pepperoni pizza stain 

From all-night 

tournament vs. Hydra. 
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NBA 2NIGHT 

OVER 25 DUNKS AND 40 LOW-POST MOVES TO DOMINATE YOUR OPPO 
PLUS COMMENTARY BY STUART SCOTT. 
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The most sought-after product of this holiday season commands massive lines and outrageous prices. Half a 

million people walk home happy on Oct. 26. Millions of others wait patiently for future shipments. 

Oner on units of the PlayStation 

were originally planne 

able at its North Arr 

jn Oc 
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"Our first batch went on sale at noon on WOULD YOU SPEND HOURS WAITING IN LINE 
. " TO BE THE FIRST ON YOUR BLOCK TO BUY A 

Oct. 26—and sold out in less than 30 seconds! SONY PLAYSTATION 2? 

—Amazon.com с NC NEN RS 

No, it's not worth it 

7% 

Yes, waiting in line is part of the fun 

1 1 1 | 1 1 La) 

0 10000 20000 30000 40000 

Poll taken from cnn.com on Oct. 26. 40,251 total votes taken 

IMPORTANT PS2 DATES 

June 1996 - Ken Kutaragi 
moves on to begin work on suc- 

cessor to the PlayStation 

А 2 March 2, 1999 - Technical specs 
Don't have yours yet? | for the PS2 are revealed to the 

world 

Sept. 13, 1999 - Sony announces 
details on Japanese launch and 
shows first PS2 games. 

Feb. 18, 2000 - Sony holds its 

"Take a picture of a PlayStation 2, put it in |" allows gamers to check it out 

What's the holdup? 

an envelope, and stick it under the tree о-у | 
launches in Japan. 

with a note saying that you'll buy your chil- ——— 
March 6, 2000 - 980,000 PS2 

dren one as soon as it becomes available." "o. | 
—Wal-Mart | ем | 

announces Oct. 26 U.S. launch | 

date and info. 
-4 

Sept. 27, 2000 - Sony announces | 
only 500,000 PS2s to be avail- 

able at launch 

Oct. 26, 2000 - All hell 
| breaks loose. 

Top-selling PS2 games for the week of Oct. 22 to Oct. 28 
аг PrayStation2 таучапоње Playstation? 

xm 
4. Ridge Racer V 5. TimeSplitters 

Namco Eidos 

PayStation2 

р Above: Imagine 
being stuck after 

this guy! The second 

person in line for a 

PS2 at the Metreon 

paid almost entirely 

with coins. Left: 
TER 

Check out those 6. NHL 2001 7. Summoner 9. Kessen 10. Armored Core 2 
EA Sports THQ EA Agetec 

Source: PC Data 
mad Tekken skills. 



LEONARD HERMAN 

CAUGHT UP IN THE HYPE 
As a historian, I've always been 

more concerned with the past than 

the present. Today never interests 

me until it becomes yesterday. So 

whenever a new video game con- 

sole comes on the market I tend 
not to be interested in it until it's 

not so new anymore. During my 

22-year love affair with video 

games I've never purchased a con- 

sole on its launch date. | never had 

to. With a collection of more than 1,600 games, | have plenty to keep 
me busy. 

That all changed on Oct. 26, 2000. 

I should have learned my lesson last year. When the Dreamcast 

went on sale | fell victim to the hype and conveniently found myself at 

а Comp-USA on its launch day. The mere fact that Comp-USA was sold 

out made me want to buy the system even more. | picked one up a 

week later and by that time there were plenty in stock. 
So did | learn the valuable lesson of preordering? Of course not! 
Last December | began purchasing DVDs even though I didn't have a 

player to watch them on. Some of my favorite movies were available 

and they were inexpensive. | reasoned that | would be buying a DVD 

player eventually and these movies might not be available then. 

By January | was itching for that DVD player, and by that time 

stores were beginning to take preorders for the PS2. But | couldn't 

decide whether | was going to get a DVD console that played games 
(NUON) or a game console that played DVDs (PS2). After seeing the 
two at ЕЗ last May | was leaning toward the NUON, especially since the 

first DVD console with the NUON chip was scheduled to be on shelves 

a month later. | knew | would get a PS2 eventually, but my priorities 

had shifted. 

Well that first NUON-powered DVD player arrived in June, but it cost 

$500 and the reviews for it didn't exactly rave about the games. By 
then | had amassed over 20 DVD titles and was impatient to watch 

them, so | went out and bought a no-name bare-bones DVD player for 

$140. | couldn't wait around until the PS2's debut in October. Hence, 

once again no reason to preorder. 

By then the news started coming out that Sony wouldn't have 

enough consoles to fulfill demand. Since | hadn't preordered, | figured 

there was no sense in doing so, because stores couldn't guarantee 

delivery. Then the news arrived that Sony would be cutting by half the 

number of consoles that it would deliver. 

On Oct. 26 | went to my local Software Etc., where | was greeted by a 

list of names of those who would be getting consoles. Inside | watched 

those who had the forethought to preorder pick up their machines. | 

actual got to see a PS2 box! | then promised myself that | would never 

let this happen again. 

So now I'm waiting for the preorders to begin for the PS3. Hey, who 
knows? | may get one before | can get a PS2! 

Leonard Herman 
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Sony PS9 On 
Sale Now 
What's this? PlayStation 9? Did I 

miss something? Actually, no. This 

is the advertising campaign Sony 

used for the PS2 for the launch. 

The basic premise: 

2078 and the Р59 is now available. 

The system has spores that can tap 

right into your adrenal gland, and 

comes with such features as a 

mind-control system, improved 

retinal scanning, holographic 

movie surround vision, and tele- 
pathic personal music. Sounds 

pretty intense, huh? Well, then the 

PS9 commercial comes to a close, 

a PS2 comes into the light, and the 

text reads: the beginning. For 

those who haven't seen it, the 

entire commercial is very futuristic 

and Matrix-ey. It's definitely cool. 

And it kinda makes you wonder 

what games might actually be like 

in 2078. 

“The most important thing is to make sure that first and fore- 

most we have a very successful launch so we can grow the 

installed base of the hardware as quickly as possible. At the 

end of the day, when you have a large installed base, that’s 

a bigger business opportunity for all the companies that 

publish on that platform." —Kaz Harai, President SCEA 

The U.S. has never seen such outright 

enthusiasm for a game platform before. 

Whereas in Japan it is common to see 

lines outside game stores for a video 

game platform launch, never before has 
this happened in the States. Pictured to 
the right is ЕСМ surly Canadian. 
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Mikami's Little Secret 

Resident Evil producer Shinji Mikami has 

slipped us word that he's developing a new 
survival horror game for the PS2 called 

=. The Devil May Cry. Apparently, it's even 
darker than RE. 

CHRIS GORE 
TRUTH IN ADVERTISING 
| can't stand packaging that bends the truth, exaggerates or just bla- 
tantly lies. We've all seen products that advertise themselves as 

"new-and-improved" but generally aren't. How many times have we 

all bought some sugar-coated cereal only to realize that the prize 

inside is just some hunk of cheap plastic and not a cool hot rod? 

(Cheerios, in fact, still puts strawberries on the box even though there 

isn't a damn strawberry to be found.) 

And | can't tell you how many times I've bought a Batman comic 
book with the headline on the cover "Robin Dies!" only to read it and 

discover that Batman only thought Robin was dead. | even ordered 

that six-foot working submarine advertised in the back of the comics 

and it turned out to be an oval-shaped cardboard box. Suckered 

again. Fruit juices with only 10 percent fruit juice, vitamins that give 

you power, fruit roll-ups that will make the sky open up and take you 
to the rainbow world where it rains candy...ENOUGH! 

The point is that companies will say anything on the outside of the 
package to get you to open your wallet and shell out the cash to buy 

what's inside. The video game industry is no different. 

I'm a gamer from way back. How long ago? This was a long, long 

time ago, before even The Empire Strikes Back came to theaters the 

very first time! | can remember my first game system vividly. | got an 

Odyssey 2 that had an actual keyboard attached to the console. | really 
wanted to play the football game, which featured an amazing rendition 
of a running back blazing a trail. The game itself was just a bunch of 
white dots (which didn't even look like people] on a green background 

with lines. The sound consisted of varied uses of “hiss.” It sucked. 

The Atari 2600 was even more blatant, with games like Battlezone 

featuring a painting of an epic war scene complete with spectacular 

exploding tanks. Dots. 

No matter what game | bought back then, it seemed that the more 
fantastic the picture, the lamer the result. Space Combat. Dots. 
Baseball. Dots. Solaris. Dots. Galaxian. Dots. Nothing ever matched 

the picture on the cover. Even the modern game systems never 

seemed to match the artist's imagination when it 

came to an epic war scene, a stellar sporting 

event or a galactic space war. 

Now, with the release of the PS2, everything 

has changed. The PS2 represents the first time 
in video game history when the picture on the 
cover of the package actually represents 

what the game looks like! I've been 

waiting my whole gaming life for 

this! And for that we should 

all applaud. 

Me? I'm holding 
back tears of 

joy...[sob]. 

Chris Gore 
f Film Tt 

Chrono Tri 

Sony Online Announces Planetside 

gger To Hit 
U.S. Shores? 
Fan letters prompt Square to consider it 

Sega on PS one? 
Sega of Japan has informed 
us that the company will soon 

be porting many of its huge 

library of games to other 

platforms, mentioning the 

PS one as a strong likelihood. 

The company intends on raising 

revenue by focusing on soft- 

ware rather than hardware. Did 

someone say Sonic on PS one? 

KOF Still Alive 

Good news, fighting game 

fans: King of Fighters 99 for 

the PS one is headed to the 
U.S. after all. Although the 
release was in doubt due to 

SNK's unfortunate U.S. depar- 

ture, Agetec has snapped up 

the rights and will release it 

this month. 

Hardcore Babes 

Knowing that well-endowed, 
scantily clad babes have been 

an integral part of the appeal 

of its DOA series, Tecmo has 

placed a new ad in Maxim that 

shows off its assets. The ad is 

meant to parody the front 

cover of the men's magazine. 

"| can't marry you...| just got 
PlayStation 2. It’s very time- 
consuming." 
—Saturday Night Live's Jimmy Fallon, during a Weekend Update sketch. 
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On the Tomb Raider set with Angelina Jolie 

CHARTING 
NEW WATERS 

A new movie, anew game, a new 
star—Lara Croft is finally being reborn 

in the style she deserves 

Lara Croft has narrowly cheated death 
yet again. 

Just a few seconds earlier, Croft's trade- 
mark silhouette emerged from the shadows 

of a dark tomb buried deep below the earth in 

the jungles of Cambodia. Forty feet beneath 
her, three men, flanked by a small army of 
machine gun-wielding thugs, spot Croft as. 
she peers down at them. Suddenly, gunfire 
pierces the air, bullets whizzing by the world’s 

most famous virtual heroine, 

“Hold your fire!” shouts a man in a black 

hat. Judging from his chiseled good looks and 
perfect diction, he's obviously a bad guy. 

But Lara knows these men. And she 

knows their plans are about to go awry. With 

a knowing smirk, she tells them as much. 
They're not happy to hear it. 

Frustration evident in his voice, the man in 

the black hat shouts up to Lara: "Lady Croft! 
Can you give me one good reason why I've. 
kept you alive?" 

It's a valid question—one that we've been 

wondering ourselves for quite a while. Can 
anyone offer any good reason to keep this 

once-great character alive? After five games 

in as many years including Tomb Raider 
Chronicles, which should be hitting retail as 

you read this], many have questioned whether 
Lara Croft has lost her relevance. 

Heck, even Adrian Smith, director of oper- 

ations at developer Core, agrees, “I'm very 

pleased to say Chronicles is the last in the 
series as we currently know it," Smith told us. 
"We're delighted because it's the end of a 
long period for us and the beginning of some- 
thing very new.” 

Indeed. But after five long years, Lara is 
finally getting the treatment she deserves. We 

recently flew to England to spend two days on 

the set of the Tomb Raider movie, chatting 
with cast and crew, including the beautiful 
Angelina Jolie. And that's where we wit- 
nessed the above scenario. This wasn't an 
event from a game. No, it was an actual 

moment from the film, which we watched as 
we stood on the very impressive set, Jolie in 
full costume as a perfect Lara Croft. 

We also stopped off at Core's offices to find 
out the latest on the PS2 Tomb Raider game, 
which finally will be a radical departure from 
the Tomb Raiders of past. 

And we're convinced. A new big-budget 
movie due out in the summer of 2001. A new 
direction for the next-generation games. A 
new life for Lara Croft. 



TOMB RAIDER CONTINUED 

Film adaptations of video games have been a 
nixed lot at best, with most being barely worthy of 
1 straight-to-video ase. But any doubts about 

the production values and the potential quality of 

the forthcoming Tomb Raider film were quickly put 

to rest the moment we set foot on the vast sound 

tages of Pinewood Studios just outside of London 
Not only did we wander through the inside of 

Croft manor, complete with intricate Victorian 
details and a high-tech command center. Not only 

lid we get lost in an immense underground tomt 

walls lined with hundreds of stone monkey war 
riors, a giant Buddha on one end, hanging vines 
Jangling throughout, ledges and corridors and fall 

en stonework everywhere. Not only did we see a 
vast set filled by an enormous model of the planets 
apparently constructed by а long-lost смі 
But we also saw an impressive cast and 

an equally impressive list of awards and c 

tials behind them. 

Start with Simon West at the helm, a man who 

also directed blockbusters like Con Air and The 

General's Daughter. And then there's producer 

Lloyd Levin (Boogie Nights], for whom this project 

леп pursuit з labor of love. "Fandom came fir: 
and then acquisition of the rights,” Levin told us. “I 
really like the game—I have а ct for the 

"[Angelina Jolie] is Lara Croft. There's very 
little difference between the two of them.' 

e here. | think haracter—but so does everyone el 
everyone shares the same enthusiasm | have. 

Whether you're looking at the cast, at the pro 

it's all being taken tion design or the wardro 

dent 
versations with other cast and crew members, who 

‘om our cor very seriously.” And that wa 

have worked on everything from recent Bond films 

to The Patriot and The Mummy 

This 1s no throwaway production. This 

Super Mario Bros. or Mortal Kombat. Thi 
bud 

license. Even the sets themselves are spectacles 

You have the biggest stage in Europe right here 
ays production designer Kirk Petruccelli, "and we 

filled it." But the sheer scale of the sets is just the 

et extravaganza worthy of the Tomb Raider 
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For the latest on the Tomb Raider movie, go 

to www.tombraidermovie.com. 
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“THIS IS EXACTLY WHO I АМ!” 

You're well known for playing serious, even intense characters. Was Lara 

Croft a departure for you? 

Do you play the Tomb Raider games? 
t kill } лапу. And | love 

Any worries about taking on the role of a sex icon for gaming geeks? 

1 e qood « 1 what є body wants. She 

What about the rumors that Jonny Miller [Jolie's ex-husband] was a 

Tomb Raider fan, and that you took this role as revenge? 
like I'm not showing my butt in tl je a, | 

things. It wasn't the reasc 

You've had to cover up your tattoos for this film. 

What was your inspiration for the character? 

What do you want the audience to take away from 

this film? 

raph by Antoine Verglas Corbis/Outline 
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TOMB RAIDER CONTINUED 

With majestic sets and exotic locales, Tomb Raider 

has a visual style that rivals the game. 

з hild. So there ho Yotional chil ba 

donment theme in there as wel er, by the 
way, i5 played by r in J f 
father, Jon Voight 

Finally, and most ant, there's the sta th 

film. Ask anyone on the Tomb Ra t what he 

thinks of Ar iJ 1 vit 

Lara Croft, The enchanting actress has managed 
not only fill Croft's legendary proportions, but a 
apture her character perte 

he's the persor rth i 
says director Simon € Croft 

There's very little difference betw 

We don't even discuss what 

because she is Lara Croft, a 

she would say or do in any situatior 
For Levin, casting Jolie took on an extra 

LARA’S NEW LOOK 
With a body that defies human proportions, and 

an immediately recognizable signature outfit to 
complement it, Lara Croft has become an icon of 
sorts. But don't expect to see that trademark 

rubbery blue shirt gracing Angelina Jolie's bo: 

Rather, the star of Tomb Raider will be decked 

out in more muted blacks and grays. 

That's because Jolie is quite sensitive about 
the colors she wears, according to 

Oscar-winning costume designer 
Lindy Hemming. "А lot of the 

color scheme—even though I'm 

very happy with it because it's 
quite moody and modern—is 

actually because Angelina is 
one of those people who feels 

uncomfortable in color, 

Hemming told us 
Moreover, director Simon West 

wanted to make sure the film retains 

Lara's look, while updating it to be a 

sleeker, more modern version. And Hemming 

wholeheartedly agrees with that direction. "If you 

read the script—the way it describes her life—it 

didn't give her opportunities to look like Mad 
Max, really,” Hemming says. “Of course, in tt 
beginning we talked about that. But when you 
read the script, and you look at what happens, it 
never leads you that way. It always gives you a 
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more high-techy feeling 
Croft fans will be glad to know, though, that 

Jolie's outfits will still b e revea ing. On the 
day we saw Jolie shooting a scene, she was 
wearing what Hemming des 

signature outfits ally tight black T-shirt, 

ly tight b 
skull-and-crossbone: 

very, very modern backpack, which is not 
like the backpack in the game, but a 

Shiny carapace modern-looking back- 

ribes as one of t 

ack trousers, her gun belt with a new 

brass buckle on it. And her 

pack with a molded plastic feel. 
Her silhouett 

the silhouette that everybody's 

ing, Hemming adds. 

"Everything she's got on 

mo 

exp 

boots up t| 
guns, her backpack- 

made to ? looks like a modern, 

of Lara. She looks up-to-date silho: 

quite trendy, anyway. 

Also expect to see plenty of flesh— 

surely please all the fanboys out there. In one 

action scene, Jolie is wearing pale gray silk paja 

ich will 

mas a 
idriff. An 

parently shows ample amount of 
he's got other outfits that are aven 

ore revealing. "She's got 13 different cos- 

tumes," Hemming 

as little as a towel 

says, "but some of them are 

A WHOLE NEW GAME 
When Core began working on Tomb Raider for the PS2 some 18 months 
they put together an almost entirely new team. The developer wanted to take 
Lara in a new direction, and an injection of fresh blood was long overdue. 

But according to Adrian Smith, director of operatior в, th 

isn't the only new thing about Tomb Raider. Lara now has a ne ak, the 
game now a darker feel, and the story is now much more important 

In fact, story is such a key element that the team at Core has basically plot 
ted out enough material for years to come. "Let's write the Tomb Raider 

Let's think 

Lara Croft will go on. And rather tl 

book," Smith told his team. about the next 20 advent that 

n just producing that as the next game 
let's think about that as the n int of games 

Yat's in that book? Smith 
sien 

: about the details, not 
wanting to divu о much, But 
he did tell us that we'll see a com 
pletely different La 

ome thing going to be involve 7 
that as really no control 
yer," Srnith says. "She's put in 

jations that are totally alien to her 

All the privileged life she's had 
being from a great family and a 

nice house, and all the doors have 
»pened for her because she's been 

the infamous Lara Croft—all 

19 to be shut tc 

And Lara will no longer 
sweetheart wn used t 

Circumstances are going to drive 

Lara into something almost like 
the underground—the dark, the 

r, the criminal element of it 

xplains. “Not by choice, but 

that’s her only path she can take to bring herself out 

The new games will now be episodic, Smith likened each release to an 
X-Files: E сі T lf-contained, bu | have 

ager picture. "The first дате is going to feed peopl 
Ж information,” Smith says. “We're going to open up lots of doc and tell 

people lots of things, and leave a lot of them open. Sow that seed that she 

involved in something er, and it’s not going to be singularly 
solved in this adventure. 

[don't exp 

ith promises to put up 
xtra" content online to supplement the games. Maybe you'll find a bit of 

back story to follow, or ma ore will release online playable side 
ring other characters—Smith can't say for sure yet until he knows m 

broadband plans. xpect to see plenty of supplemental 
tent online that h chapter 

The gameplay will also be quite t. Core is finally abandoning the 

Mario 

player, using 

clums j| scheme that's plagued the series, opting for m 

style trol. Lara will als; 

an RPG-tike rr 

d to form a lot more of a bond between рес 

volve di Шу Jing on 

hanic of ng-up different skills the more they're used. 

and the char 

plains. "We're trying to tailor the character more to the 
rture indeed. Smith told us that with all the 

might even drop "Tomb Raide: ame of th 
her name will survive," Smith s 

something diffe 
It's a whole new game vith promise 
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7 You see yourself 
"^ .** as а great warrior... 

, "Your. opponents see | 
you ав spare parts. 
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©2000 Mattel, Inc. All Rights Reserved. PlayStation and the PlayStation 10 menacing robots, each Devastate your opponent Learn incredible combo logos are registered trademarks of Sony Computer Entertainment Inc. its own special way with weaponry like moves that will make your 

to turn enemies into missiles, flame throwers competitor's head spin 
scrap metal. and lasers. (if it's still attached). 



www.rockemsockemrobots.com 

Rock "Ет Sock "Ет" Robots Arena gives you 
the power to rip off your opponent's body 
parts and attach them to yourself. Turn your 
enemy into rubbish with their own weapons. Or 
save the parts you collect for future victims. 
The more you win, the more powerful you 
become. You're not just competing for pride 
and honor, you're fighting for limbs. 



STAN LEE 

SOMETHING TO MARVEL AT 
OK, so I'm not the world's greatest 
authority on games and gaming. | 

don't have to be! A guy doesn't have 
lo be a digital demon to appreciate 

awesome action and scorching spe- 

cial effects. But | just wanna give you 

my reactions to a few of the Marvel- 

related video games I've seen lately. 

Of course, there's one thing Гуе 
gotta warn you about. Since the 

games I'm talking about feature 

Spider-Man, the Fantastic Four and the X-Men— plus a whole kaboo- 

dle of other mighty Marvel guest stars—it won't be easy for me to be 

totally objective in my observations. It's like writing about your family; 

they may drive you up the wall sometimes, but hey, they're still your 

family, right? Anyway, ГЦ try to stay cool as long as you allow me a lit- 

tle latitude for bragging. Deal? 

Let's start with Activision's X-Men: Mutant Academy. This one's a 

real rocket ride, with so much action that they didn't bother to include 

a story! All you've gotta do is beat all your opponents to a pulp as you 

guide your favorite X-Man through too many battles to count. You'll 

even have to fight other good guys! And there's no chance of getting 

bored ‘cause you've got a total of 10 superpowered combatants! 
But let's not forget Capcom's Marvel Vs. Capcom! This one actually 

combines a mixed ménage of Marvel heroes with those from the Cap- 

com company. Where else can you find Spidey and friends going head 

to head with superstars like Mega Man or enemies like Venom? There 

are also friendly battles like Spidey vs. Hulk—or even Captain America 

vs. Captain America! (Don't ask me how it happens; see for yourself!) 

Since I'd never leave out the Fantastic Four, let's talk about 

Acclaim's 1997 version of the world's greatest fighting quartet. Unfor- 
tunately, this one isn't quite as imaginative or inventive as some of the 

others. You just grab yourself a favorite Fantastic Four member and 

use him or her to knock the stuffings out of the bad guys. Of course, no 

game can be too much of a dud when you add She-Hulk to the mix! 

As disappointing as Fantastic Four may have been, Spider-Man 

from Activision makes up for it. The opening sequence gives you the 

chance to gird your loins and get set for the carnage to come. Then, 

just before the mayhem, comes the best part of all. You get to hear my 
favorite narrator starting you off at the first level. (Modesty forbids me 

from mentioning the name of that superb orator!) 

And away we go! The action's intense and inspired and keeps 

increasing as you zoom along. To me, the best part is all the other col- 

orful cavorters you get to meet along the way—the Black Cat, the 

Scorpion, Jonah Jameson, Daredevil, the lovely Mary Jane, the Rhino, 

Venom, Carnage, Doc Ock and Mysterio. | might have omitted a few, 

“cause | don't want you to think I'm bragging too much! 

l also got a kick out of seeing Spidey in his alien symbiote costume 

anda ton of other costumes rather than his usual duds. There's even a 

way for you to unlock everything the game has to offer without actual- 

ly earning it, including the collection of classic comic-book covers 

that—aw, hey, | might as well leave some surprises for you! 

Till we meet again, True Believers...Excelsior! 

Stan Lee spends most of his time these days helping to di 

pandemonious plethora of superheroes for stanlee.net. B 
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PlayStation Aptitude Test 
Think you know your PlayStation games? Take the PlayStation 
Aptitude Test (РАТ) each month and see how good you really are. 

1. Reflections is best known for 

what series besides Driver? 

2. If Sega bought PS2s with 

all the money it earned on DC 

launch day, roughly how many 

units could be purchased? 

3. Who is Angelina Jolie's dad? 

4. Who is the youngest person to 

ever portray Lara Croft? 

5. What company publishes 
Tomb Raider comic books? 

6. The original Gran Turismo 

featured how many cars? 

Mini-Me on PS2 

Austin Powers fans listen up: 

The spy who loves to shag will 
soon be hitting the PlayStation 
2 courtesy of Take 2. There's 
no word yet on what the game 

will be like, but we do know 

that it won't be a version of 

the canceled Austin Powers 
kart-racing game for the 

7. What was wrong with GT2? Dreamcast. Which is good. 

An Epic License 

8. "I am the ambassador / Of 
Kickyourassador" is a quote 

from a song on which game? 

Several companies are vying 

for the game rights to the 

highly anticipated epic film 

The Lord of the Rings, due out 

in theaters in about a year. 

Word has it that EA is close to 

nailing it down. Let's just hope 
the game's production time 
won't mirror that of the 

movie's: three whole years! 

9. Counting Р.5.Х., ОРМ5 prede- 
cessor, how many Editors in 
Chief predated John Davison? 

Woo Goes Digital 
10. Why is Enix's Dragon Quest ~ 

RPG series in Japan known here i 
as Dragon Warrior? š j 

Р ~ ' уч » 

Film director John Woo has 

teamed up with several stu- 
dios to form a new game 
developer called Digital Rim. 

Woo will personally work on 

the studio's first PS2 title. 

7012 608P LP 

78977 272 a 2 PL 
suamsuy 

VERHEARD: PS2 CODE NAME 

“In the earliest days, people referred to it as being ‘2’ 

without putting the PS on it. They were like, ‘Let me 

tell you about the 2.” 

—Kaz Hirai, president of Sony CEA, on what the PS2 was originally code-named. 
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Dragon's 

Couples Who Play 
Together, Stay Together 

5 get hit on at work? Jason: Altho. Do you c 
Jason: 

Kimberly: 

jh sequels are nice, 
original concepts. 

npanies got away 
from "sequel-itis 

| What about celebs in games? 
| Jason: It can't hurt. It's like a joke in 

"ost games. It's not really a selling 
int to have the King of Pop to box 

Rumble Round 2 

Kimberly: lf they aim games 
elebrities, | think it's 

n R 

How did ad toward 

Jason: V | don't want 
| 2-ші m^ to see Ben 

Jason's Favorites: A Affleck in 
Tekken Tag, Final some 

Fantasy series, MGS Armageddon 

game where 

you have to 

ı1 Kimberly's save him at 
Favorites: Super 

< Puzzle Fighter 2 
Turbo, Rollcage, з 
Guardian's Crusade What's your 

2 - cat's name? 

They Can't Wait For: А Kimberly: 

© MGS2, Silent Hill 2, -—— Theodore 
The Bouncer іш After the 

Chipmunk. 

all costs. 

Did you get a PS2? 
Jason: r 

haring o razy. | has | Does Theodore [the cat) try to play 
Kimberly: A ve both along, or just meow annoyingly? 

under 10 Kimberly: He tries, but he usually 
yone wa: just bites the cords. Right now 

уде about the he's sitting on the PlayStation 2, 

games industry? staring at us 

Kimberly: Га li 

What would you 

: It must be the humming that 

be mc ccur: him 

WE WANT YOU! 
If you play PlayStation games with your sweetie, we want to hear from you! Send us a letter telling us a little more about you and your gaming experiences together. If you 
are lucky you may find your ugly mugs and gaming story in our magazine. If you're going to send a pic, only send duplicates; materials cannot be returned due to the vol- 

ume of letters we get. Send stuff to OPM Couples c/o Zifi-Davis Media Inc., PO Box 3338, Oak Brook, IL, 60522-3338, or e-mail us:OPM@uiffdavis.com. ІІ you're selected 

as the Couple of the Month you'll win a free game along with notoriety! 

WIN A VIVI DOLL! 
We're giving away 300 of these limited-edition Vivi dolls, which you won't be 

able to find іп any stores anywhere! If you've played Final Fantasy IX, you 

know you want one. And if you haven't played FFIX—well, what are you 

waiting for! Just send a letter or postcard to: “SQUARESOFT/OPM Vivi 

Doll Giveaway,” Р.О. Box 28569, Santa Ana, CA 92799-8569. 

9, Santa Ana, CA 92799-8569. No pur- 
enter One entry per household. Entries must be received by 

resolt and will not be acknowledged ос 

By accep- 
ше 



Beach volleyball's beauty queen gets chatty 

What got you interested in volleyball? 

| was 6' 3" since | was 15 years old 

and it wasn't so much that | was interested in 

volleyball, but that coaches singled me out. So, 

it chose me. Since then, I've had a love affair 

with it. 

Are you still modeling? 

Modeling was a means to an end. Once | 

turned professional | was able to make a living 

as "myself." 

15 there a magazine cover you did that you 

favor more than another? 

: | had a really practical view of modeling. 

My first cover impacted me. | was like, "Wow." 

But after that it's work, and | didn't get emotion- 

ally involved. 

How did you get involved with Power 
Spike Pro Beach Volleyball? 

They were looking for people to get 

involved on the woman's side. They showed me 

some of the program and | liked it. 

What does it mean to be in a game? 

My favorite part is that 1 can perform 
better than | can in real life. That's pretty cool 
And it's nice to be involved with things where you 
need to have a sense of humor about yourself. 

M: Did you ever daydream during sixth 

period of your high-school junior year that 

you'd be in a video game? 

No. | was praying to get through all of 
the things that time in life brings up. "Please 

God, let me stop being a dork.” 

What makes a woman sexy? 

| think when a woman thinks she's sexy 

and it's not an act, but a real thing, and she 

feels good and confident, | can't imagine there's 
anything hotter than that. 

What makes a game character sexy? 

When it's a little better than real life, 

where you're teetering in the zone of fantasy, bi 

there's enough reality that you can/büyjnto'i! 

What does being a role model mean? 

| try to be as positive as | can be. 

But by.no means do | try to Be perfect and 

or say and do all the right things. just try 

to be honest, while keeping my privacy. 

¿But who you see out in theworld is 

really who | am. And | try to take 

«the role-model'tag.seriously. But 

it doesn't dictate the way 

I live. 

How tall were 

you in junior high? 

About six foot. 

Was that weird? ў / 

Well, forget alfout boys hav- 

ing a crush on you. Not only that, but 

they thought | was the substitute 
teacher. Twelve years old, six feet tall, 
they were like, "Do you know where..." 
"Look, | don't know where anything is. 

Do you have a building named after 

you at the Nike complex? 

I don't. Can you believe it?! | wanted the 

place where they eat to be named after me, but 
they didn't go for it 

We'll see what we can do. We've got a lot 

of pull with their higher-ups. 

With your brains, looks and athleticism, 

do you feel like there's anything you can't do? 

You said brains first. | appreciate that. 

You get points for that. But, there are things | 

can't do. | can't be a gymnast. | can't stand on 

my hands. It freaks me out about my center of 
gravity. But I'm of the thinking that if you're 
willing to put it out there, if you're willing to fail 
and willing to bust your butt, all while being 

realistic, you can do so many things. 

In your book you talk about preconceived 

notions. Do those still follow you? 

I think there are less notions, but since 

I've gotten older | don’t care anymore. If they 
want to think, Oh, she's just a pretty girl,” 

I'm not going to fight it. Before | was like, 

"No, no. [have something to say.” But 

what l have to say isn't really that 

important. 

“ р ISSN anan Magazine 
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Video Game 
Publisher Poll 94% 

PlayStation 2 
Which Game System 
Will Own the No. 1 
Market Share? 
note: Nintendo Gamecube and Sega 
Dreamcast received 0% 

Source: Forrester Research, August 2000 

ZOE FLOWER 

PLAYSTATION GAMES AND 
PUSH-UP BRAS 
As a member of the video game 

press, I've listened to marketers 

drone on about the elusive and 

untapped "girl market," heard fem- 

inists scream for equal representa- 

tion, witnessed publishers find 

ways to incorporate cleavage into 

all their ads, and interviewed game 

designers thoroughly confused by 

the entire gender issue. Alas, all 
the market research, media hype 

and heated debate has turned the once-elusive "girl gamer" into an 

unfortunate stereotype by definition: 

* girl gamer [gh-er-L gay-mer]: 

1] She who demands more "realistic" female representation and 

will "frag your ass" if you don't comply or believe otherwise. Can be 

found ranting in various female-only newsgroups on the Internet, or 

competing in Quake competitions for a new pair of army boots. [Also 

see "grrl gamer"] 

2) She who is spoon-fed pink fluffy games but would rather use 

PlayStation as a bookend. Can be found shopping for a new push-up 

bra after fighting with her boyfriend, who was caught drooling over 

Lara's "guns." [Also see "girlie gamer"] 

As a girl who has quietly played video games all her life, | find the 

entire "girl gamer" concept annoying. Go ahead and "frag my ass," but 

1 don't need more feminine characters to relate to. 

Games have always represented a form of escapism. They require 

some imagination to believe in a pixelated fantasy, whether it's Pong 

or Metal Gear Solid. This is how | can relate just as well to the plight of 

Crash Bandicoot and Spider-Man as | can to Aya Brea and Lara Croft 

(perhaps Spidey more than Гага]. How realistic do we need to be? | 

don’t want to play as a slightly overweight divorced renegade librarian 
who seeks anti-cellulite power-ups and battles an end boss for alimo- 

ny payments. 

As for the cotton-candy games for girls, it's time for publishers to 

wake up and smell the imposter perfume. No matter how cutesy and 

sweet the content is, no amount of Barbie or Mary-Kate and Ashley 

will bring females into the market until we change the negative social 

connotation attached to video games. 

Growing up as the only girl in the arcade, | know better than any 

market researcher or game publisher what issues come into play. But 

don't listen to me, because I'm not supposed to exist. | defy definition 

simply because | enjoy my PlayStation and my push-up bra at the 

same time. 

On behalf of those of us who "don't really exist," please drop 

the girl from "girl gamer" and let us get on with playing just like 

everyone else. 

Zoe Flower ıs 

Electr 
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3DO'S NEW BABE 
Former Playboy Playmate of the Year assumes new role as Vicky 

quirky charac- 

voted out of our 

for most of you 

Would 
you like to stay 

for lunch? I think we're 

having MONEYI 

prompted the 
X-Box exclusive for 

liked fat sacks full of 
t> cash money. 
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МОК 2 ARMAGEDDON PS2 © 2000 Interplay Entertainment Corp. Omen Engine © 2000 BioWare Сог оре -" каннын ү | 



HOLIDAY ̀  
BUYER'S GUIDE 

ITS DECEMBER 12TH. WHAT WERE YOU SUPPOSED TO REMEMBER 

ABOUT THIS MONTH? YOU'VE ALREADY STOCKED UP ON ROCK SALT... 

PICKED UP EXTRA WOOD FOR THE FIRE...OH, CRAP, PRESENTS! YOU 

FORGOT THE PRESENTS! WELL, NEVER FEAR, PROCRASTINATOR: WE 

HAVE THE PERFECT GIFT LIST FOR YOU. WE'VE EVEN THROWN IN OUR 

RATINGS, AND THE AVERAGE PRICE. JUST FOR YOU. YOU LAZY BASTARD. 
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Simply scan these handily organized categories to find 
the perfect gift for the person who. 

МАЗ LUCKY 
ENOUGH TO GET A PS2 

EA Sports $50 64004 







Tournament 
Namco, $50 ee 
This Play 

Т 

t J “minigame.” Ma ] 

TimeSplitters 
Eidos, $50 ® ° 
This first-per hooter has sor the fastest 

...HAS LOTS OF 

F RI E N DS (AND А MULTI-TAP) 

Crash Team R 
Sony СЕА, $20 ® 

it's deriva 

Kart. Wr 

Hot Shots Golf 
Sony СЕА, $20 e 

Codemasters, $40 Ф 
Though the mult 

2: Know 

You Don t Know Jack! 
Berkeley Systems, $20 ee eet 

...HAS TOO MUCH 

FREE TIME 
Final Fantasy IX 
Square EA, $40 00 000 

xcle of Square's role-playing game 3 1 р!ау 

writing, 
inigame 

Front Mission 

Square EA, $40 

MTV Music 

Codemasters, $30 

RPG Maker 

..H^s TOO LITTLE 
FREE TIME 

Metal Gear Solid VR Miss 
Konami, $40 eee e E 

"DOESN'T PLAY 
VIDEO GAMES" 

Natsume $20 eeee 

e that anyone can 

GT Interactive, $20 00006 

Sony CEA, $40 ee eee 

„wears SPORTS- 
THEMED UNDERWEAR 
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mes, Inc. All rights reserved. Created by Epic Games, Inc. in с 

"PS" Family logo are registered trademarks of Sony Computer Entertainment Inc. Sega, Drean Unreal" Tournament ©2000 Epic бап LESS ЕЕЕ PlayStation. 



Get up close and personal in the first-person 
perspective with over 10 weapons of destruction! 
Screenshots are from the PlayStation?2 syste: 

Go online with up to B players on your Sega 
Dreamcast", play 2- or 4-player split screen, ог 

network 2 PlayStation®2’s systems with i.LINK™. 

Experience dazzling graphics and a multitude of 

maps and weapons – all in a frame rate so fast 
it's Unreal. 

Unreal™ Tournament's fast and furious, 

single and multiplayer experience comes to life on 

PlayStation®2 computer entertainment system and Sega Dreamcast" 

Lead your team of virtual teammates against the deadliest eladiators 

in the galaxy. Mind-blowing realistic 3D graphics. High-octane game- 

play. Totally Unreal combat action. 

Just be sure not to lose your head. 
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EA Sports, $40 eeee 
For the basketball fan t any better than th 

NE Madden franchise, the 
ja all about reali hey haven't forgotten the 

pu J but net 

N ) 

Midway, $30 @@@@@ 
| r { Blitz is definitely the best of the three 

this ult arcadey football game far from reali 

t act and unbeatable intensity should 

I ts fans any ind anyone else, to boo 

EA Sports, $40 ӨӨӨӨ 
After 

finally got it just right with ̂  
The game calls to mind the glory of NHL's беле 

. LIKES TO DRIVE REALLY, 

REALLY FAST 
Codemasters, $30 @@@@@ 

vithout questior atest rally game ever to 

grace the PlayStatior t important element for a 
jame like this—the "feel" and handling of the cars—is 
absolutely perfect. Check out this month's Revi 

TH t racing game, but its dead-on phy 
engine should appeal to any auto fan. It was hard for us t 

hi th and the original Driver, but we 

more realistic cities and two-player mode 

Sony CEA, $20 @@@@ 
| | jame for 

Tr he most р hed and deep entry in the venerable 

e opportunity t 

у miscreant 

Electronic Arts, $30 eee e 
emarkably 

theless. You'll take to 

urses in a powerful snow 

...JUST LIKES 

SHOOTING THINGS 

THO, $35 ee ee 

y fan of side-scrolling shc it's apparent: 
| find it, grat r heck out the almost 

every J а just watch out for the fi 

EA Games, $40 

[1171] 

and Saving | 

fans alike, this first-per 

the French Re 
during Мо; 

ent, but this violence is only for the sake of histori 

was supplanted c 

place in th 

зе PS one version ма! 

Activision, $40 

If you're not г ff b 

ive and breathe St this is a dream come 
with the Ent true: a chance to fight side by si 

Sony CEA, $20 N/A 

This game of vehicular combat came out nearly a year 

try in the car-combat genre. We 

j Metz k th ng Тиме al: Black will bring 

„ukes ro SLEEP iini 
tHe LIGHTS ON 

Fox, $30 eee 

Though this game wasn't rate 

guide, that's main 

Capcom $30 ee e e 

Dino Crisis 2 may actually be a better game c 

original is still scarier. You may not е found J 

but imagine actually liv errifying experien 

y it. Would you want to go two out of three v 

Square EA, $20 @@@@ 
hough fall mor 

reepy 

ously render 
featuring the h 

of pre 

t will stick with you. Trust us. 

Capcom, $20 Фе 

This game got lower mar 

same 



Live the film 

Defeat vampires, zombies, cop 

collaborators, and more of 

the movie's netherworld. 

=> 
PlayStation 

Screen shots taken from PlayStation" game console gameplay MARVEL 
E ^ 

HAL 
CORPORATION 

BLADE TM & © 2000 Marvel 

The potter of ay immortal... 

e soll of a haman.. 

part vf a hero. 

Ammo, baby! Gothic 3-D locations 

< Eliminate evil using guns, Backdrops for battle include 

knives, grenades, fists, feet... Chinatown, sewers and the 
and of course, swords. Gothic City Museum. 

Animated 

Blood and Gore 

Animated Violence 



nfogrames, 535 ee ee 
A k PS2 

knives, will keep you 
MULTIPLAYER 

15 STILL STUCK 

IN THE "806 

Midway $20 e 
Thi " TIME KILLERS 

Hasbro Interactive, $35. eee 

Activision, $20 ФФӨ4 
Of the recent барш 

QUICK FIXES 
RETRO 

.. JUST GOT 

a PS ONE 
Sony СЕА, $20 Фееее 

GAME SKEPTICS MEGALOM 

PS one РЕП 

SPORTS FREAKS 

nal: gh 

„wants то RULE 
тн: WORLD 

Electronic Arts, $30 ® © @ € 
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VATA the rules. 
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‘an amazing sense of reality...one of 
several must-haves for PS2 launch" 

- Gamer's Republic, Sept 2000 

"an exhilarating experience, one that 

you'd expect to get from the latest 

Hollywood big budget chase scene, 
Rather than a console racing game" 

- ПенЕ Generation, june 2000 

There are no rules. 

m sm xm ma sm шш ш ш xm xm = = и ји и 

тїшїїчї io HIP oof RSM зч ШЙ 

„ЛОЛ 
In secret gatherings around the world a 

mysterious group of urban street racers, known 

as the Midnight Club, race for pride, power and 

glory in sleekly customized, tricked-out sports 

cars, Speeding through crowded streets, 

running red lights, terrorizing pedestrians, 

driving on sidewalks and outrunning the cops 

are just the basics for the "Midnight Club". 

Racing action in two accurately modeled 

cities on both sides of the Atlantic - Пеш York 

and London! 

17 different performance enhanced cars to race - 

concept prototypes, foreign sports cars, muscle 

cars and pickup trucks. 

Play in a persistent world - with interactive 
traffic, pedestrians and law enforcement. 

Win the pink slips of opposing players! 

Rise up through the ranks in the illicit world 

of the Midnight Club. 

Winning cars are tuned up with equipment 

from street-racing specialists such as Dimmer, 

VeilSide, Zender, Neuspeed, Wings West and 

more... 

wuwuw.rockstargames.com/midnightclub 

Cutting edge soundtrack from some of the 
world's leading technoldrum and bass artists- 
Dom and Roland, Derrick May and Surgeon 

counterbalance EE a š 

"PlayStation" and the "PS" Family logo are registered trademarks of Sony Computer 
Entertainment Inc. The ratings icon is a trademark of the Interactive Digital Software 
Association. Angel Studios and the Angel Studios logo are trademarks of Angel Studios. 
Rockstar Games and the Rockstar Games logo are trademarks of Take-Two Interactive. 
Software, Inc. © 2000 Ай rights reserved. 
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Clish Maclaver. 
Gossip Gossip 
GOSSIP, RUMOR AND SCANDAL. 

GAMING'S BIGGEST SECRETS DUG UP 

AND SERVED WITH GRAVY 

I've been working the scene like a 
mad thing for the past month and 

I've managed to dig up all kinds of 
goodies. As ever, most of this is 

stuff that no one is prepared to 
say “on the record," but l'm 

certain that all my infor 

mation is гаје. 

There аге some 

exciting things 
afoot...especially for 

PlayStation 2 

SNAKE WON'T BE 
HANGING OUT 
WITH ZOE 
It seems that those of you 

ing forward to the U.S. release 
Z.O.E. because of the possible 

inclusion of a playable Metal 

Gear Solid 2 demo are going t 
be disappointed. | can't confirm 

this absolutely and positively, but 
while swigging back some ales 
with my Konami spy, there was 
some talk of how the recent FTC 
report had helped change th 
whole strategy on this front 
The demo will still be on the 
Japanese version of the game, 

| understand, but because Z.O.E 

is likely to be rated “T” here in 

the es, the team doesn't want 

to include a demo of an M-r 

game. Why not just do some kind 

of demo that's been tailored for a 
T" market, then? In the movie: 

we get trailers for R-rated films 
that have been edited for content 

so what would be the difference 

Such are the joys of being 

stantly scrutinized, | guess 

SYPHON FILTER 
| was hanging out with the guy 

who writes Quartermann for 

Electronic Gaming Monthly at 
party the other week and we 

stumbled into a heated conv 

ion that concerned th 
number of well-known fra 
es. It ; the third Syphon 
Filter is the c ome 
siderable debate at the mome 

am decides which direc- 

ke it. There’s some pres- 
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Shuhei Yoshida 5 

very different atti 

MEDAL OF HONOR 

CONTINUES ON PS2 
Medal of Ho dergr 

WARHAWK??? 
Same party, same cor 

followed next year by 

e develope 

ad to gi 
story. Absolute 
talked to, trapped or pinned dov 
will g the record and 
there's 

development. Sony reps claim 

Rumor Mill 
It looks like Activision is restructuring at the moment, result- 

ing in a more apparent focus on core brands like Tony Hawk, 

the Marvel stuff and Star Trek. What does this mean? Expect 

to see games like Gunslinger offloaded to other publishers, or 

maybe even canned altogether. • Speaking of which, expect 

Tony Hawk's Pro Skater 3 on PS2 before November 2001 • 

SSX2 is already in preproduction « Summoner 2 is a distinct 

possibility. The first game is already a huge hit, despite some 

major problems. Let's hope the sequel fixes the technical 

issues—and injects a modicum of humor into the proceedings. 

* As mentioned last month, a sequel to Smuggler's Run looks 

likely within a year. Let's hope it's not as ludicrously difficult! « 

Driver 3 is PS2 bound. We've heard that tech demos have 

already been worked up, and a degree of development has 

been done alongside production of Driver 2 just to see how far 

the team can push the machine. Expect to see it in 2002. 

3 bunch of different stc 
twine], we can 

sl most certainly expect some 
spectacular action sequences tc 

ith all that sneaking 

Jl particularly 
publicized at the time. 
DreamWorks’ original idea for 
Medal of r was that it would 

games. These actors might not 
y provide the voices 

storyline 

s rumored to acknowledge 

ts of the movie, and will 

timeline into 

WHAT'S ALL THIS CRAP 

ABOUT SEGA DOING PS2 

GAMES? 
5 aren't they? 
Rumors are flying around left, 
right and center, and no matter 

e longest 
ga had struc 

aim to help 

ly kicking around i 
playable form at one 

made its announce- 

ments about becoming a 
game provid: 

ve changed. Alt! 

to acknowledge that the 

numbered, 
the gaming giant has acknowl- 
edged that its games brands are 

5 ет, and that 
needs to think differently if it's 

Sega has already stru! 
with Nintendo to do Game Boy 
james, and this looks likely tc 
expand into C be stuff later 
We've also heard that a number 
of big franchise games are head 
ng to Xt 

So what at 
really is alla 
r 
wanting 
publis 

keep dig 
ging and bring y J more new 

next month. Keep your fing 

way soon 

GRAN TURISMO TEAM 
THINKING ABOUT DOING A 
ROLE-PLAYING GAME? 
I'm sure Yamau 

argue that Gran Turismc 
olving into 
playing ga 

way, but he's also hinted latel 
that he’s keen to build a team at 

what the 

keep you posted 

TEKKEN 4 2001 
Since t 

Tekken 
rnament, the 



co USA 

225 Larkin Drive 

Unit 4 

Wheeling, IL 60090 

r; The Next Mutation ad copy 
Re: Carrie 

Carrier: The Next Mutation. The game will 

system. 
The following 15 the advertise

ment copy for our new game, 

be published o
n the PlayStation

® < 2 computer enter
tainment 

Carrier: The Next Mutation is the aa 
^^ esome game on the planet Am

m Loi it all! 

Chicks with ale Guys V nage. 
Action! = Bombs! dili: Blood! Guts! 

Gore! ЯШ». Destruction! a» 
ED! Rock’ Roll! All that really RE suit that makes kids 

their agli nd paren
ts г. emu 

tighter than pe
d Getting 

GN 01051075 and йй monsters on this =
 

through tht 
during Desert Storm 

Carrier: The Next ̂
 Mutation has the 

awesome, сой scariest, PF X 

monsters and, of 
course, the NN King of bad 

MORPH! This huge 
4 = ant 

named MORPH 
is just W aiting to get you 

and infect you! MORPH! is the baddest 

off philodendron 
Best to play Were not talking 

here. This plant is so 
think a weed could 

this game on an empty stoma ch, Your momma’s cookin 
anyway 

In Carrier: The
 Next Mutation you go through

 this M 2 E 
qmdem 

! pem exi infected 
by MORPH ог — e 

trying to reach the engine room without getung $ 
MORE and his band of 

your head 
off and — 

ын gonna help 0 

Started to ЖИВ
 the crew They're already — 

a 

Am now. You can "t 
your friends or crew mates any farther than you сал же a rock 

Sure you got WP. A
 n° blow this 

need help. Э. But ho 
s ho iS still alive а 

aircraft carrier 

MORPH! away. Your gonna 

ind who is Mill bait 

Thank you for taking the time to review my copy. We know that Carrier: The Next Mutation will be à 

must have for all gamers 

Sincerely. 

PlayStation. 

€ 2000 Jaleco Ltd. Published by Jaleco USA. "PlayStation" and th S e 

We wanted to {ей you ай 

m оцу COO! new дате: 

аглег: The Next Mutation 

Well... 

Our ad agency said de 

сан: say those kinds 

things, so this is it. 

Buy our дате. Filling in 

the blanks will ll never be 

this much fun again. 

JALECO 
^ 225 Larkin Drive, Unit 4 

Wheeling, IL 60090 847.215.1811 

MM  www.jaleco.com 
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LARA IN TV SHOW 
Those of you who were a big fan of early Lara 

Croft model Rhona Mitra will be pleased to 

learn that you'll be able to turn on the TV every 
Wednesday night and see her in a white doc- 
tor's coat. As Dr. Ollie Klein, she has a major 

role in the new ABC drama Gideon's Crossing. 

Big fans will remember her as Holly the nurse 

in Party of Five and may also have seen her in 

Get Carter or Hollow Man earlier this year. 

BUFFY CHANGES CHANNEL? 
ABC denied to E! Online that it is eyeing The 

WB's hit series Buffy the Vampire Slayer, 

despite rumors that the show might switch 

networks once the contract expires between 

The WB and Buffy production studio Fox. 

Rumors abound that a series of Buffy movies 

are in the works. All has been denied so far, 

but it seems likely that the show will follow the 

usual progression that other successful genre 

shows have displayed by shifting to a big, glitzy 

movie series. 

CLEESE SPOOKS POTTER 
The Dark Horizons Web site reported that 

English funnyman John Cleese will play Nick 
the Nearly Headless Ghost in the upcoming 
feature-film version of Harry Potter and the 

Sorcerer's Stone. 

JEDI FILES 
The X-Files David Duchovny said George 

Lucas asked him to be in Star Wars: Episode 
ІІ, but that he hasn't committed, SciFi Wire 

reported. Why wouldn't he commit? 

MONTHLY MATRIX UPDATE 
Jada Pinkett Smith is in talks to appear in the 

two Matrix sequels, playing the rumored char- 

acter Niobi, Morpheus’ love interest, according 
to The Hollywood Reporter. The first sequel, 
The Matrix 2, is slated to begin production in 
March. The Matrix 3 will begin production 

immediately after Matrix 2 wraps. 

In other Matrix news, we've learned that 

the special effects team is working very 

hard to ensure that the new movie will be 

as visually unique as the original. We were 
lucky enough to get some time with one of 
the effects guys on the movie, who commented 

that many of the effects pioneered in the first 

film are now seen everywhere [see Charlie's 

Angels and any number of sci-fi TV shows 

premiered this fall). We'll probably still see 
"bullet time" and the fancy spinny-camera 

effects, along with new variations on the 
wire-controlled fight scenes. 

DEATH ON THE BIG SCREEN? 
Fans of Neil Gaiman's Sandman series and the 

spinoff graphic novel, Death: The High Cost of 

Living, will be glad to hear that the writer has 
been working on a new script for a Death film. 
According to SFX Online, while doing a public 

reading of his works in New York, Gaiman is 
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reported to have revealed that he’s been 

working on another script based on his Death 

character. Back in April, IGN.com reported 
on a rumor that Gaiman was not only writing 
the film, but he was also set to direct it. 

Since then, though, it's been very quiet 

Given Hollywood's renewed mania for 

comic-book properties right now, it isn't 

at all surprising to hear the project is in 

the works again. 

FURY IN IRON MAN 
It may well be that there's another 

good reason why Fox's Nick Fury series 

pilot hasn't been picked up. According to 

Entertainment Weekly, unnamed sources 
at New Line revealed that the coming Iron 
Man movie will also include an appearance 
by Nick Fury. Furthermore, in keeping with 
the character's spy-like persona, the movie's 
concept is said to be “in the vein of James 

Bond/Jack Ryan, only with a superhero in 

the center. 

SPAWN TO RETURN AT LAST 
While participating in an online chat for the 
TBS cable network, Spawn creator Todd 

McFarlane revealed what's up with that sequel 

to Spawn. According to the Comics Continuum, 

McFarlane explained, “right now the rights 

revert back to me on Nov. 6, and I've got three 

studios waiting for me to come in the door and 

tell them it's legally back in my possession 
When asked if he thought the first film had 
been a commercial success, McFarlane 

answered, “It wasn't a failure by any stretch 

and wasn't a mega-hit, but considering that 

we didn't have any A-list actors in the movie, 

it was one of the better-grossing movies that 

didn't have a big name in it. If it had done 

better, then the sequel would probably 
already be in the works." 

SAVAGE SPIDEY 4 
It looks like the role that Randy "Macho Man 1 
Savage may be playing in the Spider-Man ` 

movie has been revealed. According to 4W- 

Wrestling, Savage will take on the role of 

Crusher Hogan, the man Spider-Man first 

fights in a wrestling ring challenge for a 
$100 winning pot 

FEAR EFFECT MOVIE? 
Rumor has it that the rela- 

tionship between Eidos and 
Paramount Pictures could 

run deeper. Producers on 
the Lara flick are appar- 
ently all big games fans 

and are already looking to 

explore other potential 

crossovers. It seems that 

the Fear Effect series has already 

piqued their attention—so much so 
that game-related paraphernalia was 4 

scattered around the team's offices. 

2 Sands Corbis/Outline 
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SPIDERMAN 
YOU DON'T JUST PLAY IT... YOU LIVE IT 

www.activision.com 
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Amazingly detailed ARMORED 

CORE 2 action figures will be 

available soon at Comic Book and 

Specialty stores everywhere. Call 

1-888-COMIC-BOOK or go online 

at http://csls.diamondcomics.com 

to find the store 

nearest you. 
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Each member was allowed to see a tape 

of their family from home. Spider-Man 
got a news report from Mr. Jamison, 
revealing a true and terrible secret: 
Spider-Man's identity revealed! 
According to the report, the skater 
known as Tony Hawk is actually the 

web slinger...(Those jumps in THPS2 

were too much, Tony!) 
Dominic Prévost 

liquidzombie(ahotmail.com 

Crash Bandicoot eats too 
much food and knocks into 

and destroys things, a la 
the Tasmanian Devil. Crash is an 

obvious weak link in the chain of the | 
island team. eine 

Solid Snake survives on the PS2 
because he is a badass espionage 

tactical warfare machine capable of 
destroying a tank with 

his bare hands. 
Jay Blann 

The final tiki torches have been doused, leaving just enough time for the Survivors to get their holiday 
started. We'd like to say this one went to the wire, but that's not the case. Of the four remaining Survivors, Solid 

Snake snagged over 70 percent of the popular vote, winning Florida's 25 electoral college votes in the process! We 
leave you with the calamity of the island's final month, the name of our grand-prize winner, and the knowledge that 
you've chosen a proud and capable victor to shoulder the enormous weight of the PS2 for years to come. 

Mi 
shopping 

Snake built a full-scale replica of the Taj 
Mahal using nothing more than card- 
board boxes, solving the need for shelter. 

Arc Nova 

phone call home. His conversation with a 
woman identified by the initials “M.J.” 
was short but sweet. The phone call 

enabled Spider-Man to find out that 
Tobey Maguire had been cast as his 

alter-ego in the upcoming Spider-Man 

film from Sony Pictures. "Of course, Г 
be doing my own stunts, and | do get a 

producer credit on the movie, so I'm very 
happy with the decision," he told the 
other contestants. Lara makes fun of 

him, saying it was because he couldn't 
act his way out of a paper bag. 

Jonathan Petersen 
jcpetersen(ahome.com 

One day Spider-Man thought it would be 
funny to steal Lara's sports bra. When 

Solid Snake saw the ample towers, he 

thought they would make for good target 
practice...and shot. 

Keaton Wheeler 
keatonwheelerfdhotmail.com 

Lara Croft's hair was lit on fire, but 

thankfully Snake smothered it by spitting 

a huge loogie on it. Feeling sorry for her, 

An immunity challenge: Hundreds of j А len 
monkeys have been let loose on the causing all the remaining survivors 

island, and the contestants must catch do an audible sigh that would make AL 
them. Inexplicably, every monkey has a Gore jealous. 
flashing light surgically attached to its petra(diopener.net 

head as part of some weird simian- 
cyborg experiment. Sneaking around and 

bagging monkeys is right up Snake's 
alley. He wins easily. 

Snake wins a night on a yacht, complete 
with a meal and masseuse. In addition, 

Snake gets to invite one of his fellow 
contestants for breakfast. Lara fully 

expects Snake to choose her. But, he 

chooses Crash opting for bandicoot 

— before beauty. 

Another immunity challenge is a chance 
contest that Spider-Man wins with arach- 

nid-like agility. For his efforts, he gets a 
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| voted for Crash. Why? I'm 
voting alphabetically. 

Tyler Derricot 

t derricot(dhotmail.com 

Snake was going to win 

from the beginning. It's a 

no-brainer! He's got itall,, „ 

and Kojima is a God am6nge 
mortals! ы 

Bob Wichard 
bobwiawalshgroup.com 

illustration by 
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www.playstation.com 

The official PlayStation \ 
? of the Play 

www.toaster.org 

ite Curious about where they moved 
and Вот eum Foundat 

curious no more 
www.diesel.com 
Want to be an ico 

dr 

www.kingfrank.com 

Wanna be a model 
j the assistant to one 

? Check out our clothing 
spreads starting on page 8 

then go to the We 
these fancy duds. 

the hippest 

www.spork.com www.darwinawards.com 

Dubbed “The Slightly Less Than Awards posthum t 
Official Spork Homepage.” Learn those who die afte ng 

things to do with your acts 

spork. Other than eat with it wonderful tribute. 

www.dragons-lair-project.com www.fourcharms.com 

Find out everything you wanted іо One of the hippest bl 
know about Dragon s 1; pace bands swee 
Ace and every other arcade lase talented and the |; ve еп 

disc game, as seen on page 6 
www.nfl.com 

www.kissthisguy.com With injuries aplenty ruining those 

A library of тісі rics perfect rost: 1 your la 

As in, ahem, "scuse me e | sions of ^ d GameDay 

kiss this guy" [Hend r “kick heck out th ite for all the rc 

chicken in it" (Will Smith] ter updates you'll need 
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Hey kids, look! Four out of five of these albums "aren't" mind- 

less metal thrash! Can you dig it? 

Chess Records 
Featured In: Driver 2 
Etta James has just about the perfect blues voice: deep, rich and 

smoky, the sort of voice you hear from a woman who plans to knock 

you back on your heels and send you running home to your тата. 

You don't mess with Etta, honey...she messes with you—and makes 

you like it. This collection binds up Etta's best work from the “60s, 

when she was hitting the charts with tearjerkers like "All | Could Do 
Is Cry” and groovy funk like "All The Way Down." 

Нір-0-Весогіѕ 

Featured In: Driver 2 

Painful hippie folk-rock crap that no sane human being would listen to 

for more than 40 seconds in a row. There are a few songs here worth 

listening to even today, particularly the Carol King-penned "What Am I 

Gonna Do,” but the vast majority of it is suitable only for hippie-themed 

parties. And | for one am glad that thanks to "Just Dropped In,” | know 

what Kenny Rogers sounds like when he's trying to do a trippy psyche- 
delic tune. | suspect Г be only moderately scarred by the experience. 

Warner Brother Records 

Featured In: Duke Nukem: Land of the Babes 

Brainless grinding metal droning deep-voice bellowing depressing lyrics 

blah blah blah ugh. Can't we just cull this whole genre down to three, 
maybe four bands? The best you can say about Static-X is that they 

aren't bad—they’re tight, and their industrial squalls occasionally coa- 
lesce into something resembling a song. My favorite track here is the 
throbbing “Love Dump,” which is music to violate local decency laws to. 
Time to move on. 

John Scalzi's been reviewing music since his days on the south side of Chicago. No, really. He went 
to school there. Honest! He's been to the Checkerboard Lounge, damn it! Visit his Web site at 
www.scalzi.com. Or don't. Free will, you know. 



After centuries of war, the two lands bordering 

an impenetrable swampland have finally 

reached an armistice. Mysteriously, the noble 

princess Elena disappears somewhere near the 

war-ravaged front lines. Distraught, her sister 

Nina goes in search of the Princess alone and 

on her journey, meets a mysterious, young 

warrior named Ryu. Their destinies soon 

entwine. The next chapter in the epic tale of 

magic and mystery now unfolds. The fate of 

what lies ahead rests in your control. 

“VISUALLY 

BREATHTAKING!” 
-Game Pro Magazine 

Two epic intertwining storylines—Follow Choose your allies well. Gain experience | Release the dragon within...more than 
the fates of Ryu and Fou-Lu—a classic апа master the skills needed to survive in 200 spells to learn and master zm. ШЕ 
RPG adventure. this epic 3-D world. 
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PS2 Remotes DVD 
Reviews 

Merry Annual Seasonal Holiday 

DVDS for semen: Ohh Nooo! Мг. Bill Classics | Sid & Nancy 

play DVDs? Several 

ju with remote 

just for you. 

t зане DVD Baso Controller for Hisce 2 

RP: $19.99 

2. Pelican DVD Remote 

"Very Big Laughs!" 

Nutty Professor II: 
The Klumps— 
Collector's Edition 
The movie itself is so-so, just like the 

first one (unless scenes of enlarged Princes Mononoke ———— 

rodents sodomizing middle-aged men Wi мменен Complete First Season 

get you going, you sick, sick freak). А M n't ref 
The reason to get this DVD is to bask 

in Eddie Murphy's unreasonably huge 

talent. It takes some doing to pull off 

playing six different characters, even 

if they're all related to each other. And 

by God, he does it. Anyone who's seen 

Grandma Klump in all her wrinkly 

glory knows that they've seen comic 

genius. The DVD also features deleted 

scenes, a behind-the-scenes feature 

on Murphy's makeup, and a Janet 

Jackson video. 

Movie Score @@@ 
Multimedia Score ӨӨӨ 

12/19/2000 1/9/2001 
The Cell Survivor: Season 1 
Seven (2 DVD-set) I'm Gonna Git You Sucka 
Sid & Nancy 

The Virgin Suicides 1/16/2001 

Loser Coyote Ugly 

12/26/2000 1/23/2001 
Predator River's Edge 

The Siege Dogma [Special Edition) 

1/2/2001 1/30/2001 

Hollow Man Dinosaur 

кт 

John Scalzi wants a pony for Christmas. Is that 

so wrong? 
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THE DARK. 

BE AFRAID DF 

WHAT'S IN IT. 
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“Alien Resurrection is the most technically 

superb game available on the PlayStation" 

PSExtreme 

"Compelling gameplay and genvine tension set 
Alien Resurrection above all other FPS games." 

Gamers Republic 
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We're quickly discovering that clothing and 
video games go together like a convertible 
and the open road. When we heard Driver 2 

was featuring threads from one of the most 
outrageously hip clothing companies in the 
world [that would be Diesel), we jumped at 

the chance to snap some pictures of their 

goods. Check out these shots for inspiration, 

then highway over to www.diesel.com to 
search for some simple, sophisticated attire 

ІШ 
ШІ ІҢ 

On the girl: Zunarin cotton/nylon wide-leg 

jumpsuit-$299; Topsta sheer bra-$65; Midi 
black high leather boots-$130 

On the guy: Express mirrored aviator sun- 
glasses-$120; Bober leather baseball jacket- 
$399; Sanny short-sleeved cotton button- 
down shirt-$9; Odds beige leather pants-$325 

Guy to the right: Liquid Crystal red-tinted avi- 

ators-$120; Vick Pigment washed cotton tank 

top-$39; Rana suede pants-$230; Enduro 
white leather shoes-$90 

Gal to the right: Pelour shearling-lined suede 

vest-$249; New Jettison dark denim pants 

with stitching details-$139; Mila white leather 
boots-$80 



@) SPIN 

On her: New Kim Bis denim-style leather jacket-$299; Laida 

stretch cotton T-shirt-$89; Fanker “one-wash” dark denim 
boot-cut jeans-$99; Mila white leather boots-$80 

On dude in the midd! lasma-Flux orange-tinted framel 

visors-$120; Yelas "DIT" dark denim blazer-$199; Truupy 

ribbed cotton V-neck T-shirt-$45; Canopy "DIT" dark denim 

pants-$129; Loafer Brown suede loafers-$110 

On guy on the right: Express mirrored aviator sunglasses- 

$120; Bartino leather shirt jacket-$329; /totso ribbed th 
quarter-sleeve T-shirt sweater-$69; S antique dirty 

work wear jeans-$125; Enduro black leather shoes-$90 
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leeve dirty cotton twill jac J 
e leather boots-$80 

-tinted framele: ors-$120; 

Hereumbre Kelly green fine-ribbed sweater vest-$79; Canopy 

-denim pants-$119; Enduro black leather 5һое5- 

All items available at select Diesel stores nationwide. 
For Di tions and r nationwide call 

-4-DIESEL or visit www.diesel.com 
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Tony Hawk's Pro Skater 2 
LastMonth: — Activision @®@@@@ 

There's an argument around the office whether 
this is the greatest PS one game ever made. We 
won't split hairs, but this one is definitely near 
the top. Any time you can grind the rails of a 

subway just to launch yourself over a brick wall 

in Brooklyn, you've got to take a close look at the 

garne and say, "Damn, this is good." Whether or 

not you give credence to soaring 40 feet in the air 

and doing an occasional 900? Benihana, you'll 
still have a blast trying. And even with the PS2 

boom, we still can't stop ourselves from pulling 
this masterpiece out of the closet and scooting 
around Venice Beach for a couple of hours. 

Madden NFL 2001 
Last Month:1 ЕА Sports @ 

Any hardcore football fan won't argue with the 

physics, graphics, Al and overall badassedness 
of this year's PS one Madden. It might be tough 
to pick up and play for inexperienced football 

gamers, but don't be intimidated by your pit- 
stained T-shirt-wearing friends who hog the 

controller. This is without a doubt the best foot- 

ball game on the market, and you might as well 

rehearse for the upcoming seasons, even if you 

only snake out with a victory against the Bengals 
this year. 

Metal Gear Solid 2 

Gran Turismo 3 

Zone of the Enders 
Onimusha: Warlords 

The Bouncer 

Soul Reaver 2 

Dark Cloud 

Twisted Metal: Black 

Silent Hill 2 

Star Wars: Starfighter 

Konami 

Capcom 
Square EA 

Soo.^orom- LucasArts 

02) Official U.S. PlayStation Magazine 

Dance Da 

Fear Effect 
Mat Hoffr 

TOP TWENTY 

10 

14 

16 

Dragon Warrior 

Mega Man X5 
Toy Story Racer 

МАР. 

Last 
Month 

1 

2 

6 

11 

15 

19 

16 

OPM's Most Wanted PS one Games 

Alone in the Dark: TNN 

Title 
Publisher 

Madden NFL 2001 
EA Sports 

Gran Turismo 2 
Sony CEA 

Spec Ops: Stealth Patrol 
Take 2 Interactive 

Dave Mirra Freestyle BMX 
Acclaim 

Tekken 3 
Namco 

Final Fantasy VIII 
Square EA 

CTR: Crash Team Racing 
Sony CEA 

Metal Gear Solid 
Konami 

The Dukes of Hazzard 
Southpeak 

Crash Bandicoot: WARPED 
Sony CEA 

1 | Hunter x Hunter: 6.1 
2 | Hokuto no 

eR 3 | Dragon Quest VII 
Retro Helix 4 | Moto GI 

1 ›ВМХ Activision 5 | SSX 
Evil Dead: Hail to the King THQ 6 | DinoCrisis 2 

VII Enix 7 | Gekikukan Pro Baseball 

Capcom 8 | World Soccer Jikkyou 

9 | Pocket Digimon World 

10 Build a School 

ting 

Japan's Тор 10 PS and PS2 Games 

Konami 

Bandai 

Enix 

Namco 
EA Square 
Capcom 

Square 
Konami 

Bandai 

Victor 

Tony Hawk's Pro Skater 
Last Month: 5 Activision  €eeet« 

Ah, yes, even with the sequel selling like gang- 

busters, the original is staying close behind. Don't 

fear the past or it will consume you! 

Gran Turismo 2 
Last Month: 2 Sony CEA Февев 

We liked this game so much we put the sequel on 
our cover. This classic is still racing off the shelves. 

Expect that to continue through X-mas. 

Last Month:4 Activision 

5 Spider-Man 

Stan Lee's web-slinging creation holds on to a top 5 
spot this month. Check out the words of Marvel's 
mastermind in this month's Spin section. 

U.K.'s Top 10 PlayStation Games 

Who! 

Топу Hawk's Pro Skater 2 Activision 

Spider-Man 

Dave Mirra Freestyle BMX 
Sydney 2000 

WWF SmackDown! 

Tenchu 2 

Formula One 2000 

Disney's Dinosaur 

TOCA World Touring Cars Codemasters 

s to Bea Millionaire Eidos 

g- B.T- ELN- 



Get big air and pull off sick stunts as 
you go for the checkered flag. Complete 
with real bike physics and real race 

Strategies, you can test your riding 
skills in all the different disciplines of. 

otorcycle racing. From supercross to 
'om freestyle to traffic, 

Moto Racer World Tour's sim 

Choose and even customize any of 

the 34 different motorcycles available. 
Fitted with independent front and rear 

suspension for the truest riding 
sensation, you'll get a real feel for 
the track, especially when yo 

it face first. 

You have tota 

It Almost 

Hurts 



Г UNIVERSAL 
<> 

утен tive ооох, 

£ M жЖ- 
Can you take the heat? It's barbecue time. Bentley, the yeti with a mean left hook. 

‘©2000 Sony Computer Entertainment Inc. PlayStation and the PlayStation logos are registered trademarks of Sony Computer Entertainment Inc. Spyro Year of the Dragon" & ©2000 Universal in 



"V Яғ ж. ж M 

Bet your kicks with Sheila. Danger on the high seas. 

Things are heating up. Celebrate the Year 

of the Dragon with Spyro as he joins 

forces with four new playable critters. 

Blaze through bigger worlds. Drive tanks, 

subs, speedboats, even launch rockets. 

Duke it out in the boxing ring or pull off 

sick tricks on your skateboard. Keep cool. 

It doesn't get any hotter than this. 
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PlayStation 
® 

Mild Animated Violence 

PlayStation and the PlayStation logos are registered trademarks of Sony С: ntertainment Inc. Grind Session is a trademark of Sony Computer Entertainment America Inc. 



(02000 Sony Computer Entertainment America Inc. Developed by Shaba Games. Vans and the Triple Crown of Skateboarding are registered trademarks of Vans, Inc. 



2€ јез PREVIEWS 

Previewed Inside | Onimusha: Warlords 
Commandos 2.................. The Resident Evil style heads to medieval Japan 
Dark Angel: VA . Capcom 
Herdy Gerdy 
Klonoa 2...... 

| MDK2: Armageddon 

| NBA Live 2001 

February. 

Onimusha: Warlords 

Red Faction 
Star Trek Voyager: EF 
Stunt GP С 

Test Drive Wide Ореп...... 106 

Theme Park Roller Coaster 110 

Twisted Metal: Black......... 110 

Coming Soon 
December 
Army Men: Air Attack 2 300 Action 

Army Men: Зогде 5 Heroes 2 300 Action 

Carrier Morphed Jaleco Adventure 
Disney's Donold Duck: GG Ubi Solt Action 
MDK 2: Armageddon Interploy Action 
NBA live 2001 EA Sports Sports 

Oni Rockstor Adventure 
Rayman 2: Revolution Ubi Soft Action 

Star Wars: Starfighter LucasArts Action 

Theme Park Roller Coaster EA Games Simulation 

Warriors of Might and Mogic 300 Adventure 
January 
Age of Empires || Konami Strategy 
ђе Bouncer | Square EA Action inadditiomtoSsmanesükg's 
ark Angel: Vampire Apocalypse Metro3D — Action 

Driving Emotion Type-S Square EA — Racing И raw samurai skills, he also 
ESPN NBA 2Night Konomi Sports possesses a gauntlet that, as 
ESPN NFL Primetime Konami Sports shown here, can absorb the 

Formula 1 2000 EA Sports Racing souls of defeated enemies. He 

Ico Sony CEA Action can then manifest the power to 

NBA Ноор! Midway Sports heal himself or perform pow- 
NBA live 2001 EA Sports Sports erful magic-based attacks. 
Oni Rockstar Adventure 

Stunt GP Infogrames Racing 
February 
ATV Off Road Sony CEA Racing 

Eden Eidos Adventure 

F1 Racing Championship Ubi Soft Racing 
Gron Turismo 3 Sony CEA Коста 
Kengo: Master of Bushido Crave Fighting 
Knockout Kings 2001 EA Sports | Sports 

Onimusha: Warlords Capcom Adventure 
Stor Wars: Super Bombad Roc. LucasArts Racing 
Tiger Woods PGA Tour 2001 ЕА Sports Sports 
March 
Dark Cloud Sony CEA Adventure 

Disney's Dinosaur Ubi Soft Action 
Gauntlet: Dark Legacy Midway Action 

Gunslinger Activision Adventure 
Sled Storm 2 EA Gomes Racing 

The World Is Not Enough EA Gomes Shooter 
Other Q1 2001 Releases 
4 X 4 Evolution 600 Racing 
All-Stor Baseball 2002 Acclaim Sports 
Disney's The Jungle Book Раб ШЫ Soft Dancing 
Fur Fighters Acclaim — Action 
High Heat Baseball 2002 3D0 Sports 

legacy of Kain: Soul Reaver 2 Eidos Adventure. 
legion: legend of Excolibur Midway Strategy 
Portal Runner 300 Action 
Ultimate Fighting Championship Crave Wrestling 
WDL: War Jetz 300 Action 

102) Official U.S. PlayStation Magazine 



zur MDK2: 
As much as Onimusha focuses 

on action-based gameplay, it A 

seems as though just as much гта @ on 
emphasis has been placed on 
telling a great story. Written by Nice hat 
Flagship—the same crew 
behind Resident Evil 2—the tale 

comes to life via in-game cut- 

scenes that occur on an incredi- 

bly frequent basis. When cou- 

pled with the amazing opening ' 

sequence detailed below, Oni- BioWare 

musha could prove itself as the 
most truly cinematic game that 
any console has ever seen. 

this month. Interplay 

Maggots 
We think it's safe to say that 

Onimusha's opening computer- 

generated sequence features 

the best-looking maggots ever 

seen in a video game (right). Of 

course, the rest of the five-min- 

ute cinematic offers some pret- 

ty impressive visuals, as well 

[three screens above). A grand 
battle sets the stage for the 

adventure ahead, as hundreds 

of warriors fight it out so realis- 

tically that unsuspecting view- 

ers might confuse the action for 

an actual Hollywood production. 



PS2 PREVIEWS 

NBA Live 2001 
Let the real NBA season begin 

EA Sports № 

Herdy Gerdy his spring release from Eidos 
ng that's totally 

Core Design 

J herding, but it's real 

After a big dunk, check the crazed 3D 

crowd. These guys—and strangely, so far 

it is all guys—stand, wave, boo and hiss 

independently of one another. 

Klonoa 2: Lunatea's Veil mm qm Want to dismantle Jordan? 
Namco's Klonoa embarks on his first F enture this spring, ar P " д.» Take him or other МВА greats 

f چ to the street, where you can 
hoop it up day or night. 

104) Official U.S. PlayStation Magazine 



= Gamers! Republic 

| 

ud 3 W Dar ganes go ta 717 
PlayStation and the "PS" Family logo are registered 1 d 
Portions of the English Translation @ Working Designs 
mechs. If you're happy and you know it you can lock on ii get mechs. We 

sensed from Game Arts by Working Designs. Original Game © Game Arts 2000. 
|. It you: re happy and you know it. target mechs. If you're happy and you know it, target 

orkingdesigns.com. For a dealer near you. call (530) 243-3417. 

of Working De: 



Ж Р 52 PREVIEWS 

Star Trek Voyager: 
Elite Force 
Exclusive! Voyager sends an away team to PS2 

Jevelopme Majesco, 

to publish Raven Soft 

Based on the Quake ||: Ar t 

Test Drive Off-Road: Wide Open | 
t j Angel Studios 

Infogrames се | | 110 summer 

Dark Angel: Vampire Apocalypse 
г мор ) 

з'еду January 

106) Official U.S. PlayStation Magazine 
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"A TA easton PS2 owners...in shodier heaven! " 
* Gamers: Republic. 4 

lame @ Game Arts 2000. 
mot check out the far more 

ч N . Ы 
PlayStation and the "PS" Family Isteraltl trademarks of Sony Computer Enterfainment Inc. "SILPHEED" is а registered trademark of бате Arts. Licensed from Game Arts by Working Designs. Origin, 
Portiggé Of the Ehglisp fránslationf Working Designs 2000, Working" Designs" is а régistered trademárk of Working. Designs, Inc. All rights reserved. You obviously don't have a life if you're reading this-far, so. 

jjptefeSting соте Ж http://www. ‘workingdesign’. com? Fora dédler gear you, call (530) 243-3417. E 
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22 22 

Stunt GP 
Developed t 

Titus look 
1005 Team 17, this January г 
RC Revenge Pro a run for it 

the finish line 

uld indicate, the garr 
erforming stunts, sorne of which ir 

and loop-de-loops. Yc 1 ) 
play through a season, better preparing it to fa 

Oni 
You've heard the 

an enc 
that good 

Rockstar 

108) Official U.S. PlayStation Magazine 

Fire in the Hole 

Red Faction 
The Holy Grail of first-person shooters? 

ess event, THQ gave € 1 play t th Volition 5 amazing FPS. Not 
does the game allow you to blast | tar face, it also include 

able vehicles, | armored pe f ers to single-person submersibles, Advar emy A 
nipted events st add plent phere to the substantial story. Watch for it early in 2001 

Being able to destroy nearly 

everything in the environment 

isn't just a gimmick; Volition has 

built entire scenarios around 

this innovative feature. One 

mission we were shown allowed 

the player to blast through a 

rock bridge to drop an enemy 

tank into a deep chasm. You'll 

also be able to topple guard 

towers, redirect flows of lava or 
water, and even blast holes in 

walls or floors to open up short- 
cuts. It's not just propaganda— 

it really is revolutionary. 

The breaking glass you see 

here suffers dynamic, variable 

damage, just like rock walls do 

when struck with rocket fire. 
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j Pre-order 10 Кес FREE Limited: 

Mild Animated Violence f / ^ Edilion Ghaleojfi Wmcbing Puppet. For. 
Mild Language j / Complete DetdfilSWisit Participating Retailers, 
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PlayStation 

PlayStatiogvanid the PlayStation logos are registered trademarks of Sony Computer Entertaigment Inc. "LUNAR" is a registered trademark of Game Arts/Working Designs. Licensed from ESP by Working Designs. Original бате © Game 
а Alex 1994-1999. Reprogrammed game © Game Arts/Kadokawa Shoten 1999. English Translation © Working Designs 2000. "Working Designs" is a registered trademark of Working Designs, Inc. All rights reserved. If you're still 

(ЧЕ, you probably need to get a life. Or, a girlfriend. Or both. Web Address: http://WyW.-workingdesigns.com. For a dealer near you, call (530) 243-3417. 
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Ромег of the dark side 

the Sony CEA franch T 

Twisted Metal: Black 

Incognito 

Commandos 2 
Eidos original ( favorably among the 
when it г 
Studios 15 hard 

urpr 
3 seque 

se this spring, Comr 

Theme Park Roller Coaster | 
Does tion from EA Games lo milia 

110) Official U.S. PlayStation Magazine 
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Disney's The Lion King: SMA..114 
Disney/Pixar Toy Story Racer..113 
Dragon Warrior VII................ 114 
Ducati WRC 

The Dukes of Hazzard | 
EA Sports Supercross .... 55 
Evil Dead: Hail to the King ....112 
НВО Boxing .......... жабында ҮТ 114 
NCAA March Madness 2001..116 
Tomb Raider Chronicles. 
Vanishing Point 

Coming Soon 

Burs Trick Wokeboord 
Championship Motocr 
Championship Surfer Mat 
Disney's The Jungle Book Rhythm N Groove Ubi Do 
Disney's The Lion King: SMA Activision Act 
EA Sports Supercross A Sport Racing 
ESPN Great Outdoor Games: Bass Fishing Konomi 
Evil Dead: Ной to the King THQ 
Gold and Glory The Road to El Dorado ШЫ Soft 
Kosporov Che Interplay 
Martian Gothic Toke 2 Interactive 
R Six Rogue Speo; Ubi Soft Adventure 
Sabrina, The Teenage Witch Berkeley Aci 

o Doo Hydrocr Voticol Racing 
Vanishing Point Acclaim Racing 

300 Acti 

Infogrome Sport 
Konomi Doncing 

, Bandai Adventure 
Fear Несі 2: Retro Heli Eido Adventuro 
Lego Stunt Rally lego Media — оспо 
МТУ Sports: T.J. Lavin's Ultimate ВМХ THQ X Sport 
Time Crisis: Project ton Nom Shooter 

Alone in the Dork: The New Nighmare Infogrome 
Arc the Lad Collection Working Desig 
Batman: Gotham Race ІМ Soft 

Bully the Vampire Slaye 
Disney's Aladdin in Nosi 
Disney/Pixar's Toy Story Ra 
Formula 1 2000 
Fly! 2001 

Inspector Gadget 

R 

As the plot of Hail to the King 

unfolds, Ash finds himself once 
Looney Tunes: Sheep, Dog ‘n Wolf nfogrames à gula 
Mat Hollmon s Pro BMX Activision again transported back in time 

NASCAR Racers Hasbro when he arrives in eighth-cen- 

WickToons Racing Hasha tury Damascus to confront the 
Planet of the Apes кенер man who first translated the 
Roswell Conspiracies | ft dreaded Necronomicon Ex 

Scooby-Doo! THQ Mortis (the cause of all this Evil 
The Simpsons Wrestling Fox Interactive | Wrestling Dead trouble). This adds a 

Superman Тш Action greater than usual level of vari- 
VIP Ubi Soft to the locations in th 

World's Scariest Police Choses For Interactive Racing уре lacallonsin the game: 
Another somewhat unusual 

feature is the inclusion of the 
kind of interactive inventory 

system that's been largely 

absent since the heyday of the 

PC adventure. This means you'll 

need to combine different ele- 

ments in your inventory to cre- 

ate or modify specific items. 

While these don't seem to often 

go beyond "insert tab A into slot 
B," itat least gives the illusion 
of added cerebral depth. 



Core | t now. 

mid-December. 

Clockwork Games 
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Not long ago, before all decent boxing matct r "8 6 44. АТВ [| 
only, НВО was the place to turn fo best in Saturday 4 : 

Now that Acclaim and HBO have shaken hands, expect gar The classic RPG series returns to the U.S.! 
solid as a George Foreman blow to the solar plexus, as the q ar T n. No single worc er describes Enix's Dragon М r VII. Sure, 

himself adorns a video game cover for the first time since his K p 

Boxing titles. Besides the old man, though, you'll have 

of-the-art graphics, photore 
new “systems” to learn and master. E 

cast of other greats including Roy Jones Jr., Rocky Marciano, Ray omes at the expense of another element: fun. F 
Mancini and Joe Louis. There's also МІ prorr 3 lengthy, old-school adventure. Your chara 
з heavyweight Create-A-Fighter, n—you guessed it—he finds а world-spanning 
where you can customize anything nology, of course 
and everything. Stepping into the real-time, fully rotatable onmer 1k Grandia 
Career Mode ring means choos 

management, training like v 
and risking a serious as list of text commands. 

wn. Check if you let your quard 
out the fisticuffs now. 

n recognize many of t 

ing out of the 
ibing” no 

system, as the party 
scattered around the 
anses from the oce; 

past few Dragon Warric 

occupations has increase 
adventure sf The ma: 

ROUND | 

эїтра 
Taking its basis 
straight to video], Simba's Mighty Adventure stars the young king 
the jungle in a 10-level 3D-platform release from Activision. Ga 

from sney's two Lion King movies [the secor 

play often diversifies i jh to allow fo citing wildeb 
by Timon and Pumbaa, skirmishe ses, guest appe: v 

evil lions and several minigames. Join the e of life this winter. 

Perhaps character designer Akira Toriyama's finest creation, the 

noble slime has been a series standby since the very first game 

(which, as a 1989 NES release, was one of the first successful RPGs 

on a U.S. console system]. No other RPG enemy can match its fierce, 

vacant stare or charming [yet sinister] smile. Thankfully, Dragon 

Warrior VII continues to build the gelatinous antagonist's reputation. 

(114) Official U.S. PlayStation Magazine 
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Pure going to try playing Digimon World, you'd better make sure yous 

underpants. See, some of these are so vicious and twisted the 

television. That's okay with them, Ë are more things to blow up in vi 

So if you think you ve got enough game for Digimon World, bring it. Bul 

Sor panda сы и-не eroa Bandar Co, Deitel ty Gandai Amenia Incorporated, 5551 Katella Avenue, Cypress, Calfomia 90630. All nghts reserved. DIGIMON, AL. MONSTERS eA rotted Босе. names 

and distinctive likenesses thereof the Popery d Bandai. PlayStation and the PlayStation logos are аса ВО дан Entertainment Inc. Used under license by Bandar Am 
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Ducati 

to test-dr ft ek had the green? Here's your cha 4 
Italian rockets: Acclaim’s Ducati World Racing Challenge 

expect, the game includes all the standard racing mode 

different tracks], but you can also enter Du 
can buy bikes and equipment орог 
and, of course, race for big cash. DWRC is availal 

ірегсго5 2000, EA Sports has decided t 
start its motocross series anew in more ways than just a slight title 
As if to disown last year's 

alteration. Instead of focusing on stuck-in-the-mud realism as before 

[too much realism if you ask our 1.5 rating), this year's version f 
tures a decidedly more arcade-like feel—more like that of eve 
motocross game out there. You can also expect some out 
es for a change, as well as a great deal of freestyle actior 

Time to bust out the Cinderella slipper 
J 1 Jick Vitale, we're sorry to report 

that EA Sports M M Шап of overexcitement with experts Verne 
Lundquist Bill Raf fight sor hants, small arenas and Dick Vitale 

J ір somewhere else in videogameland 
and from the early look of thi 

rand features unlock 

ər hard-fc ght on-court 
for hig 

dud 

We have to wonder if South- 
peak s latest Dukes game wil! 

sell nearly as well as its lacklus- 

ter predecessor, which still man- 

aged to stay atop the bestseller 

list for months. Will those who 

shelled out $40 a year ago b 
ready to do the same for a 
18 similar, more Daisy-focused 
levels? Or will the new car-to-car 

combat actually improve it? Find 

out for yourself now...or just wait 

for our review next month 

Official U.S. PlayStation Magazine 

The Big Dance 

No need to spend needless 

hours keeping up with the 

lengthy college hoops cam- 

paign. With the help of MM2001, 

we simmed a full season to find 

Michigan State, college basket- 

ball's defending champs, best 

the Tar Heels with one of the 
most convincing national title 
games ever. Mateen Cleeves 

might be playing for the Pistons 

and Mo Pete may be in Toronto, 

but with seven of 10 players 

returning, Tom Izzo's boys are 

revved for a repeat. 
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RAINBOW SIX IS. 
Realistic Violence 

Animated Blood and Gore 

© 2000 Red Storm Entertainment Inc. All Rights Reserved. Red Storm Entertainment is a trademark of Jack Ryan Enterprises Ltd. and Larry Bond. Rogue Spear 

is a trademark of Red Storm Entertainment, Inc. PlayStation and the PlayStation logos are registered trademarks of Sony Computer Entertainment Inc. www.fedstorm.com 
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he Honda 52000 sits on the startir 

Laguna Seca whirring and humm 

sound that b 

in. A blip of the throttle as it sits in neutral emits a 

cacophonous scream o 

beast heaves down on its haunches 

torque here. 

| foot, | think you'll find. Е 

pounds per square 

hose of you who don't under- 

stand what that means...it's all about force. Nasty, brutal, 

(418) Official U.S. PlayStation Magazine 

by john davison photography by Skyra 

52000 has plent 

from 0-60 mph in just un 

tle for any | 

aint job more impressive is that the 

howling S a ing right now isn't 



HATH 
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"A blip of the 

throttle as it sits 

in neutral emits 

a cacophonous 

scream of bowel- 

ning ferocity” 

(120) Official U.S. PlayStation Magazine 

the real thing, it's simply one of the 150 or so cars 

in Gran Turismo 3. From the first moment we sit 

down to play it, we're understandably transfixed 

Originally conceived as nothing more than a 

fancy-shmancy update of Gran Turismo 2 with 

pretty graphics, this is now a fully fledged sequel 

y original plan for this title was to be released 

close to the PS2 launch, when it would feature 50 

different cars and four racing tracks,” project 

leader and producer Kazunori Yamauchi tells us. 

It would have been positioned as a digest or 

demo version of the GT series for the PS2. That's 

why it was titled as GT2000 and not the formal 

name, GT3. However, as | continued to work on 

the game | wanted to do more and more with it 

So now the game consists of about 150 selected 

cars and 15 racing tracks, and is strong and com- 

prehensive enough to be called Gran Turismo 3.” 

Hurrah and, indeed, huzzah 

Jaw-Dropping 
The S2000 lurches forward as it pops into gear and 

screams down the opening stretch of track 

Everything is silky-smooth and startlingly fast. 

The scenery reflects in the car's paintwork, the 

evening sun bathes the vista in a warm glow and, 

as you can probably imagine, our jaws drop with a 

Sickening "thunk." Gran Turismo 3 is a truly stun- 

ning game. If you've been disappointed with the 

system's offerings so far, GT3 will allay your fears. 

Always a gearhead's dream-come-true, there 

has been worry that the PS2 iteration of Gran 

Turismo would fail to deliver in the car depart- 

ment. Although boasting more than 150 vehicles, 

it's hardly the 600 or so that were originally antic- 

ipated. "We know that some people have been 

concerned about that," U.S. product manager of 

the game, Susan Nourai tell us. "Although it 

sounds like we've cut back a lot, it's not as notice- 

able as you'd expect. Pretty much all of the man- 

ufacturers from GT2 are present. It's simply the 

number of cars that's less. There aren't as many 

individual models as before." 

"Some cars are not in the game due to license 

issues," Yamauchi clarifies, "but | chose most of 

the cars because | think they are suitable for the 

Gran Turismo series." 

"We're only missing a few manufacturers," 

pipes in U.S. producer, Taku Imasaki. "Vector will 

be missing from the game, along with a few oth- 

ers. What you do find though is that the car list has 

some interesting additions, like the Toyota MR2. 

There are also some race-spec versions of cars 

that fans of GT2 won't have seen before." To 



A: a child you visited your Grandíather's ranch when vacation plans fell 
through. Return to the farm that holds fond childhood memories and rejuve- 

nate it's long neglected fields. Tend to your livestock and interact with over 50 
characters as you struggle to make a life for yourself home on the range. 

* Enjoy hours of Non-Linear game play. 

* Town festivals and events like The Tomato Festival, Chicken Sumo =i ` 
and Horse Races. 

* Prepare a wide variety of dishes in your own kitchen using your 
harvested items and the recipes you learn from the townsfolk. 

Serious Fun!" 
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total 215533 

ime Limit 
i iet 

ime Limit 

s in which the 

select it and quickly 

le track. Those of you 

ay in the fa ar with the track in GT2 will no doubt 

tty damn cool even in its 

split-second loading time 

a howls as we jab 

es through the familiar 

he hill, grab som air 

endearing little humps and 

then slam on the anchors to make it through 

that disturbing right 

from between two buildings and fills the screen 

with its glare. The only possible response to 

such a sight for the first time is "Wow." Hurtling 

Жы. M c ma M RETE о Md 



down the hill with the sun in our eyes gives a 

perfect example of how the lighting effects are 

used in GT3. "All of the lighting uses a real-time 

rendering system," Imasaki explains. "In the 

past we cheated and just made it look like light 

ing, when really it was a simple graphical trick 

This time though, the hardware is calculating all 

of the lighting and shadows as you до, so it | 

much more realistic. All of the reflections 

car's paint are real too. Look...if you look closely 

you can see,” he enthuses inviting us to peer 

closely at the screen. By golly, he's right. As we 

drop a gear heading beneath the underpass we 

can see the bridge overhead reflected in the 

paint. That's pretty darned impressive 

Those of you who have been paying attention 

to news reports online will no doubt have heard 

that the Japanese version of the car carries a 

subtitle of "A-Spec" just like the driving tests in 

the previous games. What's all that about then? 

call it that just because it sounds good,” 

Yamauchi explains. Forget the rumors of some 

hidden agenda; apparently it's that simple. It's 

Still not clear if the U.S. version will carry the full 

name, but speaking of the driving tests, how's 

that going to work this time? "Exactly like GT2, 

Imasaki explains. "The basic structure of the 

game is actually pretty much identical to last 

time. It's the technology tt different іп GT3." 

On the programming side,” Yamauchi 

explains, "we have been able to fully utilize the 

machine's power, but the artists have yet to 

reach that level. In future Gran Turismo games, 

major advancements will be the result of the 

artists.” So it's going to look even better than 

this by GT4? Wow. “GT4? That's a secret for now, 

but when the time comes, | will let you know!” 

he smiles 

Aside from the obvious visual aspects, are there 

any new things we can expect to see that will 

affe t the gameplay? “Highly calculated physics 

mode which will allow 

players to feel the precision and minuteness of 

every aspect of driving, as well as advanced 

opponent behavior [Al] which is sure to heat up 

the races between players and the CPU.” When 

pushed on how this works, the team explains 

mething of a competi- 

tive streak this time. "There's a rivalry system 

Nourai explains If you do something to 

one cular driver, he'll remember. Say you 

cut him off on a turn; he'll remember that and 

come after you later in the race." 

Our demo of GT3 also involved us trying out 

the Logitech-manufactured racing wheel and 

pedal set which is confirmed for release in 
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total 2217733 
lap! 153"157 
lap 2 .0'28"576| 

Time Limit 
38 sec 

(424) Official U.S. PlayStation Magazine 

Japan, but is yet to be announced “officially” in 

the U.S. “The steering wheel brings the driving 

game to the next level,” Yamauchi smiles. “But 

it's not the ultimate driving game yet. Neither 

GT3 nor PS2 have reached the ultimate level. 

However, the more the hardware and software 

synchronize in the future, the more advanced 

driving games will be.” That may be the case, 

but sitting with this fabulous-feeling force feed- 

back-equipped wheel is pretty wonderful. It's 

hard to imagine a racing game right now that 

could possibly be better. Now if only the pedals 

were set into something with a bit more heft to 

them. Each time we apply the brakes, the flim- 

Sy plastic pedals scoot under the desk a little 

further. Can you ask Logitech to make 'em out 

of metal or something? Or maybe put some 

grippy stuff on the bottom so that it doesn't 

scoot about? "The wheel isn't confirmed at all 

yet, and there's a chance it may change in 

design," Nourai tells us with a look that says, 

Don't talk about the wheel too much when you 

write about this" as we pause the game to slide 

the pedals back to a more comfortable position 

A couple of Seattle laps later and it's time to 

try something new. We quil out and select a 

Subaru Impreza Rally-spec car—one of the 

finest vehicles in GT2—and see what we can do 

with it on Trial Mountain. As with all the other 

tracks, it's a joy to behold, and the lush graph- 

ics really show off just how crisp and clear 

everything is. "Compared to other PS2 games, 

GT3 requires twice the amount of screen data to 

be drawn," Yamauchi explains. The vertical res- 

olution is actually double that of any game 

released for the system so far. Despite this 

enormous amount of information being moved 

around though, the game still holds a steady 

framerate that never appears to drop. It truly is 

gorgeous. "If you'll notice," Imasaki points out, 

"there are some very subtle focus effects on the 

action.” Quitting out and letting the game 

switch into replay mode helps exemplify his 

point. "The game always ensures that you're 

concentrating on the right thing...look,” he says 

as all of the action around the main car gently 



softens in focus. Check out the screen 

the yellow Skyline at the bottom of the p 

is like and you'll see what this eff See tl 

white GT-R in front? See how it's out of focus 

that's That's not a prerendered piece of art 

how the game pre stuff in the replays 

(huh? Factor in the heat haze that distorts 

your view of the track in pla and the 

promise of new-and-imp 

and GT3 hould be one of the first games that 

really shows us how the power of the 

PlayStation 2 can be applied to create believ 

able, realistic ef 

What's Next? 
You have tc onder what Yamauchi and his 

team could possibly do next. "| believe that the 

GT series has become the biggest automobile 

media in the world," he enthuses, referrinc 

the fact that auto makers like Aston Martin 

have reported the positive effects of the game 

on their brand awareness in the U.S. "| am very 

glad to hear that manufacturers feel that the 

GT series h h PR for their lly helpe: 

cars and companies. My dream is to create 

games where peor can enjoy every aspect of 

all areas of t omobile industry, which 

would include all cars and all kinc 

sports.” Doesn't working on the same series 

games year after year get, well, boring? "In 

general, when a hobby becomes your work, 

> interest. However, that does 

not seem to apply to cars. I've heard journalists 

and auto racers say the same thing 

Just to veer off on a quick tangent as we 

)se our nversation, our ip columnist 

reported a few months ago that GT3 would 

include complete versions of Omega Boost and 

Motor Toon GP..is there any truth in that? 7 

have had that i but it might be dif lt, 

admits. Right now, it seems as though getting 

everything car-related into the game is what's 

important...and also knowing when to stop. 
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impionship Surfer is a surf rider's wet dream featuring 

a South Pacific island, 10 different beaches, and 8 

~ World class surfers including Cory Lopez, Shane 

55 Beschen, and Rochelle Ballard. All you have to do is 

rip barrels, 360's, aerials, slashes, Rio's (more than 

40 tricks in all) against the best surfers in the 

world — and you can grab the Island Championship. 

> ç Maube you've got the cajones to be king of 

the waves. We'll see. 

Check it out this fall at a retailer 

near you or visit us online at 

www.championshipsurfer.com. 

Also available on Windows® 95/98 
and Sega Dreamcast console. 

Choose from eight of the best 
“surfers in the world. 
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REVIEWED Pimping the PS2 
PlayStation 2 games are in blue; PS one games are in red. 

Fantavision ................ 1 Gundam Battle Assault ...... 

NASCAR 2001 ... Harvest Moon: Back to Nature 

NFL GameDay 2001 ......... Lunar 2: Eternal Blue ....... | 

Q-Ball Billiards Master ...... ! Mary-Kate and Ashley: 
Magical Mystery Mall ....... 

Ready 2 Rumble Вохіп 
Round 2. Moto Racer World Tour ...... 

Rödl Pool. eror rioris NASCAR HEAT ............. 

SHph08g_........ us asss. 132 NCAA Final Four 2001 ....... 

Sky Одуввеу «ао Power Rangers 
Lightspeed Rescue ......... 

Surfing HJO „ое 3 
LT (7 A 

Unreal Tournament ......... 132 pr 
Ready 2 Rumble Boxing 2 .... 

Army Men: Sarge's Heroes 2 .134 
Speedball 2100 ............. Д 

Breath of Fire V ............ 134 
Lo m — À 4 

Ultimate Fighting 
Championship . 

Woody Woodpecker Racing ..14 

The World is Not Enough .... 
The Emperor's New Groove . .13¢ 

ESPN MLS Game Night ...... 136 
WWF SmackDown! 2: 

F1 Champ. Season 2000 ..... 1 Know Your Role ............ 

Freestyle Motocross: You Don't Know Jack Mock 2.14. 
McGrath vs. Pastrana ....... 1 

THE FINAL SCORE 
We rate games on a five-point scale. So, .5 is 

terrible, 2.5 is average and 5 is superb. Get it? 

3lso one of the re Chris Baker 

Previews Editor * Greg Sewart, editor at Electronic Gaming Monthly and NASCAR 

devotee, helped us out this month with two NASCAR reviews. Greg, 

we doff our mesh-backed John Deere caps to you in thanks. « 
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Fantavision 

NASCAR 2001 
Publisher EA Sports 
Developer EA Sports 

Web Site www.easports.com 

NASCAR ra 

Fantavision 
Publisher Sony CEA 

Developer Sony CEI 
Web Site www playstation.com 
Considering this was the only first 
party game at launch, it’s surprising 

ing appe 
select audience. Since your 3€ 

that it's one of the only games that racing fan doesn't really want to drive 

doesn't really show the power of the 

system. Sure, it illustrates some 

groovy lighting and particle effects, 

but underneath it's a pretty simple 
puzzle game that could be made to 

work on a Game Boy with some 

tweaking. 

So what's it about? At first glance 

it looks extremely complicated and a 

bit intimidating. The basic idea is to 

chain colored flares together in a 

fireworks display and then detonate 
them to make pretty patterns. The 
more you chain together, the more 
points you get. There are things that 

in circles for hour 

into that sort of thing are 
hardcore far 

the only way to г d 
NASCAR дате is to treat it the sam: 

A treats M. 

blown simulation 

real driv 

commentary 

amount of stat tracking 

with options and stats so limited it's 

a crime. There s no way t 

complicate matters in the form of e points race. The only create 

"wild cards” that allow you to chain 

different colored flares together as 

well as bonus items to collect...but 

fundamentally you're just trying to 
keep the display going. 

Гуе always been of the opinion 
that a classic puzzle game should 
really push you into one of those 

meditative “zones” that's almost 

trance-like as you focus entirely on 

the basics of the gameplay and tune 

everything else out. Fantavision cer- 
tainly lets you do that...but the action 
is so fast and frenetic that if you 
break your concentration even for a 
second you completely balls every- 
thing up. Maybe it's just a little too 
intense? Regardless, | enjoyed it. | 
think 50 bucks is a bit much though. 

Final Score ® e e e 
John Davison 

Player: 2 

Memory Card: 376 NASCAR 2001 

Жа айсы it e pp И 

INTERVAL 
1 +00:02:169 

17 +00:02:198 
18 +00:02:266 
73 +00:02:483 

The physics are actually pret 
T w па han 

hould at 

the game still suffers a sickly 

amount of slowdown, plu: 
int edm k 

ues to use the same | 

Jenkins upd: 

about four incr 
like “He came 

game, but EA skimped in all the 

wrong areas. Until they st 
this sf 

Final Score & 
Greg Sewart 

NFL GameDay 
2001 
PS2 laughing stock 

Publisher Son 

Developer ° 

Web Site 

QB was able to r 

his left and launch t 

ball 40 yard down the right s 

ccasions, these 

flinging mere 

it—physics be damned!—in 

come out of his ear instead of his 

hand ly. | lied; it never 

hand 
5 above, magically 

laws in simple physics 
se. When diving 
juking halfback, 

for your defender not 
t to be shot from an 

annon. The amount of 

from crouching to a 

This is the worst PS2 game to hit 
the market. 

but sneak a peek at 

makers and 

ust sitting there, hand: 



Spinal Tap t drumm 
just suffer a r farcical fate 

If the diving and bal hucking 

doesn't inspire you to stay away 
from this game w that the 
receiving game 15 good for a 

hearty chortle. First, there’s no 

momentum. Guys seem to be held 
in bounds by taut, invisible strings. 

can full ed leaping 

atches lead to a sudden gravity 
receiver 

The ball is 
und 

hands! In 

ust sits on the 

there, happily waiting to be 
Vhat a joke 

и the wacky Al, the 
CPU's misuse of timeouts, and 
the isochronal leaping by defen- 

sive and offensive players alike 

You'll have to ignore all these 

Forget 

things to convince yourself you re 
playing a game of football 

Overall, this game must be 

a tribute to comedic genius 
because it's not a legitimate foot 
ball game. It's horrit n new and 

t it's inventive w But at le 

funny. Go ^ 

Final Score Ф 
Todd Zuniga 

or go without 

Players 
Memory Card: 

Dan Leahy (XG's “Sports Guy”) 
and Todd sit down for a stir- 
ring tete-a-tete over the year's 

crappiest football game. 

Dan: Look at that crowd. 
They're so riveted they're sta- 

rowd is just flexing, Or is she 
shaving? Gross. 
Dan: | love that Olympic flame 

kick-meter. Nice addition. 

Todd: More than the ball laying 
flat? It's not even on a tee! OK, 

here comes the legendary 

dump pass! | wish re 
could see this play. Only then 
would they believe it 

Dan: Pass interference?! Why 

didn't they call that the last five 

times | tackled your receiver 

before the pass? Oh, well; I'll 

take any penalty when Herrr 

Munster shows up as the re 
Todd: You just smacked my 08 
for a fumble, but that doesn't 

stop this game from calling it 
incomplete 
Dan: Check out this closeup 
Everyone has a 5 o'clock shad. 

ow. And what's up with their 

feet? Those are the shoes worn 
by the ancient Yeti. 

Todd: Better yet, it seems we're 
—fall playing with college rule 

down with the ball ani 
whistle blows. 

Dan: This game sucks. 

Todd: Holy crap. Go to the 

replay. What is that?! The ball 

just fell out of his hand 

Dan: Oh, sweet! It just appe 
in my player's hand, like he was 
playing hacky-sack. First down! 
Todd: | can't stop laughing 
Dan: | like when I’m in th 

gun. | can't even see my QB. 
Uh, oh. Watch out. Going deep. 

Todd: What was that? 

Dan: An average man would ve 

snapped his arm in two, run- 
ning left, throwing right. Wait, 

2nd down? Didn't he catch that? 

Todd: How could he, you dove 

one way and when the camera 

changed you dove the other. 
Dan: Why is my guy sliding for 
10 feet when | dive out of 

bounds? I've never laughed so 
hard from playing a video 

game. This is hilarious. 

hot- 

Q-Ball Billiards Master 

Q-Ball Billiards Master 

Q-Ball Billiards Master 
Publisher Jake 2 
Developer (rrtt 

Web Site wv ake2games.com 
ection features not 

s. Having 
of them, I'm 

omplete tr 

the cue ball [including coll 

other moving balls], and w 3 
sionally display some surprising 

complexity. | 

of the rebound will chang 
example, the 

1g on how hard you hit t ue ball 

into the cushion, and the game є 

ts the slight curve that results 

oin imparted upon colli 

5 an extensive 
this may prove 

hen the game doesn't 
t enough detail what 

), but it is a great way 
n the physics of 

ackspin and the like 
The biggest problem with the 

> that the interface is slow, 
imprecise and unintuitive. Also, the 

perfect for tt 
Final Score 

Joe Rybicki 

r3 Players: 1-2 
== Memory Card: 94 КВ 

Roady иште Boxing here's always a test 

Publisher Midway (Баве ве voun opm bH EH И 
Developer Mid 

Web Site 

In a glum period in 
ing is infested with M 

nibbling tactics, De La Hoya apta: 

tic debut album, enough misjudged 
fights to make the WWF look le 

and Holyfield's pi 
nes than fight 

ever been a better time for 
the bell to ring on the sequel tc 
Midway's rambunctious and unruly 

irtoon slugfest. But whereas the real 
icks don't do any boxing muckety-rr 

ate the energy of their not ai t don't k 

R2R2 has tapped inte Final Score ® e ӨӨ 
ke ‹ Todd Zuniga 

r this seq 

game is a visual 
slamorous, alit: 

most ir 

leap from 
But the Ch 

mus @ 

where the 9 
and brilliantly 
a career where y 
the ultimate rumbling 
coolest part of the training is the set 

of minigames that test your reflex 

timing and memory. They re a blast 
but if you're short on time, you can 
auto-train to avoid the whole mini 

game rigmarole. 
But the Championship mode isn't 

the only way to play the game. To 
unlock all the characters, you'll need 

to fight through the Arcade mode time 

and again to garner the services of 
the likes of Shaquille O'Neal and 
Michael Jackson. There are other 
celebs hid but you'll nee 

some serious time 

That's probably the b 
the game, though: th 

Е О, ee Mice dace 



PS2 REVIEWS 

Povariesa 

Silpheed 

Real Pool 
Publisher Infograme: 

Developer Такага 

Web Site Yogrames.corr 

As | mentioned in the Q-E 

| really wish | could combine 
t titles Into one gam 
über-pool. Here's why: Though Q 

Ball appears to be a mind-boggling 

accurate pool sim, it’s tough for t! 
casual player to pick up d 
poor interface and cruel realisr 

Real Pool, on the other hand 
far more accessible ne. Not 

does the interface mak 
the challenge leve t 
daunting; the ball п 

t the 

game isn’t quite as precise a simu- 

Real Pool 
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Silpheed 

| be frustrated Sipheed: The Lost Planet 
соте of nearly tur Publisher Working Design 

| t Developer 

| г Web Site wu om 

tion, large bc 
ons and other su ‹ 

3 nd: ірі 
k " tat 

the absence of a training 

mode is a big drawback; | lea eve [ | 
sreat dual-aboutithe aan Ë 

] ot be a yraphi 
i аг Е 

ther njoyable w Just wait ur 1 

Final Score @ © @ ( Hects this d you've 

Joe Rybicki never seen anything like it in a 

game before 

зей. It con 

dodging ener 
no bombs, no power- 

ups, no nothing. |t feels very basic 
What a shame, too. This come 

fir леге ar 

Final Score @ e @ 4 

Sam Kennedy 

ғ Players: 1 
Memory Card: 65 KB 

3:12 

Unreal 
Tournament 
Real disappointment 

Publisher Infograme hoot hat 

Developer Er though: With more than 

Web Site www.infograr two or three characters onscreen 

Ask ar far 1-рег the engine starts to sputter like an 

ndament '89 Ford Taurus in the middle of 

winter (a 

not the 

aming these ch 

onably solid 
ty firefight үу high-inter 

robe effect, and 

at hit you you ve ме|у 60 fp en in f 

expanding та 

ournament has frame 

most of the time 
ong at 30 frame 

isnt t 

most kir 



Beyond this fundamental issue, 

UT is а reasonably solid game. Tt 

inclusior 

ther side. | only wist / there's 

nothing Unreal Tournament does 

that TimeSplitters doesn't do 

much, much better. д 

Final Score ф © € 
Joe Rybicki 

The one feature that may 

keep players reasonably 

interested is the variety of 

gameplay modes: Capture 

the Flag (right), Domination 

(lower right) and Assault 
[below]. These are in addition 
to standard group and one- 

on-one Deathmatches. 

z я 

әй, 
А (қ 

Sky Odyssey 

Sky Odyssey 
Publisher n 

Developer 

Web Site 

a solid, entertaining 
and remarkably challenging game 

some of 

these levels are excruciatingly hard 

great deal of replay value г 

FinalScoreee e 

Joe Rybicki 

Sky Odyssey 

Surfing H30 

Surfing H30 
Publisher F 

Developer A 

Web Site ww 

ant. While the surfboard is a great 

idea, it does nothing to help H30's 

poor controls, whict 

Graphically, the game is pretty 
average. Jon t look t 

Final Score e e 

Sam Kennedy 

Player: 2 
Memory Card: 304 KB 

СЕТ Ва Macesing лат 



PS one REVIEWS 

Sarge's Heroes 2 
Publisher 300 

Developer 300 

Web Site www 

Another month, another Army Men 

com 

game. But | have to admit that the 

justification for thi Yt of 

finally ently similar g; 

Having played 

Air Att Nar LSA and thi 

game i ion, Гуе com 
tc ally are very d 
fer 

Specifically, Sarge's Heroes 2 
а far more action-oriented game 

than the gritty combat sim that 
World War 

had nothing bu 

weapons, vehicles and enemi 
throws in power-ups, grav 
{complete with 

ently magical rapid-fi 
It makes for a much quicker fix thar 

LSA, and the lighthearted 

makes it somehow easier tc 

the inevitable host of bugs (аг 
not talking about the aforement 
jraveyard's giant spiders here) 
Perhaps that's because you're not 

pulling as much concentration and 
m n you 

cheap беа! 

rious immobility or the absolutely 

awful controls, it's not that big of a 

—at n 

Final Score @ @ 4 
Joe Rybicki 
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^ due to graphical 

glitches, targeting problems, myste- 

Breath of Fire IV 

Breath of Fire IV 
Publisher Cap 
Developer Саг 

Web Site www 
Capcom 

as the quests from such w 

RPG deve 

And rightly 

widely rec 

devoid of innovatior 
hange all that, v 

jraphics, new combat 
nvolving story. The 1 

PG, but still nothing near the 

brilliant efforts we've seen from 

other RPG makers in th 
t s PS 

liance, but eı y 

Where BOFIV really impresses is 

in its new combat additions. 
Chrono Cross, you 
to choose the order 

attack. Ë 
lity you have tc 

membe ring battle. You'll F 

ty members in your front 

performing the actual f 
ou'll b to swap in p 

especially 

the abundance of battles in areas 

that require exploration. Anothe 

Final Score @ Ө e« 
Sam Kennedy 

ss 

Driver 2 
The wheelman has issues 

Publisher |nfograme 
tions Developer R 

Web Site om піодгап 
ally ruled. It was а 
ng 

for driving 

ystems. It's since 

off and bor- 

but it still remains a 

5, the underlying vibe of the 

whole experience is even better 

than іп the original Th 

ctacular classic 

в 

or in pace. The sense 
ssion is much stronger 

nd y certainly get a 

dentify with the charac- 
s more readily. 

re, the "missions" vary in 
n scene to scene. Some- 

u're racing around th 

chasing bad g 

5 you're working s 
5, some- 

urveillance 

о tail someone, and then 
> those times when you 

simply must get from A to B as the 

entire police force tries to ram you 
off th reets, The variety really 

t up the Starsky and Hutch- 
ess of it all and | have to say that if 

ing this on atmosphere 

alone, it would get five discs, easy. 

rat's wrong? Well, for a start 
ably a far too ambitious pro: 
e implemented on PS one. 

times throughout all of 
5 where you can really tell 

5 putting an enormous strain 

e r little gray box. Hopes of 

own and pop-up being eradi- 
d are immediately dashed the 



AMETE eis 

first ume [ 
leap out of nowhere 

You can't fault th € Í deta: 

the glorious way tt t 
been rendered [Chicago is belie 
ably Chicago-y, be tit 

really hammers the PlayStation 

when there's а lot on screen. Hi9 
peed chases that 

which—having just 
dowr 

Originally it was thought that the 

game would include some 

action elements where you get 
to run around on foot. This isn't 

the case. What you 

though, is the freedom t 
out of your car at pretty muct 
any point and steal any vehicle 

that's stationary. Can anyone say 

"Grand Theft Auto? 

do get 
imp 

| got the distinct impression at one 

point that my PlayStation really 

did want to kill me 

1 can't help but realy like 

Driver 2 \ 

Final Score © © ee 

John Davison 

Colin McRae Rally 2.0 
Publisher Code 

Developer (oder 

Web Site 

^ 35 one of 

my all-time favorite racing games 

of all time. N 

probat n 

an immensely 

satisfying sensation that 

the perfect rally experience. 
jet all of the 

lard in 

Final Score © © ee e 
John Davison 

Publisher 

Developer 

Web Site wv 

! let's face it—the 

whole thing is getting old now. Nc 

1 future 
ave beer 

‘the same 

engine results in the same action 

and the same lackluster graphics 

and framerate. The с e 

К. Use expansion ра: 

enal, for ir 
interesting mission locales | ке 

might make you laugh 

Final Score Ө Ө € 
Chris Baker 

Player 
Memory Card: 1 block 
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Publisher 5 E! EA 
Developer Argonaut 
Web Site www.playstation.corn 

Ah yes, here's 
on a movie license that isn't half 

a video game based 

bad. It captures the spirit and flair of 

the movie, so it will definitely appeal 

to fans, but it also features solid 

enough gameplay to entice 

who have no interest in the mo 

| was pleasantly surprised at how 
well Sony and developer Argon 
were able to deliver the same 
castic tone of the movie into the 

game. In fact, | was surprised at the 

extent they took it to—here's one 

game that totally doesn't take itself 
seriously. ГЇ admit to having chuck- 
led at some of the gags that made 
fun of traditional video game ele 
ments and shortcomings. What's 
also really cool is that b tween 

nes from stages you're treated to si 

the movie. The digitization was really 

good, as the FMV looks n 
The game's graphics are 

uses an enhanced version c 

d [it 

f the 
Croc engine], and the music is very 
upbeat and Jazzy, Actually, the mu: 

and sounds were my favorite aspects 
of the game—they often perfectly 
augment the humorous on-screen 

action. Controls are spo 

Unfortunately, the game 

mixed bag. While there is a goc 
amount of diversity with its 

stages, a lot of the platforming ele- 

ments are rather elementary. 

Overall, it’s like Spyro, but not 

quite as fun. Still, fans of platformers 

the movie alike should enjoy it 

core 6 6 04 
Sam Kennedy 

many 

ESPN MLS Game Nig 

SI MI me N 

Publisher Konami 
Developer KCET 

Web Site 
uct 

hise that 
and love falls 

W.konami.com 
hame when a big fran 

all come to know 
о meet expectations. || 

is that since Konami hitched ISS 

its ESPN license, 
have been going downhill. This is the 
Pro with thing: 

second game we ve reviewed this 
year under that particular banner, 
nd it doesn't particularly impres: 
That's not tc 

game...it certainly isn't. It's 
say that it's a very bad 

s just that 
FIFA has romped ahead and 

Жеп new ground with simulating 

port, Konami seers content to 

nd 1S ith a more arcadey provi 
simple experience. 

At first glance you'd be hard 
pressed to place MLS Game Night 
it could be any Konami soccer game 

from the last three years. || ıt 

weren't for t 

the MLS | 

national teams you'd have a hard 

censed teams from 

3 inter e joining the 53 

time finding much of a difference. 

Control is perfectly adequate, but 
you don't get the feeling of being 

totally in command of the ball the 

you do in FIFA 2001 The passing 
game is a little scratchy [you re bet 
ter off passing into space than letting 

System decide where the 

|, and the CPU Al seems to 
be a bit If you've 

you'll 

be able to run rings around the game 
player mode and you'll soon 

hallenge of a human 
opponent. Not exact 

Score ® ee 
John Davison 

suspect in places. 
played plenty of soccer games 

crave 

ctacular. 

Tirol yi if there is a dod of 
destiny, 

Lunar 2: Eternal 

he 1s fond of plot twis 

Blue Complete 
Classic gaming never Bess out of style 
Publisher jt Jr 

Developer Car 
Web Site ^ J 

ome RPG t ‹ 
right from the start. Mayb 

ye-popping grapt 
ning FMV sequer r maybe 
th fer something unique, inr 
ative, never f 

This is r 

In fact, пой 
will grab you by th 

1 in the gu yc 
г breath. Why 

оп 

expect the graphics to come close 
to what we've all grown accus- 

tomed to. the gamepl 
it's abo 3 
зп RPG. Go fr 

nake c 

Sure, Lunar 2 is pricey 

but you get a whole 
box. Along with a t 

and 
a "Making of” disc, a hardbound 
manual that's fu 
artwork and d 

views, ch 

and а full-si 

that no 

game, 

tras like 

mini- standees, 
исіз5 Pendant 

-respecting person 

n after dungeon 
летне: 
battle 

al departure here 

log your way 
through bo Not exactly a 

But, wait! Before you move on to 

and before | get 
nd lynched by a legion 

rabid hardcore Lunar fans—let 

ell you that despite its limita 

tions, Lunar 2 still stands far above 

гп” RPGs, 

ghtful y refined gam- 
And thanks to 

some of the best writing 

ever in a console RPG. 
f subtle adult humor— 
th not-sc tle innuen- 

and pop-culture refer 

Working Designs transla 
n flows effortlessly. The story 

tself is a nice mix of picaresque 
nture, budding romance and 

ping friendships that never 
rom the weight of 

The fre 

are charm- 
inderlying themes. 
anime cutscenes, 

ng enough to win over even a noto- 
like me. Also 

likable [but B- 

)ice-acting 

s the battle sys 
t lc 

5 anime-hate! 

teworthy is t 

then t 

first glan ks simple 
, with ап ea: navigable 

436) Official U.S. PlayStation Magazine 

mmand 
elies а 

deep system that requires strate- 

gic thinking and careful choices. 

You'll have to plan every hit, spell or 

interface and limite 
3ut that surface simpl 

defensive maneuver to take full 

advantage of your placement, 
ment and 5 

also animate differently depending 
tto 

mov peed. Enemies 

on what attack they're 
unleash, allowing you to better plan 

st te- your moves. And 
ly no random battle 

a few problems, like frequent slow- 

down and long battle load times. | 

also wish Working D 
much care into Lunar 
with its predecessor. In the first PS 
one Lunar remal 

almost every character had sc 
thing different to say the se nd 

hed th time you appro X but in 

Lunar 2, a much g 
the NPCs only 

they had just said. Still, th 

er number of 
k what 

relatively minor gripes 
So it's not a revolution in game 

play. Fine. But Lı 
of things well enough to warrant a 

ar 2 does plenty 

look even from gan 

all those new-« 
their fancy-schma 
you've played the first Lunar 
remake, then you already know 
what I'm talking about. If not, con- 

sider playing this one—no! 

look at how games used to 
for how games о 



0:30.224 

F1 Champ. Season 2000 

F1 Champ. Season 2000 

F1 Championship 
Season 
Publisher EA Sports 

Developer EA Sports 

Web Site www.easports 

Hang on a se 

already do thi 
they did. So, er 
Well, that prc 
do with mal 

an extremely expensive licens 
We reviewed the first F1 

from EA Sports this y 

commented that th 
ferent from many o! 

that it didn't provide 

from the season, but insteac 

you t s with which 
along. This new release is ; pretty 

much the same thing, only with a 

retrospective view. The seasc 

over, shiny things have been w 

and situations hav 

bered. And that 

steps in. As well as 

through the wh 
with realistic ever 
notable features here is the 

hat g 
goals to race through and tr 
nario” mod 

achieve results akin to r 

In all, it's not a bad package. | 

looks great and 

but suffers consic 

nds awe 

rably # 

ontrol s the twitchie: 
ever encountered [I'm sur ana 

log control isn't actually analo 

simply isn't possible to take a curve 

smoothly). Not bad, but not grea 

Final Score Ф ө @ ( 
John Davison 

ЕЗ Players: 1-2 

Memory Card: 3 blocks 

Freestyle Motocross Gundam Battle Assault 

Gundam Battle Assault 
Publisher Banda: 

Developer Banda 

Web Site www.b: 

Freestyle Motocross: 
McGrath vs. Pastrana 
Publisher Acciai 

Developer /-Axi 

Web Site 
зт 

quite refresh- material. | mean, 
ompany is capa games are sor 

jame of the genre alter titles on e 
y suck. Gr 

graphical style and 

more than k 
t ittruly goes where 

no o motocross game has gone 

before. In FM, it ca 

gamep! 

play] to ing large attack: 
our way giv ting powe 

d fashion, you to, ir 
from 
pe 

butto mbos. Th 

ist too bad this 
ort of circuit 

fighting strategy, but unfortunately 
there is also some button mı 

sive Gundam’s 2D graphics 
mpetı shabby. In , the game flawless- 

ly scales in and out, and some of the 

massive bosses are truly amazing 

On the other hand, the static cut 
scenes f port 5 the closest thing 

motocross has to a Tony Hawk aren't exac 

fighting should likely e 
Final Score ФФӨ 
Sam Kennedy 

Final Score ФӨ4 
Chris Baker 

i Players: 1-2 

Memory Card: 1 block 
3 Players: 1-2 
Memory Card: 1 block 

What? For me? 
Wheeee! 
It makes me feel like 
an adult¥ i 

Harvest Moon: Back to Nature 

= Mystery 
jme Publisher А 

Softwa Developer n-Space 

m Web Site 
ns tilling Considering ıt 

Harvest Moon: 
Back to Nature 
Publisher N 

Developer 

Web Site 

enough é 

ke me 

ticking do 

more like a full life simulator Final Score ° ° 

Chris Baker 

vever you like 

С n. Т 

jeep; after playing 

dozens of hours, | still felt | had 

barely scratched beyond its surface 

st Moon 

Your daily 

Bui 

Mary-Kate and Ashley 

an be qu 

well, 
j slow 

gamers 

Final Score Ө e @ 4 

Gary Steinman 

E Players: 1 
=— Memory Card: 4 blocks Mary-Kate and Ashley 
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з PS one REVIEWS 

Publisher Infogram: 

Developer Delphine 
Web Site www.infograme 
The Moto Racer serie: 

real motorcycle raci 
PlayStation, and one of the 

games to support ar 

And since the very first 

Delphine has implemen ntre 
that is as close to perfect for this 
kind of game as we're likely to see 
in our lifetimes. 

I'm happy to report that this is 
still the case...mostly. There's no 

game around that can touch the 

ultra-tight control found i 
street-bike segments of 

World Tour. But unfortui 
seems as though the mot 
of the game has slipped a bit; 
bike seems far more likely t 

around turns than it does to a 

turn. This leads to a powerle 

ing—not to mention an intimat 

tionship with lots of guard rails. 

Of course, this may ha: 

intentional; it’s clear the difficulty 

level has been pumped up through 

out the game. You will need t 

been 

ay 
extremely sharp, braking carefully at 
the turns and accelerating smoothly 

so the back end doesn't go 

ess in MR 

require patience and dedication, but 

ut fror 

under you. Succ may 

the sense of accomplishment upor 
mastering a course mal worth 

it, as do the new modes [like the 

ability to race in traffic—yikes!] which 

become available upon beating | 
championships. Highly recommend 

ed for any racing fan. 
Final Score ® © e e 
Joe Rybicki 
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NASCAR Heat 

Publisher Hast 
Developer Dice 
Web Sit 
NASCAF 

Interactive 

hasbroınteractive.com 
uffers a lot 

SCAR 2001 does: a 

of the 

on the track, 

setup options in the 

ly enough competi. 

o make the season mode worth 

ny time on. However, 

Hasbro i is to be commended for tak- 

ing an entirely different angle with 
the NASCAR license. 

NASCAR Heat o 

that keep the 

Beat the Heat consists of 

ious challenges that face real di 

SUNDAY! Sorr 

been design 
ле of them have even 

by NASCAR super- 

Mark Martin and Bobby Labonte to 

record their best laps. Tt n, in the 

have the 
ır times, There's 

to say y than Dale 
Earnhardt at a NASCAR game. Of 

our top of all this are the oblig 
3tory Single F 

Matti 

ace, Championship and 

tracks at EA Sports’ latest game 

didn't. In fact, it’s а bet 
r the 

all-around 

product. If not 

graphics, Hea 
wnright ugly 

would buyer. 

. just rent й and save your pen 
nies for the gorgeo version 

oming this spring. 
Score e e e(t 

Greg Sewart 

tion of 

ool about being able 

The World Is Not 
Enough 
And neither is this SH 
Publisher Е « 

Developer 

Web Site 
;oldenEye on thi 

rom every orifice. 

>n shooters on 

on go, this certainly isn't 

e. | wouldn't place it as high 

ither of the Medal of 

ames, but it's retty 
suffer from some pret- 

r problems though. First is 
mes from the same school 

iver 2. Black Ops 
ly extremely ambitious 

d to wring from 
laces | think 

e it was pushing things a bit 
the more spectacular 

ve a tendency to chug 
along at an alarmingly slow rate 

you play 

rt where the hell are 

the multiplayer modes? 

ng. For a 

est, in a game 
rtant, | think 

5 the matter of 
ints, Walk down a 

1 nothing behind you 

elevator 

ddenly | are t thee angry 

hind you emptying their 

an alarm, 

achine guns into your backside. 

There 

doors back there...just the 
did they come from? 

e doors to that never . and 
opened. Realism apparently leaps 

| out of the window at that point. and 

occur during the 
els, you just 

r 

Null. You g 
е andt 

xperien and more 

3te job Thankfully, to compen- 
am offer up plenty 
The levels provide you with 

a number of variations on the FPS 

. With some interesting con- 

rom the 
ing a bi 
modes. Espe 

nne k of extra ariety. 

WENT ORY 

Bane ` rect awit sron 
атомен син 

As you expect, Mr. Bond gets to 
carry a vast array of different 

goodies with him on each mis- 
Sion. He also enjoys healthy 
sponsorship deals with a variety 

of large corporations like 

Motorola, whose logo domi- 
nates the options screen when 

you pause the game. Does that 

make you want to buy gadgets? 

trol tweaks for 

» plenty of whatever. Ther 
cool Bondian gadgets to 

front of your face with its 
prongs emittir 

In all, | hav 

pointed. We hav 

thing that e 

of an еапу-де! 

What 

ven mı 

ying shame. 
ге ӨӨ 

John Davison 



шел ned vo Qt s: 
Ready 2 Rumble 

NCAA Final Four RC de Go! Ready 2 Rumble 

Publisher Sony CEA Publisher A 
Developer 9 ports Publisher THQ Developer | Publisher Mid 

Web Site com i Developer Climax Web Site www Y Developer 
‹ ing down Al, which Web Site www.thq.com an some ex tor N it Web Site 

ignores s the game situation to admit Ir her took jf jame like this t Ready 2 R 

Cinderella-turned-giant-killer inner, t гипо as an wasn't a big fal 
based on 989's latest effort, none of updated, deeper incarnation of the є n. In fact, | h 
these things will still be ent in the t NES classic. A ° N defending 
NCAA basketball this k го-А! aggressi 

Don't be alarmed; I'm t ediat and th 

tious. j depth to keep rr k 
make 
and г 

pixellated rky. No thank th je features more st sry The different modes seemito 
Е et f 1 tH rse in which have a purpose. \\ 

Todd Zuniga Joe Rybicki the dynarr mer ms in tc mode, t 3 

n be tough, as some races аге so 

competitive that you'll often find and it jener ead to a knock 

yourself exhaling deeply: atthe end Jown. And ave to use th 

f that ter г ise the CPU crowds you 
There's onl Your best bet ning th and absolutely takes over the fight 
pecial moves j wunderkind 

and the 

on defenders. Ë 

of Hofstra are 

your guard s best effort 
When you daringly try to mal 
thing of your “killer” crossov ar x 
invitation to be strip la: 
Special dribbles-turnovers. Dumb e 

The biggest bonus of the game is а ге 

өөө its smoothness. But, even that caus 

t Chris Baker Todd Zuniga 

Power Rangers 

CAG... € р Cons: 



140; 

PS 

But enough about us.. 

What do you think? 

Do you think we 

off on one of our revie 

you noticed elements of the 

game that we n Well 

here 5 your chance to sound 

off! Send us your own 

eviews of any current game 

at opmfaziffdavis.com with 

your 

Remember, we're looking 

for reviews of the дат 

critiques of our own review 

will be noted but nc 

ered for print. So there 

Official U.S. PlayStation Magazine 

озо ооч па om 

Speedball 2100 

uam 

Speedball 2100 
Publisher Empire 

Developer Bitmap Broth 

Web Site www.empir 

If you will permit me to show my age 
for a moment, the original 
this on the Amiga and Atari ST уа: 

one of my favorite games in the early 

90s. Speedball 2, by the terribly “hip 
{at the time] Bi 

arguably one of the finest дат 
its age, and later prove 

en converted for 

edball 2100 is quit 
empt by the Bitmaps to 

ack. And | really w 
s the game 

does little but damage my fond 

memories of the old classic. 

hadn't bothered, г 

ided and 
k ıs clearly 

game 

St problem is that it 

If there was ever 

something that didn't need a polyg- 

onal update, this is 
tuff is 

jame 

top 

ns that guide igh 

the management of your team are 

spectacularly bad. Eve 
pl 
the office you still couldn't re 

ged into опе of our ninja TVs in 

lext properly, so navigating the mar 
sment system was painful 
Some things should just be 

alone...and unfortun, 

ne of them. 

Final Score @ e € 
John Davison 

i Players: 1-2 
Memory Card: 1 block 

one REVIEWS 

Phantom was hit with Ë 
15 HP domoge. 

Torneko 

Torneko: The Last Hope 
Publisher Enix 
Developer Chun Soft 

Web Site nix.com 
play t up with 

n a portly 
dina 

ove 

n, and 

dungeon you start c 
ence, meaning you'll t 
all over again. These games usually 

lure a nice a variety 
J items land Torneko is no excer 

tion], but the dungeons all look 
tion of 3like—they re basically a col 

rectangular rooms connected by cor- 

ridors, with absolutely no puzzles 

and very few secrets to uncover. 
Nhile Torneko may 

kid game, it qu 
hallengi younger play 

rs. What's mo has a thoroughly 

t basical- 

for saving your 
j while 
Torneko does have its moments, 

partly due to the Dragon Warrior 

connection, par 

n a dungeon 

Final Score Ф ® 
Gary Steinman 

i Players: 1 
Memory Card: 2 blocks 

WWF Smack- 
own! 2: 

Know Your Role 
Forklifts, caskets and ladders, oh my 

Publisher THQ 

Developer Yuke s Co. 

Web Site www.thg.com 

Shenanigans, tomfoolery, high jinks 

ballyhc ll words you 

ommit to memory if 
ngage in the 

PS one masterpiece. 
«Down! 2, Smac! 

umber of false ass: 

nly by the 
amount of vocal ventilating. 

WWF is founded 

ertain 
s storylines 

ts this same soap 
ultry 

version 

proves that rules are made to be 

broken, and SmackDown 

part to keep that ideology thriving. 
Here are a couple of examples 

Instead of unlocking characters in a 
traditional way lyou know, beating a 

boss, winning a big match, lopping 
someone's head off with a flying 

elbow], our modern-day gladiators 
show up uninvited to battle and 

belittle. After losing the first pay- 

per-view of the season, Stone Cold 
in retaliated by putting a 

all through Triple H's 
Steve Au: 

bus. Another instance of particular 

coolness was when | found rr 

backstage as Kurt Angle. | w 
say the least, surprised to find an 

nyself 

archnemesis chasing me z а 

with a forklift trying to put a prema 
ture end to my gold medalist’s 
career. But who can blame him? 

If the above isn't convincing, ГЇЇ 

put it simply: SmackDown! 2 is 

great and it should appeal to more 

than just WWF die-hards. There 
are enough different matches 
{ranging from Casket to Table to 

Ladder to Hell in a Cell] to keep a 

ntertained. 

And there are so many different 

WWF personalities, men and 
women alike, that the appeal is 

universal (did | just say that?]. Of 
cour: 

whole room of people e 

own 
man or woman you 
own man or woman 
A-Wrestler. It's here where 

become capabl 
sharp-w 

sharp-d 

choice. There are options ap 
А heftier Career Mode interface 

has been se! 
buried in the ac 
night's SmackDov 



you'll see atches for the 
evening (al ubject to change 
based on the whims of genius 
commissioner Vince McMahon 

kable Mick Foley doesn't 
show up for a while]. А 
the unloc 

never step too far away from a 
ontroller. You might get bea 

backstage, provoke some 
opponent, or be asked t 
pate in some hooliganism. If 
you re not involved with any 

skelchiness, you can watch abbre 
of matches featur viated versions 

ing pictures of brawlers and ener 
gy bars which decrease as a mud 
hole i 
locks. It's a perfect w 

tomped firmly 

touch with what rivalries are 

developing and where the storyline 
[though this remains always 

unpredictable) might tur 
text, which was annoyingly 

terse in the first Smac 
as boring, but it’s 
very little voice from the wrestler 
50 you're mostly going t 

ple say the 

over again 5 more of it 

For instance, you'll be asked t 

interfere on occasion, which is a 

nice touch so you can call the 

shots of your career. And if yc 

happen to be playing with a 
ed character, you can act. 
type in text to replace the 
yes" and "no" answers that tt 

marvelously verba 

One more cool thing: Backstag 
r the playbill for 

the evening. If someone 
knee or takes a table t 

plexus, expect ramifi 

The rivalries th; 

lost are another exclamation point 

attacks may 

are made and 

standing there like he's invincit 

г gameplay, i! s lightning- 

ry wrestler has an array 

и een on tele 
ısıon [unie 1 act like y 
jont h thi nadne ја 

tides can turn quick keep 
battling. Building up to do a fir 
ishing move still holds all it n 

iderat ar and tr llısıon 

156 

his дат 3 

face through and the rr 

nerisms make you feel like 

you're watching the real thing 
On occasion the load t 

you down, but 

king at Trish Stratus or 

n both case 

at risk of being outdated sooner 
than it should. But it looks like 
the 

plethora of matches and the pick 
up-and-play factor make 

Joubt have you 

e Rock is cook 

ing. And it smells like a whole lot 

уса 

Final Score 0 e e e e 
Todd Zuniga 

ЕЗ Players: 1-4 

* Memory Card: 3 blks. 

мәне Bert 

Ultimate Fighti 
Champion аы 
Publisher ( rave 

Developer Opu 

Web Site 
Without ће 
Octagor ml | would 
mt last ac any of t 
UFC pugilists. Unfortunately, in the 
PS one game, | can t even last that 

long. The average match length, 
even afte some bruta 

roundhouse fists and an overhand 

only about 15 

uffering quick 
kullbuster ог {уус 

seconds |: 

but inevitabi lo survive y eventually 

jrabs hold and I'm tapping 
my pride on a flight t Reykjavik 

this weren't the case. Thi 

ay to battle. It's Fight Club 

without Tyler Durden and the 

absurd activism. |1 5 no! soap-opera 

wrestling, it's not wussy boxir 

until 

This | 

my-face 

lo-bloody 

Sadly, though, it doesi 

hed, n 
or-l'm-su 

yours braw 

n the PlayStatior 

ool feature 
eate-A-Fighter v 

eck stretched 
seconds of buttor 

And load times should 
be lengthier thar natch, 

sometimes uriosity 
killed the cat, and it can kill y 
bank account, too. Rent this first 

Final Score ФӨ4 
Todd Zuniga 

Players: 1-2 
Memory Card: 1 block 

E 

WCW Backstage Assault 

WCW Backstage Assault 

WCW Backstage Assault 
Publisher FA Gay 

Developer ГЛ ( 

Web Site 
1 pretty hefty 

lent, leaving the 
hillbilly image 

aid, Backstage 

! game 

f trying to be toc 

ns and parking garage 
Whatever purity wrestling has (the 
ing n my vision of thi 

questionable purity) 

ined. | know it's trying 

to be over the top, but it's silly. 
The silliness, th 

being com 
pletely abandi 

igh, doesn't J 
f enjoy- 

ment. Thi: the € 

t Try This at Home.” You can 

tear paypt lls to ring your 
pponent baseball 

j pipes, and set 
pponent aflame by tossing him 

nto a burning trash can lyikes!] 
ip to a peak of vio- 

ton top of that 
All tt 

lent joy. | 

tling mountain very long. Why 
ise even with all the unlock 

bles [extra moves and hidden 
to be pretty 

opaganda to be 
isn't boring, 

ometimes 
зге with: tchy, ar sketchy, and 

jt personality 3mackDowr 

2. At least it H 
Final Score 6 € 

Todd Zuniga 

ЕЗ Players: 1-2 

== Memory Сага: 1 block 

E 
Woodpecker Racing 

Woody Woodpecker Racing 
Publisher Копа! 

Developer 5yr 

Web Site www.konarr 
Ha-ha-ha-HA-ha' Wood: 

pecker's instantly recogr 
ol saying 
has helped estat 

m better than you are 
h him a 

America’s most iconic cartoon char 

aclers—and yc 
during a race ir 

Racing. Sure, he'll give a 

he passes Chilly Willy for fir 
maybe even let t a "Why, you 

when attacked 
much all the hi 

lo utter. His tr 

only heard on the title 

problems witt 
ited vocabulary 

The boring, slow two-player 

mode 15 the T 

Since Mag 

acters. 

player 

but | couldn't he 

fused disappoint 

throug \ 

there no act t involved, t 
there were r nat r 
a simple en of text—to let me 
know | had beat 

also brings little new to its 
genre— |; 

from the side or eliminate ап opp 
t the ability to attack 

nent altogether 
But what I'd really like tc 

does any 

Woodpecker anymore? The f 

you might enjoy W 

Final Score ® Ө 
Chris Baker 

ЕЗ Players: 1-2 
= Memory Card: 1 block 
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PS one REVIEWS 

YDKJM2 

You Don't Know Jack Mock 2 
Publisher Sierra On-Line 
Developer Starsphere Interactive 

Web Site www.sierra 

Don't ask me how, but | ve managed 
to procure this omitted question from 
You Don't Know Jack Mock 2 See if 

you can gel it right 
If the You Don't Know Jack serie: 

is the Pac-Man power pellet of Play 
Station and PC game-show franchis 
es, what could the gt 
M? to turn it into 

а.) Remove all entertaining jingles 
that introduce each question, replac- 

ing them with a compute fem 

voice saying simple things like “four 
b.] Remove the opportunity to 

select a category, instead making 
each 15-question garne [none of this 

seven- or 21-question business) an 

"episode" in which all less-funny- 

than-ever questions center around a 

single theme—loosely at that. 

c.] Downgrade the graphics 
engine so that the Jack Attack, for 
example, looks like something the 
Easter Bunny vornited. 

d.] Get that brilliantly sarcastic and 
equally hilarious host Raoul out of 

there. Meanwhile, the replacement's 

name should rhyme with the overall 

unfunny performance he delive 

something like "Shmitty 
e.] All of the above. [In other 

words, rip all of the personality out of 
the series, along with all of the fun 
Make gamers get their laughs from 

NFL GameDay 2001 on Р52 instead.] 

The answer, of course, is E. It's too 

bad we'll never really know why this 

question didn't make the final cut. 
Final Score 
Chris Baker 
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PS2 Review Archive 
Game Publisher 
Armored Core 2 Agetec 
Dead or Alive 2: Hardcore Tecmo 
Dynasty Warriors 2 Koei 
Eternal Ring Agetec 
ESPN International Track & Field — Konami 
Evergrace Agetec 
FIFA 2001 Major League Soccer ЕА Sports 
Gradius ll and № Konami 
Gungillon Blaze Working Designs 
Kessen EA Games 
Madden NFL 2001 EA Sports 
Midnight Club Rockstar 
Moto GP Namco 
NAL 2001 EA Sports 
Orphen: Scion of Sorcery Activision 
Ridge Racer V Namco 
Moto GP Namco 
Silent Scope Konami 
Smuggler's Run Rockstar 
Sweet Fighter EX 3 Capcom 
Summoner THQ 
Swing Away бой EA Games 
Tekken Tag Tournament Namco 
TimeSpliters Eidos Interactive 
Wild Wild Racing Interplay 
X Squad EA Games 

PS one Review Archive 
3Xtrome 989 Studios 
40 Winks GT Interactive 
A Bug's Ше Sony CEA 
Ace Combat 2 Namco 
Ace Combat 3: Electrosphere Namco 
Action Bass Take Two. 
Аки the Heartless Crystal Dynamics 
Alexi Lalas International Soccer Rockstar 
Alien Resurrection Fox Interactive 
Alundra. Working Designs 
Aundra 2 Activision 
Animaniacs Ten Pin Alloy ASC 
Animorphs: Shattered Reality Infogrames 
Ape Escape Sony CEA 
Apocalypse Activision 
Arcade Party Pak Midway 
Arcade's Greatest Hits: 
Atari Collection 2 Midway 
Arcade's Greatest Hits: 
Midway Collection 2 Midway 
Armored Core Sony CEA 
Armored Core: Master of Мета Agetec 
Armorines: Project SWARM, Acclaim 
Army Men 3D 300 
Ату Men Air Attack 300 
Army Men: Sarge's Heroes 300 
Army Men: World War 300 
Army Men World War: Land, Sea, Air 300 
Assault Midway 
Asteroids Activision 
ATV: Quad Power Racing Acclaim 
Auto Destruct Electronic Arts 
Azure Dreams Konami 
Backstreet Billiards Asci 
Ballistic Infogrames 
Baseball 2000 Interplay 
Bass landing Agetec 
Bass Rise Bandai 
Batman & Robin Acclaim 
Batman Beyond: Return of the Joker Ubi Soft 
Battletanx: Global Assault 300 
Beast Wars Hasbro Interactive 
Big Air Accolade 
Bio FREAKS Midway 
Black Bass with Blue Marlin Hot-B 
Blast Radius Psygnosis 
Blaster Master: Blasting Again Sunsoft 
Вазо Sony СЕА 
Bloody Roar Sony CEA 
Bloody Roar 2 Sony CEA 
‘Bomberman Fantasy Race Atlus 

Bomberman Party Edition Vatical 
Bomberman World Atlus 
Boombots Southpeak 
Bottom of the 9th 97 Konami 
Brave Fencer Musashi Square EA 
Bravo Air Race THO 
Breakout Hasbro Interactive 
Breath of Fire III Capcom 
Brigandine Atlus 
Broken Sword THQ 

Score 

Game names in» indicate a Greatest Hits title. Ratings in red indicate a five-disc score. 

Issue Game 

Broken Sword И 
Brunswick Circuit Pro Bowling. 
Brunswick Circuit Pro Bowling 2 
Bug Riders 
Bugs Bunny Lost In Time 
Builder's Block 
Bushido Blade 2 
Bust A Groove 
Bust-A-Move 99 
Bust-A-Move 4 
Buzz Lightyear of Star Command 
С: The Contra Adventure 
Caesar's Palace | 
Cardinal SYN 
CART World Series 
Castlevania: SotN 

Castrol Honda Superbike 
Centipede 
Championship Bass 
Championship Motocross 
Featuring Ricky Carmichael 
Chessmaster || 
Chocobo Racing 
Chocobo's Dungeon 2 
Chrono Cross 
Circuit Breakers 
Civilization | 
Clock Tower 
Clock Tower Il 
The Struggle Within 
Colin McRae Rally 
Colony Wars 
Colony Wars. Red Sun 
Colony Wars: Vengeance 
Command & Conquer: Red Alert 
Contender 
Cool Boarders 2 
Cool Boarders 3 
Cool Boarders 4 
Cool Boarders 2001 
Countdown Vampires. 
Covert Ops: Nuclear Dawn 
Crash Bandicoot 2 
Crash Bandicoot: WARPED 
Crash Bash 
Crime Killer 
Critical Depth 
Croc 
Croc 2 
Crusaders of Might & Magic 
CIR: Crash Team Racing 
Ciberliger 
Danger Gir 
Dark Omen. 
DarkStalkers 
Dave Mirra Freestyle BMX 
Dead in the Water 
Dead or Alive 
Deathtrap Dungeon 
Deception Ill Dark Delusion 
Demolition Racer 
Destiega 
Destruction Derby Raw 
Devil Dice 
Diablo 
Die Hard Trilogy. Viva Las Vegas 
Dino Crisis 
Dino Crisis 2 
Donald Duck: Goin’ Quackers 
Downhill Mountain Bike Racing 
Dragon Valor 
DragonBall GT 
Dragonseeds 
Driver 
Duke Nukem: Time to Kill 
Duke Nukem: Total Meltdown 
Dukes of Hazzard 
Dune 2000 
Eagle One: Harrier Attack 
Echo Night 
ECW Anarchy Rulz 
ECW Hardcore Revolution 
Ehrgeiz 
Einhänder 
Elemental Gearbolt 
Eliminator 
Eternal Eyes 
Evil Zone 
Expendable 
Я 2000 

Publisher 

Crave 
THQ 
THO 
GT Interactive 
Infogrames 
laleco 
Square EA 
989 Studios 
Acclaim 
Natsume 
Activision 
Konami 
Interplay 
Sony CEA 
Sony CEA 
Konami 
Electronic Arts 
Hasbro Interactive 
EA Sports 

тно 
Mindscape 
Square EA 
Square EA 
Square EA 
Mindscape 
Activision 
Ascii 

Agetec 

Sony CEA 
Psygnosis 
Psygnosis 
Psygnosis 
Virgin 
Sony CEA 
Sony CEA 
989 Studios 
989 Studios 
Sony CEA 
Bandai 

Activision 
Sony CEA 
Sony CEA 
SCEA/Universal 
Interplay 
GT Interactive 
Fox Interactive 
Fox Interactive 
300 
Sony CEA 
EA Sports 
THO 
Electronic Arts 
Capcom 
Acclaim Max 

ASC 
Tecmo 
Eidos 
Tecmo 
Infogrames 
Koei 
Midway 
THO 

Electromic Arts 

Fox Interactive 

Capcom 
Capcom 
Ubi Soft 
Activision 
Namco 
Bandai 
Jaleco 
GT Interactive 
GT Interactive 
GT Interactive 
Southpeak 

Electronic Arts 
Infogrames 
Agetec 
Acclaim 
Acclaim 
Square EA 
Sony CEA 
Working Designs 
Psygnosis 
Sunsolt 
Titus 
Infogrames 
EA Sports 

Issue Game Publisher Score 

27 FI Racing Championship Ubi Soft - 
13 — Family Feud Hasbro Interactive e. 
31 Family Game Pack 300 
3 Fantastic Four Acclaim 
23 — Fatal Fury: Wild Ambition SNK 
35 Fear Elect Eidos 
14 Felony 11-79 Ascii 
16 НА EA Sports 
19 пао EA Sports 
7 НҒА 2000 EA Sports 
39 FIFA 2001 Major League Soccer ЕА Sports 
12 — The Filth Element Activision 
15 — Fighter Maker Agetec 
9 Fighting Force Eidos 
3 Fighting Force 2 Eidos 
2 Final Fantasy Anthology Square EA 
21 Final Fantasy Tactics Sony CEA 
22 Final Fantasy VII Sony CEA 
33 Final Fantasy VIII Square EA 

Final Fantasy IK Square EA 
25 Fisherman's Bait Konami 
23 Fisherman's Bait 2:Big ОГ Bass — Konami 
23 Flintstones Bedrock Bowling SouthPeak Interactive 
29 Formula 1'98 Psygnosis 
36 Formula 1'99 Psygnosis 
ЕСТІ Acclaim 
18 Fox Sports бон 99. Fox Interactive 
2 Fox Sports Soccer 99 Fox Interactive 

Freestyle Boardi 99 Capcom 
28 — Frogger Hasbro Interactive 
30 Frogger 2: Swampy's Revenge | Hasbro Interactive 
4 Front Mission 3 Square EA 
31 Future Cop LA PD Electronic Arts 
M GPolice Psygnosis 
1 бржег Psydnosis 
7 брат 
3 Galaga: Destination Earth Hasbro Interactive 
М. Galerians Crave 
2 Gallop Racer Tecmo 
39 Gauntlet Legends Midway 

2 Qelido Interplay 
34 _ Ger: Deep Cover Gecko Eidos. 
3 бес Enter the Gecko Midway 
15 Ghost in the Shell THO 
39 — Glover Hasbro Interactive. 
12 (уап Turismo Sony CEA 
3 Gran Turismo 2 Sony CEA 
| Grand Theft Auto Take 2 
2 Grand Thell Auto 2 Rockstar 
30 Grand Theft Auto: London 1969 Rockstar 
26 Grand Tour Racing 98 Activision 
2 Grandia Sony CEA 
39 — Granstream Saga THO 
9 The Grinch Konami/Universal 
16 Grind Session. Sony CEA 
38 Grudge Warriors. Take 2 
17 Guardian's Crusade Activision 
8 HardBall 99 Accolade 
9 Heart of Darkness Interplay 
31 Qo Hello Kitty's Cube Frenzy NewkidCo 
26 Herc's Adventures LucasArts 
16 High Heat Baseball 2000 300 
39 Hogs of War Infogrames 
13 Hot Shots Golf Sony CEA 
8 Hot Shots Goll 2 Sony CEA 
31 — Hot Wheels Turbo Racing Electronic Arts 
25 Hydro Thunder Midway 
38 Incredible Crisis Тш 
39 Intelligent Qube Sony CEA 
2 — Intellivision Classic Games Activision 
38 — Int, Superstar Soccer 98 Konami 
A nt. Track & Field 2000 Konami 
5 = Invasion From Beyond GT Interactive 
4 lon Soldier 3 Vatical 
M Irritating Stick Jaleco 
З ISS Pro Evolution Konami 
29 јасне Chan Stuntmaster Midway 
27 Jade Cocoon Crave 
32 Jarrett & LaBonte Stock Car Racing Codemasters 
23 Jeopardy! Hasbro Interactive 
38 leopardy! 2 Hasbro Interactive 
30 Q Jeremy McGrath Supercross 2000 Acclaim 
2 Jersey Devil Sony CEA 
8 jetMoto2 Sony CEA 
No Jet Moto 3 989 Studios .... 
20 Jimmy Johnson VR Football Interplay е 
38 |05 Bizarre Adventure Capcom 
25 Juggernaut Јајесо 
3A Ket Grand Prix Jaleco 
33 K Revenge Jaleco 

Issue 

39 
39 
3 
3 
30 

3 



Game names in — indicate a Greatest Hits title, Ratings in red indicate a (мес score. 

Game Publisher Score Issue бате Publisher Score Issue бате Publisher Score Issue Game Publisher Score Issue 

Kagero: Deception || Tecmo M NBA ShootOut 98. Sony CEA 8 RC Revenge Acclaim 3 Tactics Ogre. Atlus: 12 
Ката Als 12 — NBA ShootOut 2000 989 Studios 30 RC Stunt Copter И 25 lal Concerto Atlus 26 
Kensei Sacred Fist Konami 17 NBA ShootOut 2001 989 Studios 39 Кейі Acclaim 26 Tales of Destiny Namco 13 
Killer loop Crave 7] МВА Showtime NBA on NBC — Midway 28 Ready 2 Ramble Midway @ dn» Sony CEA а 
Klonoa Namco 6 NBA Tonight ESPN Digita M Red Asphalt Interplay 3 Team Buddies Midway 38 
Knockout Kings EA Sports 16 NCAA Final Four 99 989 Studios 18 Ree! Feng Natsume 3 Team LOSI RC Racing for Interactive 13 
Knockout Kings EA Sports 39 NCAA Final Four 2000 989 Studios 28 Reel Fishing II Natsume M Тема Namco 9 
Knockout Kings 2000 EA Sports 27 NCAA Football 98 EA Sports 2 Revident Evil 2 Capcom 6 etha Activision м 
Konami Arcade Classics Konami 23 МАА Football 99 EA Sports 12 Немет Evil 2 Dual Sheed Capcom 13 Tenchu 2: Birth of the 
Koudelka Inlogrames 35 NCAA Football 2000 EA Sports 25 Resident Evil 3 Nemesis. Capcom. 27 Stealth Assassins Activision. 3 
Kurt Warner s Arena NCAA GameBreaker 98 Sony CEA 4 Weisbert Evil Dieecinr's Cut Capcom 2 Tennis Arena Ubi Soft 4 
Football Unleashed Midway СО м NCAA GameBreaker 99 989 Studios 15 Resident Evil Survivor Capcom 38 Test Drive 4 Accolade 3 
The Land Belore Time NCAA GameBreater 2000 989 Studios 25 Rhapsody: A Musical Adventure. Atlus 35 Test Drive 3 Accolade 15 
Return to the Great Valley Sound Source 39 САА GameBreaker 2001 Sony CEA 37 Rising Zan Agetec 24 Test Drive 6 Infogrames 7 
Legacy of Kain: Scl Reaves Eidos 25 NOM March Madness 98 EA Sports 7 Risk Hasbro Interactive N Test Drive le Mans Infogrames и 
The Legend of Dragoon Sony CEA 34 САА March Madness 99 — EA Sports 18 Rival Schools Capcom. M —Q dest Drive Off Road 3 Infogrames 26 
legend of legaia Sony CEA 19 NCAA March Madness 2000 ҒА Sports 29 меп: The Sequel to Myst Асат 6 Thousand Arms М 26 
legend of Mana Square EA 35 Nectaris: Military Madness Jaleco Ñ Road Rand 30 Electronic Arts 11 Thrasher: Skate & Destroy Rockstar % 
Lego Rock Raiders lego Media 7 Weed tor Speed И Electronic Arts 8 Road Rash. Jail Break Electronic Arts 30 Threads of Fate Square EA 3 
The little Mermaid I тна 39 Wows ter Seset Migh Stakes Electronic Arts 20 Rogue Trip GT Interactive 14 Thunder Force V Working Designs n 
(оде Runner Natsume 4 Need for Speed Roll Away Psygnosis 13 lider Woods 99 PGA Tour Goll FA Sports 16 
Looney Tunes Racing Infogrames 39 Porsche Unleashed Electronic Arts 33 Rollcage Psygnosis 9 Tiny Tank. Sony CEA 16 
Ты Lost World Need lor Speed: V-Rally Electronic Ars 3 Rallcage Stage l Psygnosis 31 Tiny Toons: The Great Beanstalk NewKidCo 18 
Jurassic Part Electronic Ants 2 Need for Speed: V-Rally 2 Electronic Arts 28 Romance of the 3 Kingdoms М Koei 3 IOCA2 Activision 2 
lunar Silver Star Story Complete. Working Designs 2 _ Wewman/Haas Racing Poygnosis 25 7 — RPG Maker pem 35 Tomb Raider tt Fidos 4 
Madden WF. 98 EA Sports 2 Q The Nent Tetris Hasbro Interactie өөө 24 Running Wild 989 Studios 14 Tomb Raider til Eidos 16 
Madden NFL 99 EA Sports Ü мави Midway essee 13 Rushdown Electronic Arts 19 Tomb Raider:The Last Revelation Eidos 29 
Madden NFL 2000 EA Sports ЕСТІ Midway eeose 1 аба Fronter Sony CEA 8 мы Sony CEA " 
Madden NFL 2001 EA Sports 37 NFL Bite 2001 Midway 38 баба Frontier 2 Square EA 29 Тота 2: The Evil Swine Return Sony CEA 29 
Marvel SH vs Street Fighter Capcom 18 Ма GameDay 98 Sony CEA 1 Sammy Sosa Төпцетев Never Dies Electronic Arts 28 
Marvel Superheroes Capcom 2 NFL GameDay 99 989 Studios 13 High Heat Baseball 2001 300 225222522220 Activision 26 
Marvel Vs. Capcom EX Capcom 30 Q NFL GameDay 2000. EA Sports 25 Sammy Sosa Softball Slam 300 33 Tony Hawk's Pro Skater 2 Activision 38 
Mass Destruction ASC 3 NFL GameDay 2001 989 Sports 37 Scrabble Hasbro Interactive 28 loonstein: Dare to Scare Vatical 29 
Maximum Force Midway 2 NFL Xtreme 989 Studios и Sentinel Returns Psygnosis n Toy Story 2 Activision 28 
MOK Playmates 3 М Xtreme 2 989 Studios 24 Shadow Madness Crave 19 Trap Gunner Atlus 13 
Meda! Ot Honar Electronic Ans 2 NGEN Racing Infogrames 35 Shadow Man Acclaim 27 Treasures ol the Deep. Namco 1 
Medal O! Honor Underground Electronic Arts 9 не EA Sports 15 Shadow Master Psygnosis 5 Trick N Snowboarder Capcom 25 
MediEvil Sony CEA М NHL 2000 EA Sports 26 Shadow Tower Agetec 28 iple Play 99 EA Sports 9 
MediEvil 11 Sony CEA X NHL2001 EA Sports 38 Shanghai: True Valor Sunsolt 20 Таре Play 2000 EA Sports 20 
Mega Man Legends Capcom 12 НН Blades of Steel 2000 Konami 28 Shipwreckers Psygnosis 3 Triple Play 2001 EA Sports 32 
Mega Man legends 2 Capcom 39 НН Breakaway 98 Acclaim 2 Silent Bomber Bandai 30 ифо Prop Racing Sony CEA " 
Mega Man X4 Capcom 4 NHL Championship 2000 Fox Interactive 7 Silent Ha Konami 18 ие Metal Ë 989 Studios. 6 
Metal Gear Solid Konami M NHL Ғасе0 98 Sony CEA 2 Silhouette Mirage Working Designs 29 wit Metal û 989 Studios 28 
Metal Gear Solid VR Missions Konami 25 Мн. FaceOit 99 989 Studios M Sim Theme Park Electronic Arts 33 То RC: Assault With a Battery Mattel Interactive 38 
Micro Machines Midway 3 NHL Расе0н 2000 989 Studios 26 — Shullmonkeys Electronic Arts 6 Ultimate 8-Ball 22 
Micro Maniacs Codemasters 32 NHL FaceOi 2001 Sony CEA 38 Sed Storm Electronic Arts 24 Um Jammer Lammy Sony CEA а 
Mike Tyson Boring Codemasters 39 NHL Rock the Rink Electronic Arts 32 Small Soldiers Electronic Arts 15 The Unholy War Eidos 14 
The Misadventures of Tron Bonne Capcom 31 Nightmare Creatures Activision 3 Smurfs Infogrames 29  Uprisng X 300 7 
Mission: Impossible. Infogrames 28 Nightmare Creatures | Konami 33 Q Sno-Cross Championship Racing Crave 37 Urban Chaos Fidos 33 
Missile Command Hasbro Interactue 28 Ninja: Shadow of Darkness Eidos 15 Soul of the Samurai Konami 24 Vagrant Story Square EA 3 
MK Mythologies Midway 3 — Nuclear Strike Electronic Arts 3 South Park Acclaim 2] — Vampire Hunter D Jaleco 37 
MIB 98 Sony CEA ! 0р1. Psygnosis 15 South Park Rally Acclaim 29 Vanark Jaleco 32 
MiB 99 Sony CEA % Oddworld: Abe's Exoddus GT Interactive 15 South Park: Chef's luv Shack Acclaim 28 Vandal Hearts I Konami a 
MIB 2000 989 Studios 77 Офисе fees Odepsee Gl Interactive 1 Space Invaders Activision 27 Vanguard Bandits Working Designs 3 
MIB 2001 989 Studios 3 One ASC 4 Spawn: The Eternal Sony CEA 4 Vegas Games 2000 300 т 
МАВРА Bottom of the 9th 99 — Konami 2 PacMan World Namco 25 SpecOps Take 2 Interactive ө 34 Vigilante 8 Activision 10 
Mobil 1. Rally Championship Electronic Arts 32 Pandemonium! 2 Midway 3 Speed Punks Sony CEA 32 Vigilante 8: Second Ollense Activision 29 
Monaco Grand Prix Ubi Soh • 21 Раћарра the Rapper Sony CEA 2 Speed Racer Jaleco 8 УК Baseball 99 Interplay " 
Monkey Hero Take 2 ۰ 8 Parasite Eve Square EA 12 Spider-Man Activision 37 VRSports Powerboat Racing Interplay 10 
Monkey Magic Sunsoft • 9 Paste ve II Square EA 37 Spin Jam Take 2 Interactive — e« 3 w THQ 3 
Monopoly Hasbro Interactive ei 5 PGA Tour 98 EA Sports 3 Sports Car GT Electronic Arts 21 Walt Disney World Quest 
Monster Rancher 2 Tecmo • % Рша! 30 Activision 9 Spyro Riptos Rage! Sony CEA 27 Magical Racing Tour Eidos 3 
Monster Seed Sunsolt ° 20 Pocket Fighter Capcom 1 Spro the Dragan Sony CEA 3 WarGames: DefCon 1 MGM Interactive 2 
Merial Comba! 4 Midway ” Ш Point Blank Namco 6 Star Ocean: The 2nd Story Ѕопу CEA 22 Warpath: Jurassic Park Electronic Arts 7 
Moto Racer Electronic М8 |е 3 Point Blank 2 Namco 20 Star Trek: Invasion Activision 37 Warzone 2100 Eidos 2 
Moto Racer 2 Electronic Arts M Polaris SnoCross. Vatical 38 Star Wars Episode I— WCW Mayhem Electronic Arts 26 
Motorhead for Interactive М Pong Hasbro Interactive 27 Q edi Power Battles LucasArts 33 WCW Ware THO 5 
Mr. Domino Acclaim 15 Pool Hustler kanisha 15 Star Wars: Episode I WCW/nWo Thunder THO 7 
Mr Driller Nanco 33 Populous: The Beginning Electronic Arts 21 The Phantom Menace LucasArts 25 Wheel ol Fartuoe Hasbro Interactive 7 
Ms. Pac-Man Maze Madness Namco 38 Porsche Challenge Sony CEA 1 Star Wars: Masters of Teräs Kasi LucasArts 4 Wheel of Fortune 2 Hasbro Interactive 39 
MIV Music Generator Codemasters 28 Power Soccer 2 Psygnosis 5 Steel Reign Sony CEA 2 Who Wants to Be a Millionaire Sony CEA 35 
MIV Sports: Pure Ride THQ 3 Pay Poy өмі 3 Зей GT Interactive 15 — Wild 9 Shiny/interplay 5 
MIV Spons: Slateboardng Pro 18 World Tour Goll Рузи 9 Street Fighter Alpha 3 Capcom 21 Wild Arms 2 Sony CEA 3 
ке Andy MacDonald | (TRO 32 Pro Pinball: Big Race USA Empire Interactive 37 Steet Fighter Colection Capcom £ WipeOut 3 Psygnosis 26 
Muppet Monster делш Мни 32 P Pinball: Fantastic ourney Empire Interactive 37 Sueet Figher Collecion? Capcom 16 — World Cup 98 EA Sports 0 
Muppet Race Mania Midway 39 Pro Pinball: Timeshock! Take 2 10 Street Fighter EX Plus Alpha Capcom 2 World Destruction League 
N20 Fox Interactive ШЕ өлен 359 Steet Fighter EX2 Plus Capcom 33 — Thunder Tanks 300 39 
Nagano Winter Olympics 98 Konami 6 Punky Skunk ке 6 Street SkBer Electronic Arts 19 Worms Armageddon. Hasbro Interactive. 27 
NASCAR 98 EA Sports з жы Hasbro kuskata 28 Street SkBer 2 Electronic Arts 32 ғаш Shaolin Style Activision 28 
NASCAR 99 Electronic Arts M Quel Activision 27 Strider 2 Capcom 34 WWF Attitude Acclaim 2 
NASCAR 2000 EA Sports 2% — khpe Delta Гена 23 Ser Pro 2000 Infogrames 33 WWE SmackDown! THO 3 
NASCAR 2001 EA Sports % ре Asai q7 Suikoden I Konami 26 — WWF War Zone Acclaim 12 
NASCAR Rumble. Electronic Arts 3 R4: Ridge Racer Type 4 Namco 20 Superbike 2000 EA Sports 32 X Games Pro Boarder ESPN Digital M 
NBA Fastbreak 98 Midway £ Raitoad Tycoon ll Take 2 30 SuperCross 2000 EA Sports 29 files For Interactive 28 
NBA In the Zone 98 Konami 7 Rainbow Six Red Storm 27 SuperCross Circuit 989 Studios. 28 Меп: Children of the Atom Acclaim 6 
NBA In the Zone 99 Konami 19 Rally Cross 2 989 Studios 19 Su Riders Ubi Soft 35 Xena: Warrior Princess Electronic Aris 26 
NBA In the Zone 2000 Konami % ар 49 Sydney 2000 fidos 38 Xenogears Square EA м 
NBA Live 98 EA Sports 3 Rampage 2: Universal Tour 21 Syphon Filter 989 Studios 18 You Don't Know Jack! Berkeley Systems 25 
NBA ive 99 EA Sports 6 Ray racers 5 Syphon Filter 2 989 Studios 3 
NBA live 2000 EA Sports в ск зв Тан Activision 9 
д hen 9 Raman 2: The Great Escape 35 TRAG Sons а 
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OK, so not everyone has their PS2 yet. So, to 

ease the pain we injected a big chunk of PS 

one strategies for you this calendar month. 

Want to slide through the first disc of Final 

Fantasy IX without pulling your hair out? 

We've got you covered. And, in THPS2, how 

the hell are you supposed to get the Secret 

Tape in Venice? We've taken care of that, too. 

All you need to worry about is getting a PS2 

on that lonely space next to the TV. 

Hey, before you start tearing into that X-mas 

gift you KNOW is a copy of SSX, send your 

coolest tricks to OPMf(aziffdavis.com. Title 

the e-mail Tricks Forum. 

READY 2 RUMBLE 2 

JUST WHAT THE 
DOCTOR ORDERED 
There are a load of secret charac- 
ters and a smatter of secret codes 
in R2R2. Here are some Secret 

Codes to get you through the holiday. 

You'll need to put these in at the 

Character Select screen. If you 

hear a bell, you know you're in 

business. 

Toothpick Mode 

Right, Right, Up, Down, 

Right, R1, R2 

Chubby Mode 

Right, Right, Up, 
Down, Right, R1, R1, 

R2 
Big Gloves Mode 

Left, Right, Up, Down, R1, 
R2 

Zombie Mode 
Left, Up, Right, Down, R1, R1, 

R2 
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Bitten by Silen: 

7 i А 

Yeah, it looks like the FF8 card 
game but it's a lot weirder this 

time around. 

Army Mer: Air Attack 
Enable All Co-Pilots: Press START on the 

title screen to go to the main menu. On the 

main menu, access the password screen. 

Now enter this code to get access to all the 

co-pilots: Up, Down, Up, Down, Up, Down, 
Up, Down. Press START to accept the code. 

Begin a new garne and move down to the 
Co-Pilot option to access them. 

Colin McRae Rally 
Open All Tracks: From the main menu 

screen, choose Championship Mode, then 
choose “Continue.” When asked to enter 

| The Field Icon o 
Any lime you are near something that can be examined, opened, taken or manipulated in 
any way, а Field Icon will appear above your head. This makes searching for hidden items 
easier than it’s ever been before. There are simple items scattered all over nearly every 

Screen in the game, as well as special items hidden away in strange locations. We ve indi- 

cated the locations of the most important iterns, but it's easy to find tons of useful items 
and equipment simply by searching every new area and watching lor the Field Icon 

The Mighty Tent 9 
In FF9, the Tent item can actually be used in battle to restore your HP and MP, however, 

there is a risk in using it, If you use a Tent on yourself, there's a good chance that instead 
of being healed, you will be bitten by a snake that causes Silence, Darkness and Poison 

latus ailments n if you have abilities equipped that defend against them. The snake 
makes the Tent a little too risky to rely on to heal your party, but the crazy thing is that you 
an use the Tent on the enemy—they have the same chance of getting bitten by the 
;nake. It's a little expensive to do, but for an easy boss battle, start by using a Tent at the 
beginning of the battle [so it won't matter if you heal the boss] and keep using it until the 

snake bites. Then proceed to hack away at it while it can’t cast any spells, can barely hit 
you, and is losing life to poison 

The Card Game o 
The card game is pretty confusing, but we're here to clear it up. Each card has four digits 

n it that represent the card's attack power, attack type, physical defense, and magical 

defense. The three numerical digits represent hexadecimal numbers. If the digit is "0 
then the strength will be from 1 to 16. If it's a "1," the strength will be from 17-32 and so 
on. The attack type digit is a letter. P is physical, M is magical, and X will automatically 
pick the better of the two. To win the card game easily, make sure you have a weak card 
with all or nearly all of the sides containing arrows. Put the card in the middle of the 
board so that it's easy for the opponent to take. When it's surrounded by other cards, put 

one of your stronger cards down to win your weak card back and you'll combo all the 

‘ards around it. The card game serves very little purpose, but you might want to hone 

your skills for a special event later in the game. 

your name, put in the following password: 

OPENROADS and then move to OK and 

press X. You will hear a voice say, "Trick 
mode enabled." Once you hear this, go 
back to the main menu screen and choose 

Unlock Komodo Joe: Press Down, Circle, 
Left, Left, Triangle, Right, Down. You can 

play as Komodo Joe in any mode except 

Adventure. 

Unlock Papu Papu: Press Left, Triangle, 
Rally." When you go to choose your track 

[country], you will see that you can now 
choose the Super-Special stage in Greece. 

Crash Team Racing 
On the main menu screen, hold L1+R1 and 

press the following button combinations to 
get the results as shown. You will hear a 

noise when entered correctly. 

Right, Down, Right, Circle, Left, Left, Down. 

You can play as Papu Papu in any mode 

except Adventure 
Unlock Pinstripe: Press Left, Right, 

Triangle, Down, Right, Down. You can play 

as Pinstripe in any mode except Adventure. 

More Tracks: Right, Right, Left, Triangle, 
Right, Down, Down. 
Invisible Racer [only wheels): Up, Up, 



"The 

_DISCONE 
lk - rough 

Complete 

Aboard the Prima Vista 

e stairs under the painting at t 
nd of the hall, then walk out 

03] | Want to Be Your Canary 
. В battle: it's f lurn.ar 

THE AUTO-POTION+ | Mask deae on ie 

Of course Auto-Potion and Auto-Regen 

are useful abilities by themselves, but 2 рё r 

when combined on each member of 

your party, they make you almost 
unbeatable. Regen will continue to 

heal you even while you.are attacking 

with a weapon, spell, summon or any- 

thing else. It even continues to heal 
you while the enemy is attacking. The 
activation of Auto-Potion takes several 
seconds to complete (during that time, 
the Regen is still taking effect). If 

every party member has these two 
abilities on, any attack will cause 
Auto-Potion and everyone will regain 

life from Regen while it is completing. 

Add Auto-Haste and Chemist for an 
even greater effect of the combo. 

ence is the masterpiece 
Селагу, The Tantalus 

| Donpeny is per‘orwing, 

Down, Right, Right, Up. Unlimited Masks 
Super Turbo Pads: Triangle, Right 

Right, Circle, Left 

Scrapbook Option: Up, Up, Down. 

Right, Right, Left, Right, Triangle simult 

Right Dowr 
"Unlimited" Tricks: ering one Tr 
of these next tr 

Unlock a New Racer: 0 

menu screen, pre 
ously, V 

Right, Triangle, Dowr 

angle, Up. You will hear a 

ks, you 
reset the to get a 
unlimited object. 
Unlimited Wumpa Fruit: Down, Right 
Right, Down, Down 

Unlimited Bombs gle, Right 
Down, Right, Up, Triangle, Left Max-Out Your Crystals: 0 

Cyber Canyons Course: 

Cyber Sawgrass Cours: 

Cyber Summerlin Course: PORASO 
Now you ha urses 

Die Hard Trilogy 2: 
Viva Las Vegas 
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1X 

FINAL FANTASY 

LOCATIONS | 
Stellazio Location 

Aries On ground on the first floor 
of the Windmill in Dali 

In the overturned crate in 

the Burmecia Suburb 

Throw 130 Gil into the 

Cancer 

Gemini 

Ruby. 
“This apwgiri's wilder than 1 

4 4 buokin” bronco! | 

ШЕ 

fountain at the Тгепо Gate 
Taurus 

Evil Forest 
On the ground near the item 
shop in the Treno Slums 
On the ground in the lower 
level of Quan's Dwelling 
On the guestroom floor of 
the Black Mage Village Inn 
Next to the fountain in 
Madain Sari 
On the ground in the 

Neptune Room of 
Alexandria's West Tower 

Sagittarius On the ground in the 
Lindblum Shopping Area 
during the rebuilding 

In the water in the Entrance 

room of Daguerreo 
In a chest in the entry hall 
of Ipsen's Castle 
In chest in the Core area of 

the Airship Invincible 
Ophiuchus After giving the first 12 to 

Scorpio 

Virgo 

Libra 

Leo 

Capricorn 

Aquarius 

Pisces 

[Sie 

"[aueen Ste а 
начав! Quae 

| Younsy tx 
СТТ 

(е reward fron 

rry about using Eye Drops on any 
ides Zidane leven if he 

09 Evil Forest (2) 

ff the plant 
hat tough—and keep 

inning until you reach the 
Queen Stella, find the 13th k FMV. Events unfold [as well 

in Quan's Dwelling M 15 a lesson from 

Mogster], and eventi 

ally you'll reach the 
pell if you to. Wat M overworld for r 

08 Prima Vista 4 
" |10 | ontinent 

] ме k j Jp your characters a 

10 ^ L n the most € 

1 Mag 
| | titt 

t 1 whe 

) j icine.) 

best re enter the Ut Triangle, Squa T p c EA teams (EAI through EA4]. These 
code after the E Slow Motion Movement: T jle, Square, Down pecial Electronic Arts teams 

code]. Triang T Suicide Mode (NPCs are stronger]: very | attributes. For a perfect 

Every Weapon: Square, Square. Debug Menu: On the wn, Down, D Tr Wn, team, all through until you reach а 
Circle, Circle, L1, L1 n, press L e, L team called Special Guests. This 

Unlimited Ammo: L1, L1, Ri, R e entered y ncredible team has full attributes. 
Circle, Circle 999 Ammunition: FIFA 2000 
Invincibility: Triangle, Triar 

Circle, L1, L2 y 
Automatic Weapon Reload: Square hoose any 
S Tria T 
C 

Super Slow Rockets: L1 

Fear Effect 
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Unlimited Health: 

ееп, then One-Hit Kills with Firearms: 

Grind Session 
All Tricks Enabled: Pre: 
ра! 

Hidden Super Teams: 
node of 7 t START to 

ss Down, 
Right 
пе 

the game, then p 
Right Do 
Enable 

whe 

eft, Up 
will appeaı 

the you acı 



(1 ісе Cavern 

Item to Create 

utterfly Swoi 
The Ogre 

V Exploda 

est 1! F ) Rune Tooth 
rct ; Angel Bless 

jle, t} Cotton Robe 
ht í Silk Robe 

Magician Robe 
Glutton's Robe 
White Robe — . 
Black Robe 
Desert Boots 
Yellow Scarf 
Glass Buckle 
Germinas Boots 
Cachusha 
Coral Ring 
Gold Choker 
Magician Shoes 

Barette 
Power Belt 

y 1 Madain's Ring 
juipment]. Af Fairy Earrings 

nto tt ۸ Extension 
Reflect Ring 
Anklet 
Feather Boots 
Black Belt 
Pearl Rouge 
Promist Ring 
Battle Boots 
Rebirth Ring 
Angel Earrings 
Garnet 
Amethyst 

b Peridot 
J Sapphire 

princess, W Opal 
ager. Tall Topaz 
ent Thief Gloves 

... Mage Masher 

Ingredient 1 

Dagger 
Mage Masher 

Mage Masher 

Mythril Dagger 

Mage Masher 
Mage Masher 
Mythril Dagger 

Mythril Dagger 
__ Mage Masher 

Zorlin Shape 
Steepled Hat 
Bandana 
Magician Cloak 
Cotton Robe 

` Jade Armlet ` 
N-Kai Armlet 8,000 

Leather Shirt 300 
Feather Hat Steepled Hat 400 

_GlassArmlet — ̂ LeatherWrist 500 
Desert Boots Fork 
Magus Hat Rubber Helm 
Lightning Staff Rod 
Linen Cuirass Soft 
Germinas Boots Bone Wrist 
Needle Fork Barbut 
Glass Buckle Chain Mail 
Bone Wrist Stardust Rod 
Magic Armlet Soft 
Lamia's Tiara Multina Racket 
Anklet Madain's Ring 
Gold Choker Peridot 
Magician Shoes Phoenix Pinion 
Twist Headband Survival Vest 
Moonstone | Elixir 
Chimera Armlet Ruby 
Feather Boots Wing Edge 
Diamond Anklet 
Fairy Earrings Barette 
Ore Remedy 
Ore Annoyntment 

Ore Soft 
Ore Antidote 
Ore Potion 
Ore Eye Drops 
Mythril Armlet Sargatanas 

Gladius 
Wrist 
Silk Shirt 
Mage Staff 
м Ғогк 
Gaia Gear 
Gaia Gear 
Leather Hat 

yin the event, y Fast Passes: 

K Worr Super Field Goals: 

Super Passing (2P must Agree]: 

Show Field Goal %: 

Allow Stepping out of Bounds: 

Power-Up Blockers: 
Avengers Stadium: 
No First Downs: 

No Interceptions: 

Infinite Turbo: 

Super Blitzing: 

Power-Up Teammates: 

Power-Up Defense: 4 
No Random Fumbles: 

Hide Receiver Name 

STRATEGY GUIDES | 

Here's the system: If the strategy guide is useful, 

gives tricks and tips and helps you narrow your 

going to score well. If it doesn't, 
unsurprisingly, it’s not. Will the guide make you a 
better gamer? It'd better, or we'll tell you to spend 

your cake elsewhere. 

There's quite a bit to know about Ready 2 Rumble 

Round 2, and this guide is packed with all of it. It 

gives you a list of all the combos and special moves 

for each and every boxer and even tells about hid- 

den characters Michael Jackson and Shaquille 

O'Neal. The only shortcoming of the guide is that it 

doesn't divulge who all of the secret characters are. 

Apparently, you'll have to go to the Prima Web site 

for that info. Otherwise, this will definitely improve 

your Rumble skills so you can do the glove dance on 

any of the opposition [even the ones they aren't 

ready to tell us about). 
Final Score ФФӨ 

For the average fellow 

that just wants to let out 

some aggression via 
polygonal fighting, this 

guide is not for you. This 

thing is so hardcore it's 

intimidating. There are 
up to five pages on some 

combatants, and you'll 

learn everything from juggles, to throws, to a 

complete moves list that is overwhelmingly 

excellent. If you're going to take the time to 

really learn a character, this is the best way to 

go about it. An excellent guide. 

Final Score 

How much can you really glean from a strategy 

guide about a racing game? If there aren't lots of 

shortcuts to figure out, then it's basically: Take a left 

atthe place where you have to take a left. Duh. 

There aren't really any secrets to the game, eit! 

The strongest part of the guide is actually for 

MotoGP, since it's partly useful, but otherwise this 

game doesn't need a guide in the least. 
Final Score @ 

lergrouni 
If you're having trouble getting through the 

game and ending the Nazi reign, this is a great 

guide to pull you through. There are maps of 

each level (which could have been a little 

cleaner and, in turn, a bit more useful). There 

are little tips throughout the levels and you'll 

have a list of secrets and unlockables at your 

fingertips. Besides the maps, another short- 

coming is that the same four pieces of art 

show up time and time and time again. But, 

besides the artistic redundancy, this is a guide 

for any gamer struggling through MoHU. 

Final Score © © © © 
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DVD 
EASTER EGGS 

On the latest version of P.T. Anderson's 

Boogie Nights DVD he says to check your 

color by using the color bars in the setup. 

You'll find some footage hidden there. But 

brace yourself for what you'll see. 

This one works 

best if you access 

the Heavy D video 

first, then input 
these title and 

chapter numbers: 

Title: 4, Chapter: 

3. You'll be wel- 
comed to an early 

attempt at film- 

making by Rush Hour director Brett 

Rattner. It's a home video clip of a short 
film Rattner made called "Evil Luke Lee," 
which parodies old Kung Fu flicks. 

Try clicking all over the submarine itself. 

You'll find all sorts of goodies by clicking 

in different places. 

Here are two eggs from the same film 
classic. First, go to the cast, (the one in 

which you see the wicked witch and a tree 
beside her) and move the highlighting 

arrow to it. It will highlight an hourglass. 

Select it to read more info on those enter- 

taining flying monkeys. Second, highlight 

the yellow orb on Glenda's info page. It 

contains more info on the munchkins. 

When entering the area for languages on 

this DVD music will start to play. No big 

deal, right? Well, usually this type of 

music is looped, but you'll be able to lis- 

ten to Jerry Goldsmith's entire score for 

The Mummy on this one. 

Go into the Bonus Materials after you 

start up the DVD then skip over to Andy's 

Biography. You'll see little pictures of 

Andy Kaufman's face near the bottom of 

the screen. Use your remote to highlight 

these pictures and while on them, hit 
Enter. You'll see a variety of clips of the 

real Andy. There are six clips in all. 

On the main menu, move the cursor to 

highlight the subtitles icon. Then press up 

on the remote. You'll notice the cursor 

has disappeared. Hit Enter. A hidden pic- 
ture will appear. Press these buttons in 

this order to view the four other pictures: 

Up, Down, Left, Right. Now hit the Enter 

button to launch the teaser trailer. 
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Zidane 
“Garnet? 
She's oul colds,” 

Mountain Observatory/ 
Cargo Ship Landing Site 

L DENM 
Uthin Queen Brahne is up to somethin} 
but | suspect Prinoess Garnet even m 
Kupo! 

She night leave home soon... 
with à prinoe on à white horse... 

Maybe it’s just ay imagination. 

14 Cargo Ship 

15 Lindblum "s 

Big Football: 
Big Head 
Huge Head: 
No Head: 

Headless Team: 

Team Tiny Players: 

Team Big Players: 
Team Big Heads: 
Hyper Play (2P must agree]: 

Show More Field (2P must agree) 

No CPU Assistance [2P must agreel 

Power-Up Speed: (2P must agree] 

Tournament Mode (2Р game only} 

Smart CPU Opponent ПР game only): 

Power-Up Offense: 

Fast Turbo Running: 
Invisible 

Legacy of Kain: 
Soul Reaver 
Refill Health: 

Next Level Health: Hold d press Right 

Maximum Health: Hold Li and p RI 

Refill Magic: H 

Maximum Magic: 1and pre 

Pass Through Barriers: Hold Li and ; 

Wall Climbing: Hold L1 and 5 

Hurt Raziel: j Li апар t 

Force: Hold L1 and p ft, Right 



17 | Gizamaluke's Grotto 

| 18 | South Gate en 

АФУІМУЗ IVNIH 

XI 

Burmecia 

To Be Continued Next Month 

Left, Right, Left Leit J p e the p Will be ope maller size letters] 
and pr owr + w of and k vaila Player Attributes Are Now 99: BEAT 

Up. Right, Rig | wr Shift at Any Time j f b ding DOWN 
Force Glyph: H [ ^ Acquire All Blue Chips: «o: 
Le D Make High Attribute Walk-On 

Stone Glyph: H ethe Players: FRA TEIN 
MediEvil II Take You to Credits Screen: HOLLY 

i; Cheats Menu: R NASCAR Rumble WO 
Right, Dowr the game, then р Tracks and Pro Drivers: Fror 
Water Glyph: H: NCAA Football 
Circle, Up, Do A јат menu, select 
Fire Glyph: 

Right, Up а 2. Right f f R p e 
Sunlight Glyph: Hold Lî and pre eft, Lef ^ pear PSAUSBNAA А te 
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MEDAL OF HONOR 
UNDERGROUND 

UNDERGROUND SECRETS 

Average: 
Good: 

Excellent: | 
nate 

МІ remainir 

Swell Multiplayer 

it 

Bouncing Bullets: V 

No-Reload Mode: 

Pedoski Mode: Starving 
ki le makes « 

Civil War Mode 

4X Firing Rate: Every gu 

the barrage 

THE HUMAN WALL 

OK, you have to stop the puck. Fat chance if you're trying to 

do it yourself every time. Let your goalie do the work, but 

prepare for shots to sneak top shelf at any time. Here are 

two ways to keep the puck moving and out of your net. 
First off, when you're killing a penalty you'll want the 

puck on the opposite end of the ice as much as possible. 

Duh. One of the best ways to accomplish this once your 

goalie has it in his trapper is by giving a quick touch to the 

L2 button. This serves as a dump-in or a clear usually. But 

when your goalie's doing it, it'll slap off the 

boards and scoot the length of the ice. & 
Second, don’t pull your goalie way out of IMN 

position when you're trying to move the 
puck up ice. It sounds simple, and for those 

hockey nuts rolling their eyes: Bite me. 

This is something even the hardcore 

forgets. But it's truly an amateur 
move. Keep your goalie in the crease 

to make the quick outlet pass. 

E 
ЎЎ Have a little pride and play some defen: 

Е Any yokel can skate ир the ice and flip a 

weak wrister on net. Real hockey, today 

hockey, is all about concentration and 
defensive savvy and shoving the stinky 

Tired of getting skated over by your roommate? Here 
are some slick tips to make sure you can withstand 

of slapshots to your goalie's mask. 

HAT TRICK 

bury your oppo 
he nasty refuse of shame. Here are some do 

st the board 

use, in effect, that's what you're doing 
) a drop pass and 

mask е man behind the 
of therr 

se! knock the victim into next week, but it takes your 

defenseman off his skates. Better to conserva- 

5 tively tap O and save the Big Hit for when you've 

run up the score. Otherwise, it'll probably just 
mean Big Penalties. Got it? 

glove in some bed-wetting poster boy's silly 
mug. Try this: 
First, don’t overpursue the puck. Not every 

defenseman has the foot skills to get back and 

play defense, too. And if you're playing like a real 

man/woman, you've got line changes kicking. 
"€. So all you're doing is wearing down your blue- 

"W liners. Pick your spots, or ready for a 3-on-1 
the other way. 

Second, don't overuse the 

% Triangle/Big Hit button. It may 

Receivers Always Catch: 

Third, if one of the opposition's studs has that 
goal-scoring glint in his eye, do whatever it takes 

to decapitate him. This is where all Big Hit bets 

are off. Here's a short list of forwards you want to 

see on their backside: Owen Nolan, Pavel Bure, 

Jaromir Jager, Petr Forsberg, Theo Fleury, Pavol 

Demitra, Brendan Shanahan, Brett Hull. 
Finally, with the puck in the zone, try faking 

shots from the point. It'll open up lots of space 

for your forwards which equates to quality shots. 

Boards Reward: POWER SLAM [Go back 

GLUE to the 

Unlimited Ammo: A Defense Always Intercepts: OS Rewar he 

from the A Wind at Maximum: SAFETY Rubber option will be open 

ipproved hand Change the Date: Bonus Moves: IAMWEAK 

15 and it'll sta 3 Juggernaut Team: Sound Effects Reward: NO CHANCE (Go 

Slower Players tot in menu and access the 
Wacky Taxi Mode: All Stadiums Unlocked: NHL: Rock the Rink Move 

r View CPU Plays: ^ г тепи ѕсгеє г Мене 
Faster Players. ghlight 

Faster Daytime Effects: NIGHT below 

Maximum Attribute Points: BALLER get the ult Nightmare Creatures Il 
Maximum Recruiting Points: + NHL Teams Available: BAILEY In iddle of the game, pi 

(cont. on p. 
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Chicks dig guys 
with small cars. 

PlayStation. Grab the controls. And hold on for dear life with the most electrifying, high-speed 

p — racing experience available on land, sea and everywhere in between. RC REVENGE 

PRO delivers racing like you've never seen before. It’s arcade RC action so intense 

you won't believe your eyes 

Guys With Small Cars Wanted. Blow away the competition with insane Race in movie-themed worlds! Lost Inca Kick into overdrive with over 30 y 

weapons! Shock-Wave, Bouncing Mines! Temples and Pirate World! vehicles, including first-ever RC boats! 

Лат 
acclaim.com 

+ PlayStation. 



Race Type. 

H2Ho 

Opponent 
Kareem 

H2H2 Kareem 

H2H4 Lucas 

_ H2H6 Emily 

H2H8 Emily 

Kareem 

Kareem 

Lucas 

Emily 

IDIIGHT CLUB 
STREET RACING 

Enter Career » » Garage- » 
Mode ue Change Car Cruisa спу 

_ Want to scoot around Midnight Club with a pur- 
_ pose? Check out this flow chart so you know 
‘exactly where you're going on the mean streets of 
New York and London. Below, check the charts 

` for what you'll unlock. Keep on keepin’ on. 

INDON 

Winning 
Unlocks Race 
H2H1 

cis Vehicle 

PT Phoenix [Standard] 

* PT Phoenix ICX 

H2H5 Allister Grunion || 

H2H7 Rauchen Blitz 300 

H2H9 Rauchen Blitz 300xr 

МР1, Н2Н0 

NYC WP10 Bonus 

МР5 

WP7, H2H6 

| WP8 Emily NYC WP12 Bonus 

| WP10 Bonus Emilio 

WP12 Bonus Larry 

WP14 Bonus World Champ 

(сот. from page 150] 

pause the game. Then hold 
L1+R2+Square+ 

Circle and press SELECT. You will 
now be at the “Cheats” screen with 

the option for invulnerability. On this 
screen, enter any one of these codes 

to add new options to the menu. 

Unlimited Continues: Press and hold 
Li+R1+R2 and then press SELECT. 

Kill Enemy: Press and hold 

Li+L2+R1+Square and then press 

SELECT. 

Unlimited Power-Up: Press and hold 

(152) Official U.S. PlayStation Magazine 

Double Decker Bus 

London Mail Truck 

NYC WP14 Bonus Zender Beta 

Li+R1 and then press SELECT 
Enemy Unlimited Life: P. 

hold Square+Circle and 
SELECT. 

Display Hero Life: urth ligh 

L2+R2+Square and Instant Turbo Blasi 
SELECT, the 5 

Speed Punks 
Boost Start: This trick will give you а 
boost ahead of the other 

you begin a race. At the r 
when the lights start to count down 

ess and 

about h 

d 

ars whi 

the middle of 

Waypoint Waypoint Waypoint 
Race! Race2 

^ 
Follow 1 of 3 

pas 

Finished _ Finished . Finished 
Hook Мап — Race + > Race 2 “> Race 3 

Adi ——> Follow Boss - 

Use Unlocked. 
Cell Number 

Winning 
Unlocks Race _ Race Туре 

| H2Ho 

Opponent 

Emilio H2H1 

H2H2 Emilio * 

| H2H4 Keiko 

H2H8 Larry 

Emilio 

Emilio 

Keiko WP5 

Larry 

Larry 

WP10 Bonus Kareem 

| WP12 Bonus Emily 

WP14 Bonus 

H2H5 

H2H9 

London WP10 Bonus 

WP7, Н2Н6 

London WP12 Bonus 

Winning 
Unlocks Vehicle 
Crusero Bueno 

Le 
Crusero Excellente - 

Piranha PDQ R 

H2H6 Larry H2H7 Jones J400 s 

Jones J450 

WP1, Н2Но, WP3, WPó 

Bus 

Parking Cop 

Zender Alpha World Champ * 

the main menu screen and 

the "Special" menu. Next, 
and enter the "Cheats 

can put in any of the 

caps.] on the 

as shown below. 

Level Select: XCLSIOR 
Invulnerable: RUSTCRST 
Webbing: STRUDL 

Game Comic Covers: ALLSIXCC 
Movie Viewer: WATCH EM 

Character Viewer: CVIEW EM 
Storyboard Viewer: CGOSSETT 
What If Contest: GBHSRSPM. 

Ben Reilly Costume: BNREILLY 

Symbiote Spidey Costume: BLK- 

SPIDR 

Spidey 2099 Costume: TWNTYNDN 

Captain Universe Costume: 5 COSMIC 

Spidey Unlimited Costume: PARAL- 

LEL 

Scarlet Spider Costume: LETTER S 

Amazing Bagman Costume: AMZBG- 

MAN 

[cont. on page 154] 



BANDS 
(022 7М951300 Г1е 

 ر
Wperfectpircle 

РараФоао)! 
aj Eminem 
J Шашы 

Greed 
ADE 
Котт 

Staind 

a ug 
Box 44310 Dept 110 
Eden Prairie, MN 55344 
Phone 952.826.0033 
Fax 952.826.6989 

gwww.infint.com 

CONTEST 1 - VIDEO GAMES 
Sony Playstation 2, Sega Dreamcast, 

PS1, and GameCube. Get all four or trade 
what you don't want for cash. Options 
includé plenty of games, Xbox, Gameboy 
Advance, accesories and 36" monitor. 
Base prize package value $1400. value $2600. 

All this and more could be yours. In 
these contests everyone starts out equal. There is no luck 

involved. You win the prizes by outscoring other players in 

games of skill. Begin your journey by solving the puzzle 

below. If you stick it out till the end and have the highest 
Score, you go on a shopping spree and we foot the bill. This 
first puzzle is easy but it gives you an idea of how the con- 

tests work. You will receive full information when you enter. 

You have been given the opportunity to live your dream. Are 
you up to it? 

For each contest you enter, you will 
receive by mail, four more puzzles at $2 each and a tie- 
breaker at $1. You have three weeks to solve each puzzle. 
We can not predict the number of entries for each phase. 

PRIZE PUZZLE Fill in the 

CONTEST 2 - COMPUTER 
700 MHz, 128 mb RAM, 27 gi 
hard drive,8X DVD-ROM, CD-l 
drive, modem and 17” monitor. 
Options include software and 
accessories. Base prize package 

Ku а ан Мне es >. 

CONTEST 3 - HOME THEATER 
60" big screen, 100 watt receiver with 
Dolby Pro Logic Surround Sound, 
DVD, 200 CD changer, dual tape, НІ- 
FI VCR and tower Speakers. Options 
include Sattelite TV and camcorder. 
Base prize package value $7475. 

Typically 59% attain the highest score in phase 1, 47% in phase 

2, 39% in phase 3 and 34% in phase 4. The winner will have the 

highest score after the tie-breaker. Each contest has its own tie- 

breaker. In the unlikely event that players are still tied, they will 

split the value of the package they are playing for. 

Follow the directions below to fill in the puzzle. 

Check the boxes on the entry form to specify the contests you 

are entering. Add up the entry fees and send that amount with 
the entry form to the address below. Remember, you can't win if 
you don't enter. Only one entry per person. Prize totals are 

described below puzzle. 

sponding lette 

WORD LIST 
TOWER -P 
EARTH -X 
WORLD -U 
SPACE -W 
-НАРРҰ--О 
SHARE -2 

Мате 

Mailing Addres 

City 

<— AYOM 138935 

SECRET WORD CLUE: 
What comes after yesterday 

but before tomorrow? 

° ° 
о 

=, 
[2 

о 
g 
т 
о 

3 
> 
2 
a 

= 
= 

ENTER ME IN THE FOLLOWING CONTESTS: 
[ ($3) Video Game D] ($3 

[0 ($3) Computer 

) Home Theater 

Phone Number 

SEND CASH, MONEY ORDER OR CHECK TO: 
ELATION, P.O. BOX 62126 DEPT 110, EDEN PRAIRIE, MN 55344 

Ela 

Value of prize packages as follows: Video Game package $1400 base prize, bonus options $2350, cash options $1250. 
base prize, bonus options $2850, cash options $1250. Home theater package $7475 base prize, bonus options $6375, cash options $1250. For 
any questions e-mail us at elation@uswestnet or call us at 952-826-0033. 



T TAG 
URNAMENT 

Continued from the December issue 

TONY HAWK'S: 

The Venice Beach madhouse is as impressive 

visually as it is skate-wise. You'll need to leap 

off buildings and you'll even ollie the homeless. 

The cruel act of jumping 

You unlock the extra modes and the char- sleeping homeless men is 
acters the same way: beat the Arcade the only way to complete 
Mode. Try setting the difficulty to Easy and r 4 Venice Beach. Remember 
the fight count to 1. Listed below are the that they move, so check 
goods. " T the map to find the order The ledge that needs good tail-grind-, 

  Ў in which they lie. ing is graffitied with the words, “Theےس
It's far away from the start. 

ing point, but this pic will 

к i — help yotrfind t: 

The Secret Tape is an issue of momen- 
tum on the beach. Once you ramp onto 
the roof (or Wallie if you've got the 
skillz), go at the gray metallic 

eat th je M ramp on the left. It's thin, but 

the momentum from that 
will let you Boneless 
from the ledge and 

grab the Tape. 

Peter Parker Costume: M Star Trek: Invasion V Pass Through Walls: SELECT Big Head Mode: H 
Quick Change Costume: ALM Unlock Everything: View Credits Screen. T 9 1 С Jp, Lef 

Unlock J. James Jewett: t г 

Full Health: 

Big Heads: DULUX 
Debug Info: | 
Everything: EEL NA Tomorrow Never Dies Mission Complete: 
No Naughty Words: ^ 

Every Weapon and 50 Health: 
with big heat 

Special Available Anytime: 

Jp. Right 

Get 10X Multiplier: 

Tony Hawk's Pro Skater juare gle, Ur 
Immunity from Bullets: T nt 7 heats Get 13X Multiplier: 

Slow Mo: 
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Alright, this is freakin’ cool. Get up 

If you don't love Philly, well, you're wrong. 
And if you don't love the chance to empty the 

fountain and skate on phone lines, you're ^ 
plainly an imbecile. 

Once you've managed ` 
to reach the balcony, 
you're in for a headache. 
Try and try to Boneless, 
then Wall Ride, then 
Wallie until you get to 

the top of the building. 
Then hop off and г 
grind the wire. 

speed by riding this spine. Try trick- 

ing onto it with a No Comply or a 

Boneless. 

Now that your speed is up, go off this 

ramp and bust out some Kickflips. 

Now grind that rail to straighten up, 

then Boneless off that little lip. 

Left, Up, Square, Left. 

Skip To Restart Option: Hold L1 and 
press Square, Circle, X, Up, Down. 

Blowout Trick: This trick will blow 
open the game and give you a new 
character. From the menu, access 
Career Mode. Begin a new game and 
press START to pause. Press and hold 

the М button and enter Circle, Right, 
Up, Down, Circle, Right, Up, Square, 

Triangle. The screen shakes if entered 
correctly. Go to the main menu 

screen. Choose to continue the Career 

Mode and Officer Dick, all tap 

els, medals, stats and FMV mı 

will become available. 

wew 
All Wrestlers: PLYHDNGYS 

Play as Same Wrestlers: DPI GNGRS 

[Play as the same wrestler as your 
opponent in versus mode.] 
Classic TNT Nitro: PLYNTRCLSC [Оп 

the ring selec screen, choose the 

Grabbing the Secret Tape takes rail 
balance and the usual THPS 

patience. Get good speed near 

where the T is floating, cut right and 

go onto the high wire. Stay on long 

enough to get both the Tape 

and the 

$250. 

OK, this is a pain in the bottom. You'll 

have to land on the ledge in a grind, 

then transition to the Bluntside (Down, 
Down, Triangle]. 

Want to reach the secret area? Stupid 

question. Ride the wire attached to the 

handicap incline—it'll break off if you 

get all the way to the cash. 

Voilá! You're soaring. Hold down 

Triangle just in case you barely 

make it so you can grind that 

ledge. Sick move! 

Enable Quest Cheat: 

Who Wants to Be 
a Millionaire: 2nd Ed. 
Replacement Name: 

Official U.S. PlayStation Magazine mes 



So...trying to get hold of a PS2 was 
pretty fun huh? Just over 500,000 of 

you managed to get your hands on 

one during the first weekend, and 

with any luck those of you who weren't 
so fortunate have managed to get 

one of the 100,000 that have been 
arriving in stores each week since. 

We've spent the last month collecting 
stories from those of you who have a 
new best friend sitting under the 
TV...and those who don't. 

The Case of the No-Shows 
One interesting turn of events [if by “interesting” one 

means "frustrating enough to induce a homicidal rage”) 

took place at the local Sears. The setup calls proved 

promising, if perplexing: The store would not have sys- 

lems when they opened in the morning, but were expect- 

ing a shipment "around three o'clock." At 3:05 we arrived 

lo find angry yellow signs posted on the doors: "There are 

no PlayStation II [sic] available in this store today." A suit 

in Home Appliances revealed that he, personally, had 

answered "about a thousand" calls about the PS2 that day. 

But the systems had never shown up. The dejected faces 

of the hangers-on in Electronics confirmed the sad tale. 

Apparently a Sony shipment had arrived around three 

as expected, but the boxes were packed with controllers, a 

few PS ones, and...nothing more. Store management 

made no claims about the impending arrival, but still the 

hopeful set up camp outside, hoping, hoping 

Joe Rybicki 
Reviews Editor 

The Pain of a Near Miss 
1 missed a PS2 by eight people. Eight! Are you listening!? 1 

got up early [about 9 a.m.) and drove а long and torturous 

distance [almost four miles] to the nearest Best Buy. All 

these people were lined up ahead of me, and | was, admit- 

tedly, a bit surprised when | wasn't escorted to the front of 

the line. And why wasn't there a sweet old lady bringing 

everyone orange juice!? | stood for what seemed an eternity 

[an hour and a half], in a seeming arctic freeze labout 65 

degrees], only to leave empty-handed. It's a cruel world 

when you so narrowly miss a PS2. | sympathize with you all. 

Todd Zuniga 
Associate Editor 

Crime & Punishment 
l've been a long-time gamer. l've seen many system 

launches but never anything like the PS2 launch. | woke 

up early on the 26th, my alarm set at 4 a.m. and began 

the day of horror. | got in line at my local game store with 

about 70 other people. A man came out of the store telling 

us that in an hour the store would open, telling us to keep 

an orderly fashion and we'd all get a PS2. The doors 

swung open and 70 people shoved their way into the small 

door. People began to take PS2s from other customers 

hands claiming they saw it first. People even fell while I 

slipped by and put one under my arm. 

At the checkout a young boy was the first to get a PS2. 

He was so happy to get it. | saw him leave, very excited. 

Next thing | saw is something I'll never forget: Two men, 

one with a baseball bat, began grabbing the boy demand- 

ing his PS2. When the boy refused, the bat-wielding man 

swung it at the boy's arm. The boy dropped the PS2, 

falling to the ground. Outside other people saw what | saw 

and called the police. The police chased the men down 

and got the PS2. The store was so upset they gave the boy 

a new Р52 and two games. | ask myself why do people 

care enough about some box to actually hurt a child? 

digdowndirtydawgfaol.com 

The Deep Freeze 
The next time Sony decides to release a new console, it bet- 

ter be during the hottest summer ever, ‘cause freezing my 

butt off in the dark for nine hours just to earn the right to 

spend 400-some-odd dollars at Best Buy is not my idea of 

fun. At least | made a bunch of new friends when | handed 

out free copies of EGM апа OPM to the people lined up 

behind me [screw the ones in front of me! It was cats and 

dogs and | wasn't getting wet for people ahead of mel]. 

The next morning | woke up cold and alone [nothing new 

there] and stood in line for another few hours while the BB 

managers went on power trips. Soon, though, we applaud- 

ed the first to exit the store with a new PS2, which he raised 

in triumph before promptly dropping it to the pavement 

below. But, of all that, seeing Zuniga miss out on a system 

by about eight people made it all worthwhile. 

Now stop reading this and go play SSX. 

Greg Sewart 
EGM Previews Editor 

The Backfiring of Plan B 
| preordered a PS2 at ebworld.com on June 17. When Sony 

announced the shortage in October, | got an e-mail from 

EB that said | wasn't getting a PS2 on launch day, it would 

come before Christmas. | was upset and set up plan B: 

the local K-mart. It was a school day so | asked my step- 

dad to wait about an hour before the store opened. When | 

came back from school | was upset to find K-Mart had 

sold out three hours before he got there. And | live ina 

really small town! | was so disappointed. Since | was wait- 

ing for a PS2 game | ordered, and it wasn't at the front 

door, | checked my back door and found a big package in 

the hallway. Could it be? Is it a PS2? Yes it was. | got my 

PS2 from ebworld.com two months ahead of schedule! 

| just want to thank anyone who cancelled their order at 

ebworld.com, and gave me my PS2. I'm real sorry for the 

people who waited hours or days in line to get a PS2. | feel 

fortunate that | was not one of them. 

MANZOV@aol.com 
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Issue 1/October 1997 
Final Fantasy VII Strategy 

$15 

Demo Disc playables: 
Intelligent Qube, PaRappa the 
Rapper, Ace Combat 2, Fighting 
Force 

Issue 2/November 1997 $10 
Bushido Blade Strategy 

Demo Disc playables: 
Crash Bandicoot 2, Croc, Armored 
Core, Madden NFL 98, Cool 
Boarders 2, Colony Wars 

Issue 3/December 1997 $10 
Cool Boarders Strategy 

Demo Disc playables: 
Bushido Blade, Vs., Star Wars: 
Masters of Тега5 Kasi, Jet Moto 2, 

Cardinal SYN, Ghost in the Shell, 
Moto Racer, Test Drive 4 

[1 Issue 4/January 1998 $10 
Tomb Raider Il Strategy 

Demo Disc playables: 
NFL GameDay 98, CART World 

О Issue 5/February 1998 $10 
Alundra Strategy 

Demo Disc playables: 
NCAA GameBreaker 98, Tomb 

Raider ||, Command & Conquer: Red 
Alert, Crime Killer 

Issue 7/April 1998 
Resident Evil 2 Strategy 

$10 

Demo Disc playables: 
Hot Shots Golf, Pitfall 3D, WCW 
Nitro, ONE 

Issue 8/May 1998 $10 
Tekken 3 Strategy 

Demo Disc playables: 
Einhander, бех: Enter the Gecko, 
Klonoa 

Issue 9/June 1998 
Tekken 3 Strategy 

$15 

Demo Disc playables: 
Cardinal SYN, Vigilante 8, Forsaken, 
N20, TOCA, Dead or Alive 

Issue 11/August 1998 $15 

Demo Disc playables: 
Tekken 3, Turbo Prop Racing 

ІШ Issue 12/September 1998 $ 10 
Elemental Gearbolt Strategy 

Demo Disc playables: 
Spyro the Dragon, Duke Nukem: Time 
to Kill, WWF War Zone, The Unholy 
War, S.C.A.R.S. 

Issue 13/October 1998 $10 
Spyro the Dragon 

Demo Disc playables: 
Metal Gear Solid, Legacy of Kain: Soul 
Reaver, Test Drive 5, Devil Dice, 
Brunswick Bowling, Ninja, NFL 
Xtreme, Cool Boarders 3 

Issue 15/December 1998 $10 
Crash Bandicoot Strategy 

Demo Disc playables: 
Tomb Raider ІІ, Crash Bandicoot: 
WARPED, Bomberman World, A Bug's 

Life, Running Wild, Kagero, Metal 

Gear Solid, Gran Turismo 

ONLY DEMO 
DISCS 

AVAILABLE! 

[] Issue 6/March 1998 
$799 

playables: Bloody Roar, Monster 
Rancher, Shipwreckers non- 
playables: Alundra, NBA Shoot 

Out 98, Saga Frontier, Mega Man 
Neo 

LI Issue 10/July 1998 
$799 

bles: Gran Turismo, Tomba!, 
The Granstream Saga, Jersey 
Devil, NBA ShootOut, Blasto, 

Speed Racer non-playables: 
NFL Xtreme, MLB 99, Tekken 3 

Issue 14/November 1998 
$799 

playables: MediEvil, WarGames 
Defcon 1, Dragon Seeds, G- 
Darius, Future Cop L.A.P.D. 

Colony Wars Vengeance non- 
playables: Crash Bandicoot: 

WARPED, Tenchu, Tai-Fu, Rugrats, 
Abe's Exoddus, Brave Fencer SOLD our Serles, Frogger Vigilante 8 Strategy Musashi, You Don't Know Jack 

Issue 16-510 Issue 18-510 (хі 19-510 Issue 20-510 Issue 21-510 
January 1999 March 1999 722. 1999 June 1999 Demo Disc ч 

E ВАЗЕ playabtes: Silent 
Hill, Moto Racer 2, 
Brave Fencer 
Musashi, 
Apocalypse, T'ai Fu 

j Demo Disc 
] playables: Syphon 

Filter, Bust A 

Groove, Shadow 
Madness, 
Fisherman's Bait, 

|| Akuji the Heartless, 
No One Can Stop 
Mr. Domino, Street 
Sk8er 

Demo Disc 
playables: RÁ: 
Ridge Racer Type 4, 
WCW/nWo Thunder, 

Demo Disc 
playables: 
Oddworld: Abe's 
Exoddus, NFL Blitz, 
Bust-a-Move 4, R4: 
Ridge Racer Type 4, 
Elmo's Letter 
Adventure 

Gex 3: Deep Cover 
Gecko, Legend of 

Rollcage, Warzone Legaia, Contender 
"| 2100, Rugrats: 

Search for Reptar 

Issue 22-510 Issue 23-510 Issue 24-510 Issue 25-510 Issue 26-510 Issue 27-510 
luly 1999 August 1999 Р September 1999 October 1999 November 1999 December 1999 Demo Disc BE} Demo Disc EE Demo Disc В | Demo Disc ; Demo Disc Demo Disc playables: L1 PlayStation playables: О PlayStation playables: ШЕ ДШ) piayavies: o PlayStation, playsties; (СІ Playstation playables: Gran 

Ape Escape, ШЕ Final Fantasy Sag UmJammer Metal Gear z, Grandia, Legacy Turismo 2, 
MLB 2000, The VIII, 3 Xtreme, Lammy, Sled Solid, Wipe0ut Tc ge] of Kain: Soul Madden NFL 
Next Tetris, Tony Tiny Tank, Jade ЈЕ Storm, Chocobo 3, Omega Boost, Ў, Reaver, Killer 2000, NFL 
Hawk's Pro 4 Cocoon, Macross. А ҚЫСЫ, Racing, Pong, NFL Xtreme 2, WS аш Loop. 40 Winks, GameDay 2000, Skater, Croc 2, TARZAN VF-X 2, You ONE Î Monaco Gran Jet Moto 3, Toy NFL Blitz, Crash NCAA Game Soul of the [pe Don't Know wa Wee Prix Racing Story 2, Pac- Bandicoot: Breaker 2000, 
Samurai, Bloody 
Roar 2 

Jack, Centipede, WARPED, Cool 
Ultimate 8-Ball 

Cool Boarders4 [ Man World 

Issue 29-S10 
February 2000 

Demo Disc 
playables: 

Issue 30-510 
March 2000 

Issue 31-510 
Aprii 2o00 

Issue 32-$10 
May 2000 

О PlaySration prism 

Issue 33-$10 
June 2000 Demo Disc OF Demo Disc playables: playables: X- m О 

Dino Crisis, NHL Tomba! 2, Tomb Syphon Filter 2, Sl Colony Wars: MediEvil Il, Men Mutant FaceOff 2000, Raider The Last Crash Team Red Sun, NCAA March Academy, 
NBA Basketball Revelation, Racing, NCAA Spider-Man, М] Madness 2000, Threads of Fate, 
2000, Tarzan, 
Army Men: Air 
Attack, WCW 
Mayhem 

SuperCross NASCAR 
Rumble, Speed 

ation? Punks, Rugrats 
ЖЕЛІ Studio Tour 

WWF 
SmackDown!, 
Gauntlet 
Legends, Grind 
Session 

Final Four 2000, | " 
] Spyro 2,Silent Ши 
Bomber, Twisted | 

B Metal 4 

Circuit, 
MTV Sports 
Snowboarding 

aud Harrier Attack, 
ES] Hot Shots Golf 

= 2, Rollcage 
ШШ Stage И, Gekido 

New Larger Size! 

Issue 34-510 
July 2000 

Issue 36-510 
September 2000 

Issue 37-510 
October 2000 

Issue 38-510 
November 2000 

Issue 39-510 
D 

Tony Hawk's Pro 
Skater 

Who Wants to Be A 
Millionaire 

Soul Reaver 2 Star Wars Everything you wanted 
to know about PS2 

Crash Bash 

Demo Disc playables: 
Grind Session, Rayman 2: 
The Great Escape, Ms. 
Pac-Man Maze Madness, 
Dave Mirra Freestyle BMX, 
Tyco R/C Racing 

Demo Disc playables: 
Bust-A-Groove 2, RC 

Revenge, Team Buddies, 
Sydney 2000, Muppet 
Monster Adventure, Sno- 

Cross Championship 
Racing 

Demo Disc playables: 
Madden NFL 2001, Star 
Wars Demolition, MTV 
Sports Pure Ride, Mat 
Hoffman's Pro BMX, 

Disney's the Emperor's 
New Groove 

Demo Disc playables: 
Tony Hawk's Pro Skater 
2, Legend of Dragoon, 
MLB 2001, Mr. Driller, 
Star Trek Invasion 

Demo Disc playables: 
Star Wars Episode 1: Jedi 
Power Battles, Tenchu 2, 
WDW: Magical Racing 
Tour, Destruction Derby 
Raw, Play with the 
Teletubbies 

Demo Disc playables: 
Crash Bash, Incredible 
Crisis, Jarrett & LaBonte 
Stock Car Racing, Spyro: 
Year of the Dragon, 
Ultimate Fighting 
Championship 

За LES PlavStatian Madasing. 14 
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Shop | Business | Help | News | Investing | Reviews | Electronics | GameSpot | Tech Life | Downloads | Developer 

Your beeper beeps. Your PDA chimes. You can make a quick call wherever you are. Yup. technology 

is an integral part of everyday life. That's why ZDNet has all the product reviews to help you find 

the latest gadget. In fact. ZDNet was named “Best Overall Online Site" by the Computer 

Press Association. However technology touches your life, ZDNet's Reviews Channel 

has something for you. Because ZDNet is where technology takes you 

Net 
ашынады аа www.zdnet.com 



"TEKKEN TAG TOURNA- 
MENT" Features more than 30 
characters who have 
appeared throughout the 
Tekken series since the first 
arcade game. Pick your 
favorites and join the fight as 

you use the unique strengths 
of each combatant to annihi 

|late your opponents. A spec 
lag-team mode creates пем 

combinations of attacking 
never before possible 
Sophisticated and highly 
detailed backgrounds. 

PlayStation. 

Namco (Fighter) 
Release: NOW 

PSX2 

‘DEAD OR ALIVE’ Drool over lush 
backgrounds meticulously detailed with 
the most advanced techniques in light 

| пд and texturing. Multi-tiered fighting 
[stages let you loss your opponents 
| through cathedral windows, over cas 
cading waterfalls, and off towering 
rooftops to continue the fight below. 

PlayStation.2 

Tecmo (Fighter) 
Release:NOW 
PSX2 

"SUMMONER' With rings of channel: 
ing, you will call forth demons and 
golems, supernatural servants and ele- 
mental creatures. Аз а young | om, 
Summoner you'll explore an incredible 
3D world filled with many unique char 
acters. Experience jaw dropping spell 
effects and amazing in-game cinemat 
ics. 

THQ (Roleplaying) 
Release: NOW 

‘TONY HAWK'S PRO 
SKATER 2° 

|the most compr 
| roster of pro skaters 
increased number of tricks 

and combinations, includ- 
ing new grabs, grinds, 
inverts and lip and nollie 
tricks, You'll need to learn 
and master these 
as you work your w 
the in the rankings. 
Activision (Sports) 

lon 

tai PlayStat 

| ‘SPYRO 3: YEAR OF THE 
|DRAGON' 15 packed with 

| tons of new features includ- 
ing brand new playable 
charaters, and new тіпі- 
games, There are a total of 
37 huge levels to explore as 
you find gems, fight bad 

| guys, and learn new moves 
|to help on your journey 
This is sure to be the best 

| Spyro game yet 

| Sony (Adventure) 
Release: МОМ, 
PSX 

[wwe SMACKDOWN! 2 
|Bodyslams, insane acti 
and complelling storyline 
Featuring all the top names 
in the business, “Stone 
Cold" Steve Austin, The 
Rock, The Undertaker. 
Triple H, Kane, and many 
more. Outstanding graph- 
ics and intense action with 

| WWF Smackdown 2! 

THQ (Sports) 

ion 

PlayStat 

CHIPS &BITSINC. 
P.0.BOX 234 DEPT 11355 

2520 VT. RTE.100N ROCHESTER, VT 05767 
INT'L 802-767-3033 FAX 802-767-3382 

New Releases! 
Pokemon Gold GB $29.95 

Ogre Battle 64 N64 $56.95 

Samba De Amigo SD $42.95 

Spyro 3 PS $39.95 

SONY PLAYSTATION 2 
Ruas Pha Tu Recast Рик Tm Rus Pret 

the NFL te 
Coaches Club lin 
| see coaches on 

yelling 

John Madden and 
t Summerall call the 

EA (Sports) 
Release: NOW 

PSX2 $49.95) 

and 

"CHRONO 
Features a story line with 
multiple scenarios set in a 

Brand new battle 
ing the player 
of fighting 

ho to battle and 

Chrono Trigger with music 
d story line by the 



Hot Deals! www.chipsbits.com | Em 
Championship Pool GB $12.95 Blue, and Yellow, no 

AeroGauge N64 $29.95 0 Call 1-800-600-4263 ) ШЕШЕ ШЫ 
Wetrix Plus SD $29.95 become the greai 
Dragon's Lair PS2 $29.95 Source Code 11355 Pokemon Master of all 

time. Begin in a new 
] world with all kinds of 

Pokemon. 
Featuring new Poke 

| > Balls, such as the Lure 
си 5 Ball that catches Water- 

Е type Pokemon. 

95: ue Nintendo 

GAMEBOY COLOR _ DREAMCAST 
E Renst Pace Tur Release Pacr Tine Волан Pm [m 

12/00 $2899 Donald Duck 1000 10/00 
09/00 52899 Donkey Kong Countr 11/00 Bang! Gunship Elite 11/00 

Rocket 08/00 $28.99 Dragon Tal 10/00 
300 5289 Dragon Wat 

pos (Adventure) 
Release: NOW 

Gameboy 

Alone in the Dark 4 10/00 
Animorphs 10/04 

РХ Racer 08/00 
Army Men S 1 on Impossible 
Arthur's Fun 09/0 ESPN NBA Tonight 528.9 tancher Вие Crd 44 9: "POKEMON SILVER $29 95 95 

09/00 FIFA Soccer 200 1100 52899 АВ 2000 1200 54895 Release: NOW 
0/00 Force. 1/00 $2899 10/00 54695 

03/0 Kengo Mas 12/00 
0100 King Figh 09/00 "SHENMUE' offers a living 
1/00 Legend of 01/00 S: world, where characters 

09/00 с MOK 2 0400 5 exist on their own timelines 
е e МТУ Sports Skateboard 09/00 $ x & almost all objects can be 

Bomberman MAX Red — 05/00 9, 0600 $ 8 manipulated & used 
Buffy Vampire Slayer 09/0 0200 $ 5 are Ryo, in 1986 Ja 
Bugs Bunny 4 0 0 1100 54 9 / 3 A trying to solve the my 

x > 3 f his fathers de 
“DRAGON WARRIOR 1 & 2' 08/00 2 2 rere it йы: 0 
Са ELE pend Road Champs BSX " 03/00 5 ЕЕ & solve а myri- 

Now they're back and better Road Ба Tene = м ору 
than ever with enhanced ЖИЙ : Sega (Roleplaying) 

К graphics, exciting game- En Родни wo ¿ ПЕТЕ 
3 " У Sega GT 08/00 у ase: NOW 

AE ы 09/00 Sega Marine Fishing 10/00 su x Dreamcast 

Су hours of gamplay with all Dream 04/00 Sega Sports NBA 2K1 im 
р 09/00 4 droCros 0/00 | new cinematics and а brand паке m T ton п Coming Soon! 

Enix (Roleplayi 00 WWF Smackdown 2 PS $39.95 
ЗАРА О тию Gran Tourismo 2000 PS2 $48.95 

Gameboy nee Phantasy Star Online SD $49.95 
Bust a Move Mille 0/0 9 Hot Wheels Spec Ops:Omega Squad 1000 Banjo Tooie N64 $49.95 

H Star Trek New Worlds 10/00 

Inspector Ga Star Wars Jedi Pwr Batt mu | = 
Int! Track & Field Streetfighter Alpha 3 

Th писано Вей ROLE PLAYING BOARD GAMES 
Cinderella R AD&D 3rd Ed. DM Guide 09/00 $1995 1864 Year of Decision — 07% 
Croc Tomb Raider 1100 5 M 5 Arab Israeli Wars 0% 
Cruisin Exot 11/00 AD&D 3rd Ed. Players 08/00 51795 

итал. 1199 $1995 
ernity Player's Handbook0: 08/0. Virtua Tennis 07/00 

09/00 08/00 
12/00 Wo 07/00 548.95 

Mermaid Pinball 09/00 $28.95 Worldwide K 09/00 $4495 

Lionheart 
COMPUTER GAMES & HARDWARE = TENDS caj chit 

‘American McGee s Alice 1000 $4 Tomb Raider 5 dyn Ceronicies | Pacific Victory 
Апасћгопох Unreal Tournament All Star Baseball 2001 03/00 Risorgimento 185: 
Arcanum 09/0 Banjo Tooie 11/00 
Baldur's 11 Totaler Kri 
сас? 

Mario бон 64 
rio Part 

Pendragon 4th Ed. 
Unknown Armies 

n Yoke USB 
ster MX400 

о Gladiac GeForce? 

Everglide Lrg Attk Pad 
Omd Monster MX400 

ercules3DPt 

Saitek X-36 Cont Sy USB 

NASCAR 2000 
NBA Live 2000 
NFL Blitz 2001 N 
Ogre Battle 64 0 2 т "SEGA SPORTS: NFL 2К1" 

— Paper Mario With the built-in modem: 
"LEGEND OF ZELDA: Perfect Dark 
MAJORA'S MASK’ Try to Pokemon P 

Warh 
02/95 

eague 
unravel the mystery of RayMan 2 u country rival with up to 

TuructNDOr. Majoras Mask. Link Resident Evil Zero three lackies. The game is 
relives the same 3 days Racer E packed with new moves, 

and nights, enabling him. Rush 2049 8 better defense, increased 

1o explore his 3D world Smash Brothers ë realism, and more modes 
and interact with charac- Spider-Man р of play, like a stiff arm shot 
ters like never before. Star Wars Racer 5 > straight to your ribcage. 
Solve puzzles, find hid- craft 
den treasures, fight bat- Tony Hawks Pr 0300 $4695 é š Sega (Sports) 

Roller CT Loopy Landscapes Ó ^ я tles and discover the абон ОЫМ | e Sales NOW 
Rogue Spear Platnium Pk 11/00 Nintendo (File playing) mystery of the Mask 2001 Ee Я 3 и 
Sims:Livin' Lar, > Р 

N64 Thiet 2: The World is Not Enough 1100 $4995 l'OGRE BATTLE 64: 
| Develop warriors, master 
| magic spells, balance unit 
strengths & cope as you 
play the brave hero & 
savior of the people 
Three scenarios in huge 
3D worlds include 35 ba 

1 tles & missions. Equip ТЕ, ‚ 
5 your armies, set up battle 

C EE formations & build skill 
levels of your army. Save 
your world from the evil 
Lodis Empire. 

| Age 

Spend the specified amount on any in-stock software and choose one | SPEND $60 CyberJudas, Spearhead, Star Trek: Omnipedia 
tree ІВМ game from the corresponding list, Request must be made at ЯБА 
time of order. Offer good on in-stock software only, while supplies last. | SPEND $100 Under a Killing Moon, Total Annihilation, Stonekeep 
Limit 2 per customer. Valid through January 17, 2001 SPEND $200 F-22/Red Sea Ops, Lords of Magic, Sin 
Visa, MC & Discover accepted. Checks held 4 weeks. Money Orders under $200 same as cash. COD $8. Price, release, availability, shipping times 
& offer not guaranteed & are subject to change at any time. Hardware may require added S&H. Within 10 days defectives repaired or replaced at 
our discretion. After 10 days the manufacturer's warrantee applies. All sales final. S&H calculated on a per order, per shipment, and per item basis. 
The ‘per order charge is charged once per order placed, the ‘per item’ charge | - : 5 Е 
is charged once for each item ordered and the ‘per shipment’ charge is d b T Atlus (Roleplaying) 
charged once for each shipment we make to you. For each US order $10.00 |, o, 30 Dic " n 5 Release: NOW 
Will be allocated to a 12 issue subscription to Computer Games Strategy Plus. 
(Call for details. 

N64 
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UNLEASH on MA 
PLAZAS NOTHING iS OUT OF BOUNDS 

4 
» { ' 

LOCATE HIDDEN BONUS KEYS TO UNLOCK MORE 
RACING MADNESS 

OVER 30 PULSE-POUNDING LEVELS ACROSS 
FOUR INTERNATIONAL CITIES 

я ium 

Visit www.esrb.org 
or call 1-800-771-3772 |" а > 

esr | WWW.TOP-GEAR.COM. ) — 



Made with love by 

<EIKCMAG- 
Our goal is to preserve classic video дате magazines so that 

they аге по lost permanently: 

People interested in helping out in any capacity, 
please visit us at retromags.com. 

No profit is made from these scans nor do we offer anything 
available from the publishers themselves: 

Ifyou come across anyone Selling releases from 
this site please do not support them and do let us know: 

Thank you! 


